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The pictures tell a convincing story for the appearance characteristics of Anaconda Architectural Bronze. But, they don't tell the whole story.

In addition to adding a distinctive note of beauty and charm to well-designed entrances, bronze provides the economy of durability and easy maintenance. As a matter of fact, only occasional cleaning is necessary to maintain its original lustre. Then, too, moderate cost and ready adaptability to original design are other practical reasons why this ageless metal is the choice of so many architects.

The American Brass Company is the leading supplier of architectural bronze, copper and nickel silver in all wrought forms for ornamental work of every description.

These photographs by courtesy of The A. J. Johannsen Agency of Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance Co.

FOR ORNAMENTAL WORK

Anaconda Bronze

THE AMERICAN BRASS COMPANY, General Offices: Waterbury Connecticut

In Canada: ANACONDA AMERICAN BRASS LTD., New Toronto, Ont. • Subsidiary of Anaconda Copper Mining Co.
CORRECTED PROOF of an important page in the New SWEET'S CATALOG

A Manufacturer's Code of Ethics with Architects and Engineers

The advent and general use of the semi-prefabrication of parts of housing in the form of standard, completely engineered Packages is a forward step in the building industry.

As units covering heating, trim, wall surfaces, kitchens, etc., these packages represent many advantages. They invite a closer relationship between you and the manufacturer. As a means of developing this relationship on a strong, effective and equitable basis, we propose a Manufacturer's Code based on the following fundamentals:

1. The responsibility of contacting you and your office should be delegated to a single company representative.

2. To achieve good service, these contacts should be at regular intervals.

3. To increase efficiency in handling requests, a service should be established in principal cities.

4. To keep you posted, the manufacturer should assume the responsibility of distributing (in convenient forms for efficient use and filing) the latest data on new products, product changes and industry trends.

5. To maintain fair competition, all specifications submitted by any manufacturer should establish standards of quality and performance only.

6. To insure satisfactory field fabrications or installations of any product, close co-operation must exist between the architect, the manufacturer and the contractor from inception of a project to its completion.

WESTINGHOUSE INCORPORATES ALL THESE FUNDAMENTALS IN ITS CLEARING HOUSE SERVICE

Be sure to see the Westinghouse Sections in the 1941 Sweet's Catalog.
THE TRUE ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE IS THE FIRMEST PILLAR OF GOOD GOVERNMENT

George Washington

RAPIDLY nearing completion, New York City's Criminal Courts and Prison Building (designed and constructed under the supervision of the Dept. of Public Works, Irving V. A. Huie, Commissioner) promises to be one of the city's most interesting and impressive structures. Designed to give the utmost in utility, its beauty is noteworthy in every detail.

Typical of the materials employed here are the 3,200 Aluminum windows in the Criminal Courts Building. There for a lifetime of service, they are unexcelled in appearance, provide a maximum of glass area, remarkably easy to open and close, permanently weather-tight.

And, in this and the adjoining Prison Building, Aluminum window subframes, mullions and louvres are used. 2,115 cast Aluminum spandrels grace the exterior. Aluminum handrails, stair treads and nosings, ornamental trim, lighting fixtures and many Aluminum doors dress up the interior.

ALUMINUM COMPANY OF AMERICA,
2198 Gulf Building, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

Showing how construction had progressed as of September 13, 1940.
A First Line Industry Expands for Defense

A Fitzgibbons Steel Boiler takes to the rails. On the way to Consolidated Aircraft Corporation in San Diego, California.

Again it's Fitzgibbons for a vitally important heating job! In keeping with the character of the whole plant and the importance of its product, this prominent airplane manufacturer selects thirteen of the famous Fitzgibbons R-Z-U Boilers for the ultimate in heating dependability and economy.

For important defense projects or industrial and commercial installations, architects and engineers specify Fitzgibbons Steel Boilers for assured heating—assured economy, assured performance, assured comfort.

The Fitzgibbons R-Z-U Catalog has a wealth of information for architects and heating contractors. Write for your copy today.

Fitzgibbons Boiler Company, Inc.
General Offices: 101 Park Avenue, New York, N.Y.
Works: Oswego, N.Y.
Offices in Principal Cities
Today it is realized that floors which harmonize with furniture make a decided difference in home beauty.

Maple is again in the spotlight for home floors. Not because of its almost eternal smoothness, its longer life, or its easier cleaning—but because architects and decorators have discovered that Maple holds the key to new beauty in modern homes.

The principle is simple: Modern furniture is fine-grained—so is Hard Maple. Combined, the two present a close harmony of furniture and flooring.

Hard Maple virtually becomes “part of the furniture,” doesn’t compete for attention, supplies a blending background that shows furniture at its best.

Home-owners, acquainted with this modern flooring contribution through national magazines, have been quick to appreciate its importance; so that today, Hard Maple is creating a new vogue in home floors.

When you specify Hard Maple flooring, you insure satisfaction not only with performance and permanence, but with the lifetime of extra beauty it adds to homes.

For Hard Maple at its best—specify MFMA.

MAPLE FLOORING MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION
1785 McCormick Building, Chicago, Illinois
See our catalog data in Sweet’s, sec. 21/78.

WRITE FOR THIS INTERESTING DEMONSTRATION FOLDER
This is the folder for which hundreds of home-owners and building prospects have written. Entitled “A Glimpse of an Interesting Modern Home,” it is a room-by-room demonstration of the unusual beauty which results when floors are in grain-harmony with furniture. It includes photographic reproductions of Hard Maple in a range of actual colors. Every architect should see it. For free copy, just write.

Floor with MFMA Maple
(NORTHERN HARD)
...and thanks for suggesting PORCELAIN ENAMEL

“M. R. CARLSON is mighty proud of his new store front. And I can’t say I blame him, because it’s a trim job—looks as good in finished form as it did on my rendering.

“He stopped me on the street yesterday, and thanked me for suggesting porcelain enamel... said he could see already that it’s going to be a cinch to keep clean and attractive. Another thing that impressed him was the low cost of the whole job. No sir, it won’t do me a bit of harm to have Carlson telling all his friends about his new store front.”

That’s how porcelain enamel makes satisfied clients—clients who may be influential in directing more architectural work to you. This new, colorful medium opens to you an enlarged field for architectural design. It is easy to keep clean. It is available in a wide variety of colors, finishes, and shapes. Its attractiveness never fades. It requires almost no maintenance. It is easily and speedily erected. It achieves architectural effects at low cost that were never before possible without the use of expensive materials.

When you specify porcelain enamel, specify the base metal, too—U-S-S VITREENAMEL. It’s a special base metal, made and prepared for porcelain enameling, used by leading manufacturers of enamel products. That’s the surest, safest way to put “Quality Materials” right in the specifications.

CARNEGIE-ILLINOIS STEEL CORPORATION

Pittsburgh Chicago

United States Steel Corporation

HAVE YOU RECEIVED YOUR DATA SHEETS?

To help you in drawing up specifications involving porcelain enamel, we have made available to you without cost, this 16-page set of Data Sheets, which present in usable form the best current practice in applying architectural porcelain enamel. If you haven’t already received these sheets, write today and we will rush you a set.

CARNegie-ILLINOIS STEEL CORPORATION

Pittsburgh Chicago

Columbia Steel Company, San Francisco, Pacific Coast Distributors

UNITED STATES STEEL
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THE accurate, mirror-like reflections provided by a quality structural glass are very important. They contribute vitally to the beauty and richness of the installation. They are largely responsible for the effect of spaciousness, elegance and modern smartness for which structural glass has become famous.

Yet no structural glass which is not mechanically ground and polished can provide these clear, perfect reflections. And that's why so many architects standardize on Carrara Structural Glass.

Every piece of Carrara produced, no matter what its color or thickness, is mechanically ground and polished.* That means all Carrara Glass is top quality. There is no second grade.

Further, Carrara is permanent. It is easy to clean. It offers a wide choice of attractive colors, of thicknesses and decorative treatments. It is structural glass at its best. Write today for our free booklet of information about it, entitled "Carrara, the Modern Structural Glass." Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co., 2106 Grant Building, Pittsburgh, Pa.

* The new Suede-finish Carrara is subjected to special treatment, after grinding and polishing, to soften its surface reflections.

IT TAKES A QUALITY GLASS like Carrara, with a ground and polished finish, to provide accurate, mirror-like reflections such as those shown in these locker-room partitions.

"PITTSBURGH" stands for Quality Glass
Houses of Worship Need Attractive Floors That Add Quiet and Dignity to Church Interiors

Church floors must provide, in addition to utility and economy, an ability to blend with the atmosphere of reverence so essential to church services. The sure-footed resilience of Tile-Tex, plus its extensive color range, make it a most desirable flooring for the different types of rooms found in church buildings. Tile-Tex will give attractive individuality to chapels, classrooms, and other areas where pattern and design are important. In the nave of the church, the subdued tones and decorative effects available in Tile-Tex make possible a floor that conforms ideally to the atmosphere of reverence which is necessary.

Tile-Tex is quiet and comfortable to walk on so that unnecessary noise from foot traffic is eliminated. Its tough, durable composition makes it last for many more years than ordinary floorings. In addition, its closely-textured surface is easy to clean and keep clean. Surprisingly enough, Tile-Tex, with all these advantages, is not a premium-priced flooring. Actually, it is extremely low in first cost, and even lower in maintenance cost than other resilient floors.

Our constant objective is to furnish the architect with an honest, steadily improved product that will enable him to design architecturally correct floors which can be installed and maintained properly at minimum cost.

The TILE-TEX Company
101 Park Avenue, New York City Chicago Heights, Illinois
DEFENSE PROGRAM
COSTS RISING

Major defense projects of the magnitude now being developed for ordnance and other use (covering thousands of acres) are requiring millions of dollars for each project and the present estimated expenditure may be considerably increased beyond the estimates prepared to date—because of the increased requirements imposed and because of the inability (in the rush of defense emergency) to prepare sufficiently accurate estimates as a guide for appropriations. In the beginning of this program, civilians (mostly from the field of engineering) of considerable ability and experience were taken into the War Department to initiate this program of construction. But there is now increasing evidence that Army officers (probably from the Corps of Engineers) will supplant these civilians in positions of authority so that the program in the Army will become increasingly a military operation—comparable to the Navy program at the present time, under Naval officers.

HOUSING

The program of defense housing is continuing through the following agencies (a) the Public Buildings Administration; (b) the Navy (Bureau of Yards and Docks); and (c) the United States Housing Authority. All Army housing and a small part of the Navy housing will be done by the PBA through monies previously made available by Congress, as well as the $150,000,000 to be provided under the recently-passed Lanham Bill. Housing projects are in approximately 70 areas where defense activities are intensive and it is likely that only a small percentage of (permanent) defense housing will be developed with private capital.

As of November 1, approximately 5,000 housing units were under contract at twelve of the important Navy bases (through the Bureau of Yards and Docks, Navy).

The most acute housing shortage and the largest projects have been made necessary in Southern California because of extensive naval bases and the tremendous expansion of the aircraft industry. Army, Navy, and private industries have caused a housing shortage in approximately 60 other areas.

Through the USHA about 25 defense housing projects are being developed.

Through the Farm Security Administration considerable study is being devoted to problems of housing created by the acquisition of large units of land for major ordnance and other similar projects—necessitating the removal of many rural families on short notice. Unfortunately no government agency acted with sufficient promptness to give the necessary assistance to these families (who were thus “uprooted” and required to find their own housing).

Those interested in defense housing should request that their names be placed on the list to receive releases from the National Defense Advisory Committee. A list of localities in which housing may be undertaken appears in “Release PR 217, dated October 31, 1940.”

The Defense Housing Coordinator's Office is not responsible for the methods adopted in planning and construction of defense housing. This is the function of the specific agencies referred to above. The Defense Housing Coordinator has the responsibility of determining, in conference with other agency officials, the locations, the amount and kind of housing required, and the dates to be set for starting and completing these.

HOUSING EMPLOYMENT

To the extent that the USHA may administer any part of the defense housing program, it is likely, as in the past, to be done through a decentralized procedure, with the employment of architects, engineers, and landscape architects in private practice who are qualified through experience in PWA and USHA housing. To date (November 18) there is a strong inclination to undertake this tremendous program through centralized planning agencies (PBA and Bureau of Yards and Docks). But it is the conclusion of spokesmen representing the professions of architecture, engineering, and landscape architecture that this complete planning program can be much more efficiently and appropriately accomplished through the decentralized methods favored by the USHA. This opinion apparently is not, to date, shared by those responsible for policies of planning and other procedures in the complete development of defense housing.

It may be possible to produce quantities of standardized plans for houses on a number of projects—but it seems likely that a “bottle-neck” would occur in production, particularly in those steps relating to the work of the engineer, the town planner, or the landscape architect where each project and, indeed, each part of each project presents highly-specialized and detailed problems which cannot be solved by a general principle of standardization.

Experimentation in procedures is now being considered and it is hoped that with further experience and study of this problem (which is new to the PBA personnel) that the tendency will be toward decentralization of the planning and other procedures. But with the large personnel now available in PBA offices (Division of Supervising Architect) standard plans are being prepared rapidly for about 60 projects. Sites for 15 of these have already been selected, but the final procedure for employment of the technical planners has not been determined.

Only a few offices in private practice will receive employment in the Defense Program (unless housing is decentralized). But the extensive activities in defense housing cantonments, air fields, major ordnance, and other similar projects is drawing great numbers of men from the technical planning professions. Through the Advisory Committee in the Construction Division of the Quartermaster General’s Office applications have been received to date from approximately 1,700 architects and engineers (as well as 3,800 contractors) and it is increasingly evident that with the limited number of defense projects, only a small proportion of these applicants can be employed.

The major employment will be for engineers, because it is already evident that there is a shortage of the
supply in a number of areas where major ordinance projects have been started. Topographic engineers are being used in large numbers, but their period of employment (generally through the architectural engineer) will be comparatively short.

On Government payrolls, employment is restricted almost entirely to the Civil Service roster. But a number of younger men who wish to render service in those fields for which their education and training have qualified them professionally find that their only opportunity is to enlist and be transferred eventually through the formalized method of classifying enlisted men and making use of their talents and training.

Some Government officials seem to feel that professional planners should give their services at a minimum compensation; although the Government has authorized expenditures on an extensive scale at normal prevailing prices for all other kinds of labor and materials required for the Defense Program. It is hard to see why an appeal to loyalty and patriotism—at the sacrifice of normal income required to support a family and business—should be concentrated on the professions more than in the commercial field!

CANTONMENTS
To date, approximately 30 large cantonments of the Army program are now under construction. These will house a minimum of 20,000 men each and some will house as many as 40,000. In the average cantonment there will be as many as 800 to 900 buildings, for which the standard plans have been developed by the War Department prior to the present emergency. And thus the problem becomes one for engineers and landscape architects and town planners. Fortunately there is an increasing attention to site planning problems. The present program calls for facilities for approximately 1,250,000 men, and if, as seems likely, the emergency increases there may be a considerable expansion in the cantonment program.

SELECTION OF MEN
Officials in the War Department are strongly encouraging any procedure through which any applicants endeavor to obtain work through paid agents or other representatives employed for this purpose. Although to date many applicants have actually

(Continued on page 12)

LARGER PROJECTS UNDER CONSTRUCTION DIVISION, QUARTERMASTER GENERAL'S OFFICE

Note—For those interested in the major defense projects being constructed by the Army—including cantonments, air fields, ordnance, and similar projects—the attached list indicates the extent to which these have been authorized. Through the private offices identified with this program opportunities for employment on a reasonable salary basis should be increasing.

A.D.T.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of Project</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Estimated Cost</th>
<th>Architect-Engineer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Camp Blanding</td>
<td>Near Green Cove, Spring, Fla.</td>
<td>$10,061,570</td>
<td>Solomon &amp; Keis, Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camp Bowie</td>
<td>Brownwood, Texas</td>
<td>4,831,690</td>
<td>Koch &amp; Fowler, Dallas, Texas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camp McClellan</td>
<td>Ft. McClellan, Ala.</td>
<td>3,702,935</td>
<td>Wiedeman &amp; Singleton, Atlanta, Ga.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camp Robinson</td>
<td>North of Little Rock, Ark.</td>
<td>5,308,125</td>
<td>Black &amp; Veatch, Kansas City, Mo.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camp Shelby</td>
<td>Near Hattiesburg, Miss.</td>
<td>10,834,490</td>
<td>Luckow Greene Engrs., Inc., New York City</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indiantown Gap</td>
<td>Lickdale, Pa.</td>
<td>6,211,000</td>
<td>Gunnet, Eastman &amp; Fleming, Harrisburg, Pa.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camp Meade</td>
<td>Ft. Meade, Md.</td>
<td>8,220,000</td>
<td>E. R. Griner Co., Baltimore, Md.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camp San Luis Obiyo</td>
<td>San Luis Obiyo, Cal.</td>
<td>4,341,685</td>
<td>Leeds, Hilt, Barnard &amp; Joseph, Los Angeles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camp Peay</td>
<td>Tullahoma, Tenn.</td>
<td>9,587,750</td>
<td>Greeley &amp; Hamsen, Chicago, Ill.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camp Hulen</td>
<td>Palacios, Texas</td>
<td>1,906,750</td>
<td>Freeze &amp; Nichols, Ft. Worth, Tex.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ft. Devens</td>
<td>Ayer, Mass.</td>
<td>9,000,000</td>
<td>F. A. Barber, Boston, Mass.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VII Corps Area</td>
<td>Leon, Iowa</td>
<td>9,400,000</td>
<td>Alvord, Burdick &amp; Hewson, Chicago, Ill.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training Center</td>
<td></td>
<td>11,940,000</td>
<td>Wilbur Watson &amp; Associates, Hamburg-Conway Constr., Co., Cleveland, Ohio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ravenna Ordnance Plant</td>
<td>Ravenna, Ohio</td>
<td>10,000,000</td>
<td>Albert Kahn, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detroit Ordnance Plant</td>
<td>Detroit, Mich.</td>
<td>24,600,000</td>
<td>duPont</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indiana Ordnance Plant</td>
<td>Charlestown, Ind.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Douglas Airplane Plant</td>
<td>Long Beach, Cal.</td>
<td>8,684,163</td>
<td>Whitman, Reynolds &amp; Smith, Baltimore, Md.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edgewood Arsenal</td>
<td>Edgewood, Md.</td>
<td>6,268,338</td>
<td>Bechtel, Morse, Parsons Corp., Los Angeles, Calif.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elmendorf Heating Plant</td>
<td>Wilmington, Ill.</td>
<td>1,600,000</td>
<td>Clarence E. Wunder, Philadelphia, Pa.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radford Ordnance Plant</td>
<td>Radford, Va.</td>
<td>26,037,050</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Picatinny Arsenal</td>
<td>Dover, New Jersey</td>
<td>1,064,166</td>
<td>Francisco &amp; Jacobs, New York</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Savannah Airport</td>
<td>Savannah, Ga.</td>
<td>1,791,000</td>
<td>Burge &amp; Stevens, Atlanta, Ga.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kankakee Ordnance</td>
<td></td>
<td>10,863,000</td>
<td>Stone &amp; Webster, New York</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Continued on page 12)
Here's the Answer to Your Heating Problems

Carrier Unit Heating

For Small Spaces — 22 sizes — 24,000 BTU to 450,000 BTU.

Gas Fired — 6 sizes — 45,650 BTU to 166,000 BTU.

For Large Spaces — 20 sizes — 110,000 BTU to 900,000 BTU.
Models for floor or ceiling installation.

Cuts Costs . . . Gives Greater Comfort

COMPARED with ordinary methods of heating, Carrier Unit Heating cuts operating costs up to 25%—reduces maintenance costs as much as 25%—and frequently saves 50% or more on your original investment.

These facts alone make it worth while to investigate Carrier Unit Heating. And think of the extra features this method of heating provides:

• Quick Heating — working space is heated in quick minutes instead of long hours.

• Greater Comfort — heat is directed exactly where required.

Read these facts about CARRIER UNIT HEATING

★ Non-ferrous Steam and Water Coils—all joints silver brazed, tested to 1,000 pounds hydrostatic pressure, guaranteed to 200 pounds working pressure. Exclusive U-Bend construction permits free expansion and contraction.

★ Balanced Fan Assemblies—low operating speeds, sound-and-vibration-absorbing mountings.

★ Thermajust Control—available on industrial centrifugal fan models, balances heat output against building requirements, reduces overheating of upper areas—thereby reducing fuel consumption to a minimum.

★ Smart Styling—smaller models in smooth finish lacquer with aluminum trim—larger models in smooth finish two tone lacquer.

★ Variety of Sizes and Types—4 types, ranging in capacity from 24,000 BTU to 900,000 BTU.

★ Variety of Styles—Floor mounting, ceiling or wall suspension, Steam, Hot Water or Gas.

Greater Convenience—temperature control can be fully automatic, requiring practically no attention whatever.

Carrier Unit Heaters are available in a wide variety of styles and sizes. You're sure of the proper type for any desired location—for most efficient performance—for greatest space-economy in your factory—year in and year out.

You'll find it well worth while to mail the coupon below, or to call your local Carrier representative for complete information on Carrier Unit Heating. Do it today and get the facts!

Call Air Conditioning by its First Name — Call CARRIER

CARRIER CORPORATION
Syracuse, N. Y.

Send me the latest catalog on □ Carrier Unit Heaters □ Heat Diffusers □ Gas-Fired Heaters.

Name ________________________

Company ____________________

Address ________________________
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paid such agents or have considered the possible commissioning of such agents, there is actually slim chance of obtaining a job through this procedure.

A. D. TAYLOR
November 18, 1940

We publish the following letter from Atlee B. Ayres, of San Antonio, in an effort to correct an erroneous impression that some readers may have drawn from the matter on page 641 of the October issue. Mr. Hamlin's point, so far as it concerned the Randolph Field Building which was built over a decade ago, had nothing to do with the functional solution of the problem presented by its requirements.

October 31, 1940

Regarding the article on Airports by Mr. Hamlin in your current issue, we note that attention is called to a building at Randolph Field, which field is adjoining San Antonio. The picture shown is entitled “Randolph Field, Texas,” also a mention in the article of this building, the inference being that this building is a terminal.

Mr. Hamlin might just as well have used a picture of our Smith Young Tower here in San Antonio, of which we were the architects, as to have used the picture of the Administration Building at Randolph Field, inasmuch as the article was intended to cover terminals or airports. He was endeavoring to hold up our building as being unsuitably designed. Now, as a matter of fact, this building was designed in strict accordance to laid down requirements of the U. S. Gov't and that was: primarily for administrative purposes which included spaces for the various departmental officers, post office, photographic department, etc., etc. Then too, there was a rear wing containing a large theater or auditorium.

The tower was not placed on our Administration Building to be used for control but to house a five-hundred-thousand-gallon water tank with which to supply the needs of the entire field. For Mr. Hamlin's further enlightenment, beg to state that the control towers are located where they should be, adjacent to the various landing fields and hangars which are quite a distance from our Administration Building. Randolph Field, as I am sure you know, is the largest and most complete in the United States.
Another Architect

speaks of

OIL BURNING SYSTEMS FOR SCHOOLS

THOMAS STAPLETON, New York Architect, noted for many fine buildings including those in Palmer Square at Princeton, expresses these ideas on Oil Burning Systems.

"Efficiency in the modern classroom results from the right type of heating system just as truly as it results from good teaching facilities. My own experience and that of my engineers show that oil heating systems provide healthful living conditions for the pupils, are easy to operate, clean, quiet, and extremely economical. Reports from occupants and school officials bear out these views. In regard to the Petro Systems, I have found the equipment first rate and have been fully pleased with the service they have rendered."

Among the many comments similar to Mr. Stapleton's which Petro has been proud to deserve it is notable that the satisfaction expressed is with the System as a whole as well as the burner.

Experts concede that each Petro Industrial Oil Burner is an excellent precision mechanism; but its ultimate value—its permanent reduction of firing costs—is enhanced by the carefully co-ordinated details of its application and installation.

It is therefore pertinent to quote from a copyrighted report signed by a committee of representative Architects after an investigation of Petro's manufacturing and installation practices and records of performance: "In specifying oil burners the architects and engineers should carefully consider (1) that the original cost of oil burning equipment is only a fraction of the total amount that will be expended for fuel oil following its installation, (2) that the slightly higher cost of carefully engineered and skillfully manufactured equipment will be returned many times through lower operating costs; and (3) that such development work and manufacturing practice as this report has described can only be obtained in the products of an old, well established and financially strong manufacturer; and (4) most important of all, that architects and engineers will greatly profit by soliciting advice from the manufacturing headquarters of this company and taking advantage of an experience obtained over many years and the entire country-wide field of oil heating. **** In the opinion of this committee an architect or engineer could safely specify that a Petro oil burner was to be installed after a preliminary survey by an accredited representative of the company, in full confidence that when operated according to the instructions of the company, the installation would prove both efficient and economical." (Complete Copy of above-mentioned Report will be sent on request.)

CAPACITIES: to 100 gal. per hr.—336 boiler h.p.—47,000 sq. ft. steam E.D.R.

Petro Industrial Burners for Automatic operation with preheated No. 6 oil or with No. 5 or lighter oils, are available in seven sizes, Models W-2½ to W-8 inclusive. Each burner is a self contained assembly of motor, fan, pump, rotary cup atomizer and interlocked air and oil adjustments.

In the use of preheated No. 6 oil, the Petro Thermal Viscosity System is an integral part of a Petro installation, insuring reliability of operation and fuel economy.

Semi Automatic and Manually controlled Model W Burners and "Mechanical" type units are also available to meet circumstances which do not require automatic operation.

To the Architect in domestic building, Petro offers a complete line of burners for use with existing heating plants and complete oil fired boilers and winter air conditioners.

Petro's Engineering Division will gladly answer questions. The Petro Industrial Equipment Catalog will be sent promptly on request.

PETROLEUM HEAT & POWER COMPANY
STAMFORD —Makers of good Oil Burning Equipment since 1903— CONNECTICUT
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MODERN VERSUS MODERNISTIC

Among the members of the architectural profession, modern architecture is no longer a revolutionary thing. It has won respect, even among the most conservative, on the merits of its fundamental precepts. It has redefined the architect that simplicity, sound structure, and efficient planning are the essentials of good architectural design. These precepts will remain as a definite contribution whatever the trend in the future.

Modern architecture has yet, however, to win its battle for acceptance by the public. The average layman is still unconvinced. Especially in regard to the design of residences, he mistrusts a thing he believes is "tricky." Although he is unaware of the difference, the antipathy he feels is towards modernistic rather than modern architecture. I draw a very definite distinction between the two. The layman in America is, as yet, unable to do so. He has seen too much modernistic and almost no modern.

By modernistic I mean the "Buck Rogers" type of confection that results from the thoughtless application of crude and superficial decorative details in an effort to "modernize" a design that is fundamentally unmodern in conception. It is a lack of understanding of the true nature of modern architecture that produced the monstrosities of the "zig zag" lampshade era. We are surrounded constantly by evidences of this miscomprehension, by neon-encrusted theatre marquees, by pseudo-modern bank façades. Some of the worst offences have been committed in the field of industrial design. They are too familiar and numerous for mention.

The layman often refers to modern architecture as "streamlined" architecture. His inappropriate use of the word streamline is significant. It is an indication that his conception of modern architecture has been molded by contact with buildings and "gadgets" designed without an attempt to understand their real functions.

Modernistic design in architecture and furniture started to disappear with the raccoon coat. It has almost entirely gone, but its bad effects remain in the form of a hostile and suspicious public. Such prejudices will not, however, remain long with a public that has already begun to distinguish between the authentic modernity of an airliner, and the modernistic falsity of a chromium-laden taxi-cab.

Allen R. Kramer
Cornell University
Glass gives this room "breathing space"—makes it light and cheerful. The wide windows make the room seem like part of the outdoors and the fireplace mirror adds still more to the feeling of roominess.

Glass is no longer an afterthought of home building. It dominates design—is built in to the modern home for better and happier living. With modern uses of glass you can plan a new kind of home...more spacious...more convenient...more valuable...more salable if your clients ever want to sell. The small house particularly, has a special need for ample uses of glass. Plate glass mirrors will make rooms seem larger, decorative glass partitions will make one room seem like two, and ample windows will open the walls to the spacious sweep of light.

Your L-O-F Glass Distributor has a fund of information on how architects are planning an entirely new type of house—one that's "designed for happiness" with glass—that people like to live in. Why not utilize his expert advice on glass and his willingness to cooperate? Call him Today. Libbey-Owens-Ford Glass Company, Toledo, Ohio.

When the little doors of this appealing breakfast bar or serving counter are closed they form a mirrored panel that lightens the dining room. Upper cabinet is protected with sliding panels of low-iron decorative glass—lower cabinet with panels of polished plate glass.
THE PERENNIAL TRAIL BLAZER

Bearing the marks of a hurried completion, an exhibition of the work of Frank Lloyd Wright opened on November 13 at the Museum of Modern Art. It will be a long time before a more extraordinary collection of drawings will be placed on view. Certainly no abstract painter could outdo, in interest, the pattern of the plans of the Imperial Hotel in Tokyo or of the Miyasato Hotel or of the dozens of perspective drawings of prairie houses to be seen here. It may seem unfair to make an exclusive emphasis on the graphic aspects of Wright's work; but this exhibition suggests that, in everything he does, visual pattern is primary and clients' needs secondary. Perhaps it is the vast model of "Broadacre City" spread on its low platform which gives that impression most forcefully. Here we have a modelled assumption that most social and architectural dislocations can be straightened out by giving each citizen one acre of land. It is embarrassing . . . how this grandiose scheme impresses the candid observer with its pettiness. However, it is an excellent abstract design.

The idea of giving an exhibitor the freedom to design and execute his own exhibit does not seem to have worked out so well in this case. Perhaps the genius of F.L.W. is so inexplicable that no number of explicit captions on the drawings will do him justice. It may be advisable under such conditions to put the captions up late (as is being done) or leave them out, or to write a political essay on the F.H.A. (such as was written on one of them). But the staff of the Museum of Modern Art includes many people who have had long experience in the organization of exhibitions. Their special skills include the writing of lucid and concise text, the arrangement of photographs and models in an intelligible sequence, and the design of backgrounds to suit the nature of the material presented. I suspect that, in their odd moments, some of them might have been capable of explaining the work of such a genius as F.L.W. more thoroughly than he has done. If he had given the museum administrators as much right in their particular province as he has so loudly claimed for himself in his, we might have a more understandable presentation. As it is, F.L.W. and members of the Taliesin fellowship made the entire show.

The exhibition will be open to the public through January 5. The Museum hours are 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. daily including Saturday; Sunday 12 noon to 6 p.m.; and Wednesday from 10 a.m. to 10 p.m. Admission is twenty-five cents. There are no longer any free days. ALAN MATHER

OUR CONTRIBUTORS

Charles F. Fuller, whose Science Building for The Choate School at Wallingford, Connecticut, is presented on pages 756 to 767 of this issue, has been a practicing architect in New York for 15 years. He has been concerned principally with the design of country houses—in association first with F. Nelson Brent, then with Adolph Dick, and currently with Edwin Forbes—but his work also has included apartment houses in the city, the Islip Town Hall, and the Harlem Houses.

His preparation for practice is described by Mr. Fuller as follows: "I grew up in Cornish, New Hampshire, where Charles A. Platt was a neighbor, and his eldest son William a great friend. Though Mr. Platt was never very communicative, his personality impressed all of us, and undoubtedly influenced us in choosing architecture for a career. He was always kind and helpful to me, as a (Continued on page 19)
A new floor show stars in the lobby of the Senator Theatre, Baltimore. It gives a continuous performance that will go on and on for years and years. Yet—with all the scuffing and scraping it’s bound to take—you can be sure it will stay just as fresh, just as inviting as you see it now. That’s Fine Terrazzo made with Atlas White portland cement!

Fine Terrazzo will catch and hold any design you create, any color you specify. It goes equally well in theatre, office building, school or hospital decoration schemes, whether for new work or remodeling. And its low upkeep cost is welcome news to any client!

So—for your next floor—plan on Fine Terrazzo. And for it specify Atlas White cement, plain or waterproofed. For more details, see Sweet’s Catalog. Or write us for free book with 24 true-color specimens of Fine Terrazzo. Universal Atlas Cement Co. (United States Steel Corp. Subsidiary), Chrysler Bldg., N. Y. C.

OFFICES: New York, Chicago, Phila., Boston, Albany, Pittsburgh, Cleveland, Minneapolis, Duluth, St. Louis, Kansas City, Des Moines, Birmingham, Waco.
To Carry the Burden

At the neck of the exit bottle, you entrust your responsibility for the safe exit of the children and teachers in a school to a few small pieces of metal. They should be so good that they stand the wear and tear of daily operation for many years, and they must be strong enough to absorb every shock that hundreds of frightened people can give them.

That is why the pieces of metal that are assembled into drop-forged Von Duprin devices can be nothing less than the best we can find—genuine drop-forgings of bronze and bearing metals. Amply strong to assume responsibility for you, and for us, these drop-forged parts are put together with full realization of the vital importance of their work.

The result is a device superbly strong, instantaneous in operation—a device worthy of your faith—a Von Duprin!

Specify Von Duprin by name, and insist on getting the genuine.

VONNEGUT HARDWARE CO., INDIANAPOLIS, IND. Von Duprin Fire and Panic Exit Latches Are Listed as Standard by Underwriters Laboratories, Inc.
For Electric signs that stay brighter longer!

GENERAL ELECTRIC'S complete new line of Fluorescent Tubing—the kind that's made to stay brighter longer—offers many advantages. Here's why it pays to specify it for your electric signs and display advertising:

HIGH INITIAL BRILLIANCE. G.E. Fluorescent Tubing offers maximum efficiency in conversion of ultra-violet energy into light.

MAINTENANCE OF BRILLIANCE. Brightness is maintained throughout life. It's made to stay brighter longer.

UNIFORMITY OF COLOR. The colors of the color tubes will be exactly like those you order today. G.E. Fluorescent Tubing colors are always uniform. (Available in nine standard colors.)

GOOD APPEARANCE. G.E. Fluorescent Tubing is not "grainy" in appearance. It does not darken at welds or bends. Because of the baking process, the entire diameter of the tube is luminous.

BENDS EASILY. Does not crack, chip, or flake the fluorescent coating when bent.

QUALITY PRODUCT. Backed up by G.E.'s complete manufacturing and labora-
tory facilities.

MANUFACTURED by processes developed by G.E. and sold only through licensees who have been carefully selected—companies with wide experience and ability in the sign advertising field.

Make sure that only genuine G.E. Fluorescent Tubing (marked with the G-E trade-mark) is used in the signs you buy. For full information, write to General Electric Company, Dept. 83—PPLE, Nela Park, Cleveland, Ohio.

NOTICE. For general illumination, G.E. recommends its standard line of MAZDA lamps, either filament, or fluorescent in 18" to 60" lengths.

(Continued from page 16)

BOSTON NOTES

New construction at Camp Edwards, Cape Cod, and at Fort Devens (with drafting offices on location) accounts for the absence from Boston offices of several hundred architectural men, hired by contracting companies or engineering subs. Where frame buildings are being erected the roto shows them sagging under weight of carpenters in unprecedented numbers. Anyone with a pair of carpenters' pants, a hammer, and a banged left thumb must have been sure of a job; and some of the drafting boys wish they'd had the idea their critics in those four years '20-'24, and I owe them many debts, and still wonder at their patience and sympathy with the students.

"My office experience as draughtsman was chiefly in Mr. Platt's office and for much longer in Peabody, Wilson & Brown. I also had 18 months in Europe, working at Julian's Academy and such-like, but avoiding the etchings of the Beaux Arts. Germany and Spain had the greatest surprises in Europe—the former for her modern work which was then comparatively unknown or rather not published in the U. S. and Spain because it seemed wildly-romantic architecturally—the Alhambra and the Generalife gardens still seem in memory perfection of their kind—like St. Mark's and Chartres."

The technical article on page 783 of this issue, "Modern Low-Cost Elementary Classrooms," was written by Ray L. Hamon, Director of the Interstate School Building Service of the George Peabody College for Teachers, Nashville, Tennessee. He has been a professor of school administration there since 1930, teaching in the fields of school plant and school finance and also serving as consultant on educational construction.

Professor Hamon is Secretary, Treasurer, of the National Council on Schoolhouse Construction; a member of the Committee on School Plant Research of the American Council on Education; and a member of the joint committee now making a study of school equipment specifications for A.C.E. and I.S.B.S. He received his B.S. degree in 1922 from the University of Florida; his M.A. degree in 1925 from Peabody College; and his Ph.D. degree in 1930 from Teachers College, Columbia University, New York. He was formerly Supervising Principal of the Leesburg Schools and Assistant Superintendent of Dade County (Miami) Schools.

S.P.I. OFFICES

Permanent offices of the Society of the Plastics Industry, Incorporated, have been opened at 295 Madison Avenue, New York.
architects are not and have less faith that they will be since the national election. We took politics very much to heart, wore buttons, and never forgive!

An independent State Association of Architects has been proposed by a committee headed by John T. Whitmore, and will shortly have been discussed in meeting. As I interpret the signs, those in favor believe it is the only device whereby a strong, efficient and truly statewide professional organization may be realized; no frills or pedigrees, but plenty of action.

Due to new sources of employment in outlying spots, the pellucid pools and chaste reaches of life among the architectural gentry are less easily observed, except at meetings. The Architectural League of Boston had such a set-to in October with Edward J. Shields as speaker, and a keg of beer. Master S. (title of MS conferred by MIT) gave the League one of its very best meetings; he was strong though the beer was weak. In part, the evening had to do with architectural superintendence, wherein Mr. Shields knows the ropes and all the knots, being a chief inspector on USHA-aided housing. In part, he was egged on to give the boys a fight talk about rosy realism in the oft-mentioned struggle for existence, on which he has ideas of proven worth.

The unique aspect of this advice was its predication on individual effort rather than the usual, "Let's all get together, boys, and push."

Bert Buffey allows as how the Club is rolling along with a busy atelier. There has been no recent foregoing, though we might hope for a general smoker, mayhaps with beer. Abe Hyland, recently back in town with James H. Ritchie & Associates, has been reminiscing about old Club luncheons which he and dozens of us used to enjoy before architects got the uptown urge and scattered the lunchees over too wide an area.

The Boston Society of Architects had the privilege of hearing Albert Kahn at its excellent November 12th meeting; William Emerson at the helm. No one asked Mr. Kahn what grade of pencil he used to achieve his enormous success, but we noted that he delivered the goods without having to lean on measured phrases or the broadish "a." These BSA dinners are the high spot of this Commonwealth's professio-social functions, and incidentally feature the greatest cocktail bar gain outside your own pantry. One complete sample of the dosage for brain and belly should send anyone a'tracking down a membership blank.

Membership has been under consideration by the BSA as reported in its Bulletin, particularly "associate membership." My personal observation is that in looking beyond the complete professional for new customers the Society views students with much more interest than draftsmen. Inasmuch as the voting rights of associateship are limited there is no chance that a lot of Fellow-Travelers would get a shave and join up (or a facial if they are the intellectual type) in the guise of honest draftsmen, to vote one of their Comrades in as pres., and as there is less chance that a union-minded draftsman would cut his own throat by joining the BSA, it is difficult to see what scares some of the people all of the time. It couldn't be "status," with the world in its present predicament.
Here is one of the outstanding buildings of the year—a complete High School, Faculty Residence Quarters, Chapels, a Cafeteria and Gymnasiums—all in one great building reared to the memory of Cardinal Hayes.

You can well imagine the intricacy of such a project—the sketches, renderings, blueprints—the long hours of many men spent with no tools but their skill plus paper and pencils. That's when pencils count. That's when Venus pencils stand out. Their careful gradation of 17 degrees gives the draftsman and architect the exact degree of hardness or softness for each job, from 6B to 9H, plus 3 special Venus Tracing degrees T1, T2, T3, for making direct blueprint reproductions (without ink tracing). It is this precision of gradation plus the smoothness and strength of lead provided by the exclusive *Colloidal Process, that have made Venus the most famous and largest selling professional pencil in the world. May we send you samples? Just say the word—and the degree. Address Dept. A.

*U. S. Pat. No. 1,738,888

Original sketch for Cardinal Hayes Memorial

The Chapel with its 14 side Altars

Corner of Garden Entrance

Final rendering showing remarkable fidelity to original

THIS, TOO started with a pencil

The CARDINAL HAYES MEMORIAL designed by Eggers and Higgins

Here's how Venus pencils stand out. Their careful gradation of 17 degrees gives the draftsman and architect the exact degree of hardness or softness for each job, from 6B to 9H, plus 3 special Venus Tracing degrees T1, T2, T3, for making direct blueprint reproductions (without ink tracing). It is this precision of gradation plus the smoothness and strength of lead provided by the exclusive *Colloidal Process, that have made Venus the most famous and largest selling professional pencil in the world. May we send you samples? Just say the word—and the degree. Address Dept. A.

*U. S. Pat. No. 1,738,888

Original sketch for Cardinal Hayes Memorial

The Chapel with its 14 side Altars

Corner of Garden Entrance

Final rendering showing remarkable fidelity to original

Venus Drawing Pencils

$1 PER DOZEN
in 17 grades, 6B to 9H, also 3 grades for tracings
MADE IN U.S.A. by AMERICAN PENCIL CO., HOBOKEN, N.J.
"MOVIE TESTS"

Motion pictures provided a new medium for testing the native ability of 433 young artists who took the final examination for the Cooper Union Day and Night Art Schools this term. They were asked to draw in 50 minutes the most vivid scene from the movie which had made the greatest impression on them during the past year.

FORTIETH YEAR

Arthur Eaton of the San Francisco Housing Authority was the guest speaker at the November meeting of the San Francisco Architectural Club, inaugurating the Fortieth Year of the organization. Clyde F. Trudell is President of the Club, which has its headquarters at 130 Kearny Street.

POTOMAC PATTER

This disfranchised community is in truth the orphan of the nation. And among its unprivileged citizens are its architects, whose lot in the plot becomes "the wheel within the wheel." Blessed with what is probably Washington's greatest building expansion program, local practitioners stand by to see the cream of the work go to outsiders. The recently-completed Lafayette Building, one of the largest office buildings erected in the United States since the depression, was designed by the office of A. R. Clas, of Chicago. The Statler Corporation is planning a $5,500,000 hotel, and again Mr. Clas is the architect. Another multi-story office building now under construction bears the name of William Lescaze, of New York. The acme of all proposed projects is being fathered by Frank Lloyd Wright. His "Crystal City" will run into the tens of millions, and will offer Washington transients and those in status quo who are well-heeled, a hotel, theatre, shops, and athletic center second to none in the United States. The only local architect sitting in on this building feast is Leon Chatelain, Jr., whose seven-story addition to the Central Union Mission Building will step into the $100,000 class.

This month's meeting of the Washington Chapter of the A.I.A. proved to be a distinctive affair. The 60 or so attending heard a most serious and timely discussion on "Defense Housing." The forum was led by Miles L. Colean, Director of the Twentieth Century Fund Housing Survey. Taking part in the discussion were Earl Draper, F.H.A.; Bill Seaber, U.S.H.A.; William V. Reed, Defense Commission; N. Max Dunning, Special Assistant to the Commissioner of the Public Buildings Administration; and Dr. Michael Rosenauer, Consultant with the U.S.H.A. (The good Doctor knows his defense housing — having apparently observed its operation under actual conditions.)

One point in the discussion which appeared to be striking is that defense housing for activities around vulnerable airplane landing fields is in all respects worthless. With regard to the problem of "Defense Housing for a Community," the solution offered by a group of Chapter associates led by Lewis E. Stevens, has been proclaimed a success. It is now in the hands of one of the Government agencies interested in Defense Housing. While it was on display for about a month in one of the foyers of the Commerce Building (under our very nose) we had not the opportunity to see it. Neither has it been presented to the Chapter in meetings. Therefore, (Continued on page 24)
Move the machine—plug in—go!

It's as simple as that when the plant is equipped with Plugin © Busducts. The easily-accessible outlets, conveniently spaced, make it possible to place machines at any desired location—to plug in quickly—and to commence operation without delay. With Plugin © Busducts, use Feeder © Busduct to provide ample capacity for present and future power requirements.

This is the Modern Way!

This is the compact, flexible and convenient method for power and light distribution. The busducts may be attached to either walls or ceilings. Flexibility is provided by suitable elbows, tees, end boxes, intermediate feed-in and feed-out boxes—all adapted to fit required space or position. Future extensions may be made readily to existing installations. © Busducts—both Feeder and Plugin types—are made in standard 10-foot sections. Each section of the Plugin type is arranged with nine plug-in outlets on 12-inch centers. The copper bus bars (contained in enclosures of galvanized steel or aluminum) are rigidly supported at 30-inch intervals by specially designed insulators that assure proper spacing—to meet requirements of the National Electrical Code. Contact surfaces of connecting bars are silver-plated, to prevent oxidation. For 2, 3 and 4-wire feeder systems; 250 volt DC, 375 volt AC, maximum.

© Sales-Engineers Can Help Manufacturers, Architects, Engineers and Contractors With Their Distribution Problems

Their long experience and training are at your service—without obligation. Write for the name and address of the one nearest you. Also for Bulletin 61, which contains complete descriptions, applications and detail drawings of © Busducts... Frank Adam Electric Company, St. Louis, Mo.
(Continued from page 22)

we can say nothing about its merits, or vice versa, as yet.

The Municipal Architect's Office is again playing "put and take." Recently put on to rush through some local work, George Sturtevant, one of New York's ablest men, was given the "take" sign the other day. You know, take your hat, coat, umbrella, and rubbers as you leave.

The Interior and Styling Branch of the United States Maritime Commission has suffered its first loss this season, when Wesley Greer, erstwhile stylist, architect, engineer and profiler deluxe resigned, to accept a position as Assistant Manager of Space Control, for the United States Steel Corporation. His three months' stay with the Maritimers seemed all too brief.

His beaming smile and infectious laugh
Cut Monday morning's gloom in half;
The boys and girls will miss your cheer,
But wish you luck and fortune, Greer.
A merry Christmas to you! RED

DEFENSE COURSES

Emergency courses to train engineers and technicians urgently needed in the nation's defense industries will be offered soon in a cooperative program sponsored by Harvard University, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Northeastern University, and Tufts College.

The proposed program comprises full-time day courses, as well as evening courses of college grade for men who are employed. Organized to comply with the engineering defense training program of the United States Office of Education, this plan, which has been presented for formal approval, is part of a nation-wide project supported by the government for specialized training in fields essential to national defense.

Application for detailed information on all courses to be given at the participating colleges in the Boston area should be made immediately and by mail only to the Engineering Defense Training Bureau, Room 7-102, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge.

ALBERT G. BERGER

Albert G. Berger, New York architect and partner for 17 years in the firm of Sugarman & Berger, died November 9. His work included apartment houses, hotels, and office buildings in several cities — among them the Hotel New Yorker, One Fifth Avenue, The Roerich Museum, and the Navarre Garment Center Building, all in New York.

A native of Hungary, Mr. Berger graduated from the University of Budapest with architectural and engineering degrees and came to the United States in 1904. He started his career with Schwartz & Gross, whom he served as Chief Draftsman, and later worked with Starret & Van Vleck until he formed a partnership with M. Henry Sugarman. During his practice he designed and planned buildings costing more than $150,000,000 and made many contributions to the development of large scale planning and construction.

He also trained many of the younger men who started in his office and are today practicing architects in New York and other cities — acknowledging a debt of gratitude to Mr. Berger's patient assistance.
In Formica "Realwood" a material is offered that provides a really handsome and modern finish for the interior of new or reconditioned elevator cabs, one that has unusual qualities that assure years of maintenance—free service.

It is a plastic material in which an actual veneer of fine wood is incorporated—the wood being protected by a transparent sheet of plastic. Hence you get actual grains of the finest woods with all the qualities of a plastic—resistance to moisture absorption, lack of porosity and chemical inertness (qualities which prevent staining) hardness and great durability under wear. Once your elevator interior is finished with Formica, you can forget it for many years. The picture shows a cab in a building of the Central Trust Company, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Let us send you the facts.

The Formica Insulation Co., 4620 Spring Grove Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio
Truscon Offers Architects
Guaranteed Weathertight Windows

Truscon "Campbell-Type" Double-Hung Steel Windows, Series 101, are a development of the original Campbell Skyscraper Window. They are smaller, lighter in weight, lower in price, but in construction are essentially the same.

Series 101 Windows offer great flexibility in choice of sizes, muntin arrangements, and window grouping. Size limits are generous. Windows may be furnished with hopper vents or transoms and in twin and triple unit types, built integral. Outside putty glazing is standard; interior stop glazing is available at extra cost.

Outstanding features are:

- **Weathertight**: 100% weatherstripping guarantees maximum weathertightness.
- **Ease of Operation**: Provision for adjustment reduces friction by as much as 80%.
- **Heavy Sash Members**: 14 gauge material contributes to extra strength and long life.
- **Flat Surface**: This feature improves appearance and decreases painting cost.
- **Single, Twin or Triple Units**: Series 101 windows are available in single, twin or triple units with continuous sill and head construction. Mullions for twin and triple units are unusually narrow. Long runs of single windows separated by narrow mullions are possible when required by the architectural design.
- **Screens**: Available in three types—stationary half screen, exterior sliding half screen and top hung exterior full length screen.

See pages 9, 10 and 11 of Truscon's catalog in Sweet's or contact any of Truscon's 57 Sales-Engineering Offices.
URGENT JOB FOR ARCHITECTS

AN EDITORIAL BY KENNETH REID

So far as immediate, direct participation in the preparedness program is concerned, only an unduly small part of the architectural profession in this country is yet employed. This includes those working on housing for industrial and military personnel, industrial buildings of various sorts, airport facilities, vocational training schools for needed types of skilled trades, hospitals, and all other structures obviously necessary. The federal departments concerned are working full blast, putting on the pressure, and are receiving, with few exceptions, full cooperation from all elements of the building industry. There are enough capable men in high places in both government and industry, who understand the seriousness of the situation and the need for speed, to warrant us in assuming that this part of the program will be carried through satisfactorily. If to the casual eye there appears to be confusion at this time, it may fairly be ascribed to the very vastness and complexity of the undertaking and to the fact that it is in its early stages. The apparent confusion, we believe, will soon vanish under the impact of American organizing skill.

But, as pointed out so ably by Serge Cher mayeff in our November issue, there is a gigantic task facing us in the matter of Air Raid Precautions (or A.R.P. as it has long been referred to in England). This is a task in which architects are fitted to take an important part, collaborating, of course, with engineers, landscape architects, and such other technicians as are concerned. The easy assumption that air attack on our cities and industrial centers is too remote a possibility to bother about now is unsafe and unsound. There is no time to lose. The whole problem must be studied in the light of latest European experience and the possible emergency planned for NOW, if we are not to be caught unprepared. Anyone who regards this as hysteria should read the history of the past few years more carefully.

Already, we are glad to say, architects in a number of cities have recognized the need and have begun to organize an attack upon the problem. In Boston, for example, they have formed a Committee of Architects, Engineers, and Planners for Civilian Defense. This group has laid out a detailed program for study and action and has also succeeded in establishing official recognition of its activity in the form of representation on the Massachusetts Governor's Defense Committee. Cleveland, Philadelphia, and other cities, each in its own way, have undertaken similar work. Sooner or later, preferably sooner, the volunteer character of these efforts must be transformed by civic, state, and federal authorities, through proper appropriation of public funds, into a recognized form of activity in the public welfare. So far, this has not been done, to our knowledge of the moment. It is up to the architects to assume the responsibility for demonstrating public necessity for this vital work in which many of them will be engaged.
A news article in the New York Herald Tribune for December 2, 1940, should be of more than academic interest to architects in connection with defense needs. It is therefore reprinted here in part for the benefit of those who may have missed it, as follows:

The New York committee on Engineering Training for National Defense reported yesterday that the nation's rapidly expanding defense industries face an extreme shortage of engineers and other technical personnel unless emergency steps are taken immediately to train such men.

For example, twenty-one aircraft factories in the New York area alone will need 6,000 new engineers and from 12,000 to 18,000 technicians during the next year, the committee estimated, and other defense plants in the area need or soon will need 1,500 technicians.

"The disconcerting importance of the requirement is suggested by the fact that the nine colleges of this city area graduate each June only 1,200 engineers of all kinds, while the total for the nation is only 12,000," the committee said. "In other words, the aviation industry of this area alone could absorb at least half the entire normal yearly output of the graduate engineers in the whole country."

The field of the survey was New York City, Westchester County and Hudson, Essex, Passaic, Union, Bergen and Middlesex Counties in New Jersey. This area has 28,000 industrial plants employing about 850,000 workers.

Stating that the most serious shortage of men is in aircraft, the report added: "Since 1937 the number of wage earners in the aircraft industries of this region has been multiplied at least fifty times over. The managers of the aircraft and accessory industries interviewed expect further expansion so rapid and so great that the engineering colleges cannot make a mistake if they focus their attention immediately and almost entirely at first on the personnel needs of that one group of industries which within a year may be more than three times as great as they are today."

"Aside from the engineering field," the report went on, "the prevailing demand reported to us is for machine operators and other trained workmen. To satisfy this demand is not the function of the colleges; vocational schools and the industries can do much.

"At a somewhat higher level, even to the highest, there is an insistent demand for draftsmen. So frequently is this reported as to make it the most obvious immediate bottleneck."

The committee said that the full force of the national defense program had not yet been felt in the New York area, and concluded its report with a question:

"Where are there reservoirs of men to be trained for the places which must presently be filled in the defense industries?"
The wish of the administrators of the Academy of Aeronautics at La Guardia Field to avoid rigid separation between theoretical and mechanical studies is apparent in the plan of their new building. While the majority of the lecture rooms are on the two floors of the administration portion, three are distributed in the workroom section in order to give them accessibility to the mechanical departments there. Metal and clear glass partitions around these and between the raised drafting room and workroom aid an impression of interrelationship between all departments.

The work space, unobstructed except for columns, 116 feet across at its widest point and almost 300 feet long, gives the administrator great latitude in the arrangement of departments. Such openness may seem essential here when it is considered that, with changes in aircraft, any mechanical operation may rise while another declines from year to year. By extending the roof of the administration section some distance over the work space, an area of 24-foot ceiling height suited to airplane assembly was obtained. A 25-foot wide by 20-foot high tubular steel hangar door allows for entry of small planes or fuselages of larger ones.

The steel frame of the building is welded. The roof system consists of a reinforced gypsum slab over insulating board, being carried on sub-purlins welded to steel beams. To attain the horizontal emphasis in the elevations with uninterrupted expanse of window band, columns were set in from the exterior wall. The use of iron spot face brick for parapet, window head, and sill courses in contrast with the buff of the field gives an enhanced emphasis to horizontal lines. Lettering on the façades is stainless steel.

The heating system was planned to suit the differing needs of the lecture rooms and the work space, the latter being served by gas-fired unit heaters. In the two-story west wing, a one-pipe forced-circulation hot-water system was divided into two branch circuits, each supplied by its own circulator. Each circulator is controlled by a separate thermostat. Of the two zones thus formed by these circuits and their radiators, one was on the north, the other on the south side of this wing. This arrangement makes for sensitive adjustment to conditions of high heat absorption at the sun-exposed walls and of heat loss due to prevailing winds on the north and west walls of the building.

Being in line with one of the runways of La Guardia Field, the Academy building was limited in its height by Civil Aeronautics Bureau approach zoning. A triangular property also had its influence on the building mass. In their approach to their design problem, the architects aimed at conformity with the neighboring airport structures. The total cost of the building exclusive of ground was $175,000.

The Academy building was planned and built under the direction of the Department of Docks, City of New York, John McKenzie, Commissioner. Joseph A. Meehan is Chief Engineer, Joseph Halpern, Division Engineer of Design, and George E. Minton, Chief of Architects in the Department.
VIEW LOOKING EAST AT NEW ACADEMY OF AERONAUTICS, JUST COMPLETED ADJACENT TO THE LA GUARDIA AIRPORT. THE PLAN REQUIRES NO EXPLANATION BEYOND THAT GIVEN OVERLEAF EXCEPT TO CALL ATTENTION TO THE ACCESSIBILITY OF THE ASSEMBLY HALL, NEAR THE DRAFTING ROOM END, TO VISITORS ENTERING FROM THE PARKING SPACE PROVIDED OUTSIDE

THE NEW BUILDING FOR THE ACADEMY OF AERONAUTICS
FROM THE EAST, THE BUILDING PRESENTS AN EXTENDED HORIZONTAL FACADE, ITS BUFF COLORED FACE BRICK RELIEVED ONLY BY THE IRON SPOT FACE BRICK COURSES AT PARAPET, WINDOW HEAD, AND SILL LEVELS. DETAIL DRAWING BELOW SHOWS METHOD OF SUPPORTING AND VENTING THE UNIT HEATERS WHICH MAY BE SEEN INSTALLED IN THE WORK SPACE, AS PHOTOGRAPHED AT THE RIGHT

RECENTLY COMPLETED AT LA GUARDIA FIELD, NEW YORK
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ABOVE IS A VIEW OF THE AIRPLANE ASSEMBLY SECTION OF THE WORK SPACE, WHILE BELOW IS SEEN A CORNER OF THE BASEMENT LOCKER ROOM FITTED WITH INDUSTRIAL TYPE WASH SINKS. THE BUILDING IS LEASED FROM THE CITY BY THE ACADEMY, WHOSE PRESIDENT IS THE FAMOUS CASEY JONES.
Some of the need for places to train aviation mechanics may be met by alteration and extension of existing vocational schools. After the war of 1914 to 1918 there was a gradual shift of emphasis away from metal trades to building trades, printing, and other courses of peaceful intent. Now with their orientation back again to the metal trades, the schools may be tempted to alter their existing space arrangements to the detriment of necessary peacetime courses. It is to be hoped that requirements will be met by additions and new buildings rather than by cramping alterations of old ones.

The difference in size between today’s aircraft and the crates which fought the last war is a key feature which militates against the use of vocational schools in congested city districts. The Civil Aeronautics Board Manual on Mechanic School Rating calls for suitable space for the disassembly, inspection, assembly, and rigging of an aircraft. Now in meeting this requirement a school may be rich enough to truck airplane fuse-lages through city streets and to rent a garage for assembly work at a city’s center, but if there are objections at those points, then the advantages of a hangar on the city outskirts may become apparent. One hangar may lead to another (particularly if pilot training is added to mechanic training), until the school has grown from its corner in a vocational school into a fully-equipped aeronautics training center.

WORKSHOPS

Figures on areas required per student are likely to be deceptive. Although the Civil Aeronautics Board rules that there shall not be more than eight students working on a single unit at any time, the school administrator decides how closely units will be grouped. It is the administrator also who determines what will be reserved for aircraft assembly with its high space requirement and what for welding tables with their lower needs. And while 120 square feet per student as an average of all departments (engineering and workshop) is a desirable minimum, the architect may discover that his school administrator client, if sufficiently hard-boiled, is aiming at an 80-square foot-per-student average.

While on the subject of school administrators as clients, it may be well to advise the architect that many of these hail from the aircraft industry. There, as in the automobile industry, the concept of the ideal building is one room of vast area having a minimum of columns. “Flexibility” is a key word to which they and the industrialists seem to cling with steely-eyed inflexibility. But although it allows straight line production or expansion of one department and reduction of another without the necessity of saying “Pardon my shoving” to a partition, one big room may not quite satisfy the requirements of educational work. Even when using a loud speaker, an instructor has difficulty enough making himself heard above the din of machinery in his own division without having to compete with others. Some areas require mechanical ventilation, others don’t.

Wall space, unnecessary in a factory, is at a premium for posting of large blueprints or
the hanging of parts, such as propellers for demonstration, in a school.

It is true that airplane factories sometimes offer ideas for imitation in aircraft mechanic schools. The plan of the Northrop plant shown here, with its grouping of shops around a central hangar and the segregation of its administration and engineering sections, is one which suggests a satisfactory parti for a school. But the imitation should be pursued with caution.

Stock Room and Tool Room
As in the East New York Vocational High School shown here, each workshop should have its own tool room. This may have pass gate and counter, wire mesh partition, metal shelving and bins.

Sheet Metal Workshop
Heavy machinery here, such as drop hammer and hydraulic presses, require special foundation or supports. Compressed air outlets in riveting section. Gas or electric furnaces of heat treatment section should be in a separate room. Quenching tanks. Large store room.

Welding Shop
For oxy-acetylene welding in small shops it is sufficient to have an oxygen tank and an acetylene tank alongside each student's bench. In large ones, however, it may be preferable to pipe the acetylene from a generator in a separate room or building. Oxygen from a battery of tanks in another room may also be piped to outlets at suitable locations in the shop. See National Board of Fire Underwriters regulations for generator rooms, tank storage, and piping. Eye protection requires that electric arc welding be done in booths. Dwarf partitions and stall doors with small viewing windows are suitable for these.

Airplane Assembly Shop
Large, clear floor space required. Ceiling height of 25 feet will allow clearance for
chain hoist and overhead trolley over largest airplane likely to be used. Minimum door width, 80 feet. Ring bolts in floor for anchorage of airplane tail.

**Engine Testing Shop**

N.B.F.U. requires that engine testing be done in rooms or compartments separated from work areas by masonry walls not less than 8 inches in thickness. Engines to be supported on structural steel frames or held in place by wire cables anchored at floor and ceiling. Draft from propeller being a back draft, outlet for this and exhaust fumes may be through door or window openings ranged immediately behind the engines. It is customary to arrange test engines in a battery with control chamber having viewing windows between each. Presence of exhaust gases makes mechanical ventilation of control booths desirable. Overhead trolley and chain hoist at each test chamber. Provide compressed air or electric supply for cleaning, sandblasting, plating, Magnaflux and X-ray testing of propellers as required.

**Woodworking Shop**

Jigs and mock-ups or full-size models of airplanes are made here.

**Doping Shop**

“Dope” which consists of cellulose nitrate or cellulose acetate dissolved in a volatile flammable solvent is applied to airplane fabric. Because of its fire hazards the National Board of Fire Underwriters in its “Recommended Good Practice Requirements for Construction and Protection of Airplane Hangars” (section 16) calls for separate detached building or room protected by fire walls. The N.B.F.U. recommendation for heating, lighting, and ventilation should be followed.

In a vocational school this room may be combined with the paint shop.

**Instrument Room**

This is essentially a laboratory and should contain tachometer test stands, vacuum pumps, dead weight tester, Wheatstone Bridges, jeweler’s lathe, etc. Provide electric, compressed air and vacuum outlets. Fluorescent lighting is particularly desirable here.

**Lecture Room**

One lecture room should be so located that heavy equipment can be wheeled into it.
from the workshops for demonstration. Such a room with fixed seats might serve for general assembly or examinations.

**Space for Instructor**

Allot space for instructor's desk, filing cabinets, blueprint rack, in each workshop.

**ENGINEERING, ADMINISTRATION**

*Drafting Room*

North light desirable. Fluorescent lighting.

*Library*

This is essential but frequently forgotten.

*Offices*

General office. In private schools it is customary to have an office for "counselors" engaged in school promotion work, student guidance and placement. Public schools should have similar facilities. Faculty conference room. Men's and women's toilets.

*Time Clocks*

Allow space for time clock and card racks near building entry. In large schools, separate time clocks for engineering and mechanical departments are installed.

**MECHANICAL AND ELECTRICAL**

*Plumbing and Water Supply*

Showers and industrial-type wash fountains near locker room. Separate showers for teaching staff. Lavatory and drinking fountain in each workshop. Floor drains in workshops. Sprinklers as required by N.B.F.U. or local codes.

*Heating and Ventilation*

Unit heaters may be used in workshops with the exception of doping shop, acetylene generator shop where sparking of motor or deposit of vapor of inflammable chemical on heated pipes is hazardous.

*Electric Lighting and Power*

General direct lighting in workshops should be supplemented by local lighting at lathes and drill presses.

Machine shop, all stationary power equipment, and arc welding require 220 Volt, 3 phase A.C. Provide 110 Volt, single phase A.C. for portable tools and lighting circuits.

*Compressed Air*

Compressed air is needed for dope and paint spraying; for cleaning of parts in engine shop and for riveting.
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AERO INDUSTRIES TECHNICAL INSTITUTE, LOS ANGELES. 1. ADMINISTRATION, 2. LABORATORY, 3. DRAFTING, 4. AERO ENGINEERING, 5. AIRPLANE CONSTRUCTION SHOP, 6. MACHINE SHOP, 7. EXPERIMENTAL DEPT., 8. ENGINE OVERHAUL. INNARDS OF BUILDINGS 5 AND 6 ARE SHOWN IN DIAGRAM TO CONTAIN DEPARTMENTS AS FOLLOWS: 1. SHEET METAL FORMING AND FOUNDRY, 2. SUB-ASSEMBLY AND INSTALLATION, 3. WELDING AND STEEL FITTINGS, 4. SHEET METAL FABRICATION, 5. ASSEMBLY AND RIGGING, 6. MACHINE SHOP. A. I. T. PHOTO

AN EXTERIOR CLOSE-UP OF THE BUILDING FOR ENGINEERING, CHEMICAL, AND PHYSICS LABORATORIES, AERO INDUSTRIES TECHNICAL INSTITUTE, LOS ANGELES. MARKED "2" AT TOP OF PAGE
The problem of designing a Science Building for the Choate School at Wallingford, Connecticut, was simple in its essentials but presented some challenging difficulties and compromises to the Architects, Charles F. Fuller, and Edwin M. Forbes, of New York. Commissioned to design an important addition to a campus that possessed fine buildings by Ralph Adams Cram, Louis Coffin, and E. P. Mellon, they were required to provide modern laboratories, museum space, and class rooms for the teaching of five allied scientific subjects in a structure that would enhance, rather than disturb, the architectural values of the campus.

The first program for the building was drafted by a Committee of the Masters, who included many features which, while badly needed, ran the costs well above the appropriation. The final plans were therefore limited to the needs of the Science Department first—adding any other elements allowed by the budget. The requirements were: five laboratories and five class rooms to accommodate 24 boys each; adjoining rooms for the Masters, with preparation rooms, supply rooms, and five small laboratories for independent research; two exhibition rooms for permanent and loaned displays; necessary locker rooms, lavatories, etc.; if possible, a studio and class room for the Art Department. It may be noted on the plans overpage that space for the Art Department was found on the fourth floor and that there is ample room for the camera club and other groups to be accommodated in the attic of the wings or in the basement which is fully excavated and may be finished later.

While there are no daring innovations in materials, or exotic forms, the Science Building compares favorably with any similar structure for a secondary school as regards space, natural and artificial lighting, acoustic qualities, durability, and equipment (which was included in the budget). The low wings were used in order to harmonize in scale with a smaller school building near by, yet the central motif had to be powerful as the building dominates one side of the large campus. Standards of the New York State Department of Education were used throughout in fixing class room and laboratory sizes—percentages of glass areas—artificial lighting—and other specifications.

The building was erected by the school itself, an unusual procedure made possible by a corps of talented men permanently attached to the school—an engineer, a general superintendent, and a master workman in each of the trades. The school had done other buildings in this way—notably the Chapel and the new Gymnasium—and all the Architects agree that they have never had their plans and specifications more carefully and thoroughly followed.

The Science Building was the gift of Paul Mellon, of the Class of 1925. Thanks to him, Dr. Edward Weidlein of the Mellon Institute for Industrial Research, Pittsburgh, reviewed the plans and equipment, and made many valuable suggestions to the Architects. Choate School, which was small in 1910 when George St. John took it over, now has an enrollment of nearly 500.
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The facade shown here is seen from the campus quadrangle and the two recessed entrance porches are important because they were designed for student use. The school boys thus find ready access to the building from the "interior circulation" of the campus. The architect recalls that the decision to adopt a high central mass flanked by low wings was governed by the fact that a smaller building to the north would have seemed out of scale if a uniform, 3-story building had been located here. Photographs by Garrison Science building for Choate School, Wallingford, Conn.
The most elegant feature of this more formal facade of the Science Building is the circular entrance porch which opens on the severely plain foyer of the large exhibition hall (see plan on page 738). The fenestration received particular attention because the architects were determined to observe planning standards for educational buildings and at the same time to provide a large building without departing from the considered scale of the earlier structures around the campus, the work of several famed architects.

Designed by Fuller & Forbes, Architects, of New York
PICTURES ON THIS PAGE WERE MADE BY BOYS OF THE SCHOOL IN A COMPETITION THAT FOCUSED THEIR ATTENTION ON ARCHITECTURAL DETAILS. THE STUDIES OF THE PORTICO AND ITS LIGHTING FIXTURE (ABOVE) AND OF AN ARCADE ON THE EAST FACADE (LEFT—BELOW) ARE BY W. SEWELL AND H. SLANE. THE PHOTOGRAPH (RIGHT—BELOW) OF THE EXHIBITION HALL WINDOWS WAS MADE BY JACK LEE.

SCIENCE BUILDING FOR CHOATE SCHOOL, WALLINGFORD, CONN.
DESIGNED BY FULLER & FORBES, ARCHITECTS, OF NEW YORK
STURTEVANT also entered the pictures of the exhibition hall (above) and the museum display case (below) in the student photographic competition.

I. F. STURTEVANT made the classroom study (above) and the stair rail study (below) was jointly submitted by Wayne Trimble and Alfredo Behrens.

The corridor photo (below) is also by Jack Lee. Note light borrowed from adjacent classrooms.

Designed by Fuller & Forbes, Architects, of New York.
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TWO MORE OF RICHARD GARRISON'S PHOTOGRAPHs OF THE SCIENCE BUILDING ARE SHOWN HERE AND ACROSS-PAGE. ADDITIONAL EXAMPLES OF THE SCHOOL BOYS' PICTURES OF THE BUILDING ARE SHOWN BELOW. JOHN S. KAUFMAN MADE THE TWO IMMEDIATELY BELOW, OF THE GREEN HOUSE AT THE END OF THE NORTH WING. THIS ADJOINs THE BIOLOGY LABORATORY AND IS USED FOR EXPERIMENTS.
THE CHOATE SCHOOL SCIENCE CURRICULUM INCLUDES METEOROLOGICAL STUDIES, HENCE THE LOUVERED STRUCTURE ON THE "CAPTAIN'S WALK" ATOP THE SCIENCE BUILDING IS OF MORE THAN USUAL IMPORTANCE AS IT HOUSES SOME OF THE SCIENTIFIC DEVICES CONNECTED WITH INSTRUMENTS IN THE LABORATORIES ON FLOORS BELOW. NOTE DETAIL PHOTOGRAPH (BELOW) MADE BY T. JEBB AND T. TYLER DESIGNED BY FULLER & FORBES, ARCHITECTS, OF NEW YORK
RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN SCHOOL DESIGN

BY TALBOT F. HAMLIN

In March of last year, the article *Schools Are for Children* covered the general problem of the school program and the particular difficulties which face the school architect in the United States. Since that time many more schools have been completed, and it seems worth while to return to the subject again, so important is it. It is important to the architect, because the school field is now one in which an enormous amount of work is going on, and a field that bids fair to increase rather than diminish within the next few years. Of its importance to the children and the young people of America it is unnecessary to speak; but the effect of schools is on a much wider circle than the pupils who use them, for the influence of a good school widens out through parents and teachers to affect largely the whole quality of the community. Moreover, sufficient schools have been built, since architecture freed itself from the trammels of outworn and obsolete plans and conventional style design, to allow the development of standards of excellence. It is no longer enough that a school be modern; we can now see in actually completed buildings that there is good, indifferent, or bad in the novel as there is in the outmoded. We can begin to appreciate the aesthetic qualities inherent in the problem as it is seen by advanced architects today, and to discriminate between the good and the bad, the better and the best.

We are still faced in America with the old dilemma of the overlarge school. We are still faced with the problem of designing schools which would be, we know, better if they were half the size, and of trying to force into their huge dimensions some feeling of humanity and individuality. The examples seem to show that within the limits of common sense it is almost always the smaller schools which are the better schools, and that when great size is necessary those are the best which are most carefully articulated and divided into logical parts, each one of which is small enough for human treatment and comprehension.

It is this quality, I think, which more than any other accounts for the success of the Joan of Arc Junior High School on 93rd Street in New York City. Its plan scheme of...
JOAN OF ARC JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL—BY ERIC KEBBON, NEW YORK
DECEMBER 1940
many stories allows the dimensions of each story to be kept small, and the way the auditorium and gymnasium are placed in separate wings across the north end of the playgrounds not only furnishes protection to these open areas but also gives to the whole scheme an understandable, pleasantly logical character which is uncommon in the usual great factory-type metropolitan schools. Furthermore, the material is light, clear, and winning in color; the whole building seems to take its place, to respond agreeably to changes in sky and lighting. It has already created a new tone, a new sense of openness and sun and pleasant form, in its neighborhood. Together with the new apartment house by Horace Ginsbern just completed on the west end of the block, with its nice simple horizontal treatment and light rosy tan brick which harmonizes beautifully with the school color, a new kind of city view has been established. It is, as one might say, a little piece of new New York.

Of the details of the school itself one may say that the vertical treatment so reminiscent of commercial structures, while less obvious in the actual building than in the preliminary sketches, is nevertheless perhaps not the perfect expression of a school building, and that the windows of the high classroom section seem more those of individual offices than of large and airy classrooms. One may also question the overmonumentality of the northern entrance, which has almost the courthouse or city hall character; but, none the less, the whole, in its general composition, in its color and simplicity, is such an imaginative and for New York such a radical advance on the typical city school of comparable size that one welcomes it with the hope that it will not remain an isolated experiment, but will become only the first step in a whole series of schools equally logical in plan, with details and a controlling aesthetic more and more consistent with school character and school purpose.

The Sheffield, Alabama, High School, by Howard Griffith, shows the advantage of large lot area for a problem of somewhat similar scope. Its plan allows the breaking up of the masses into two-story elements of PENCIL POINTS
excellent simplicity; at the same time the arrangement of the auditorium permits its use as a community hall with the least possible disruption of ordinary school purposes, and allows an easy shutting off of the rest of the school when the hall is to be used for evening occasions. Excellent too is the placing of the crafts shop, with outside doors for direct delivery of materials, and of the L-shaped library on the second floor, with its curved corner so naturally used and its librarian's desk so centrally located. This plan permits a large library to be kept personal in feeling and human in scale, and gives as well a certain sense of variety.
The exterior treatment in concrete is an interesting study. The general composition is varied but consistent, and the handling of the classroom wings has that quality of beauty which results from good proportion applied simply to simple forms. The main entrances and the great stair tower which acts as a center of interest are less sure. The general scheme of the corner stair window, with the horizontal bands tying into the wall and the flagpole which tops it, is excellent in conception, but in detail, like so much American concrete work, it seems hesitant and unsure. The flexibility of cast concrete is so great and the possibilities which it suggests so various that as yet few American architects have worked out the perfect expressions for it. Again and again, concrete is used with unnecessarily heavy, blocky, awkward masses—unnecessary and, I believe, no true expression of the material. This fault is especially marked in much school work in Southern California; yet it is in schools, one would think, that unassuming delicacy and unpretentious elegance were required above all else. Here the stair window treatment partakes a little of this almost universal fault; and, while it has none of that gargantuan heaviness which curses much concrete detail, it nevertheless has not yet achieved the true elegance of a real simplicity. And what is true of this stair window is even more true of the two exterior doors so close to it. The use of projecting panels, like rusticated stone work, in concrete, can be only an arbitrary mannerism, a reminiscence of an old material, and not too well adapted to the new. Nor is it clear to me why two doors so close together should be so totally different in treatment, the one with rusticated border, the other with great columnar jambs. Yet the general conception of this corner is so interesting and arises so naturally from the excellent plan on which the school is built that, despite these infelicities, the general appearance commands interest.

This same combination of excellent design in the simpler portions and a too effortful striving for what may be deemed necessary monumental effect, in auditorium entrances and the like, runs through a great deal of
contemporary school work. Perhaps it may not be the architect's choice which makes things that way; perhaps Boards or Building Committees demand some kind of ornamental treatment, which they can recognize, to give them the feeling that they have their money's worth. Whatever the reason, it is nearly always true that the classroom wings of most contemporary schools built in a contemporary manner are more straightforward, more pleasing, and to me more beautiful than their overelaborated entrances.

Two Tennessee high schools of R. H. Hunt Co., Tyner and Red Bank, are characteristic. The plans of both are alike: a central classroom block, with a gymnasium at one end and an auditorium at the other, forming definite, easily distinguishable separate wings. These are connected to the main building by one-story vestibules, so that they and the main building alike receive light on four sides. And these through vestibules at either end of the building constitute an excellent solution of the problem of ample exit and afford such a connection to the schoolroom part of the building as will allow the gymnasium and auditorium to be used, when necessary, as entirely separate units. Gymnasium and auditorium both are obviously designed for community as well as school use, being much larger than the size of the schools themselves would normally require. The material is brick; and in Tyner especially the whole central portion, with its ample classroom windows, its simple hori-
THE LINCOLN SCHOOL, INDEPENDENCE, KANSAS, IS
REPRESENTATIVE OF THE WORK OF THE THOMAS
W. WILLIAMSON CO., ARCHITECTS, OF TOPEKA,
KANSAS. THE IMAGINATIVE TREATMENT OF THE
LOBBY (SEE PLAN BELOW) DISTINGUISHES THIS
SCHOOL. PHOTO BY SCOTT STUDIO, INDEPENDENCE

Horizontal treatment, is pleasing in the extreme
and the entrances to the end vestibules
beautifully handled with simple projecting
slabs. It is all so harmoniously direct, so in­
gratiating and human, that the stone decora­
tion with its enormous scale, over the main
entrance to the auditorium proper, comes as
a distinct shock and seems an unnecessary
and obtrusive artificial splurge. The interiors
of these schools have the same straightforward,
pleasant character the exterior of the
main portion possesses; but here again the
problem of scale enters in. The large study
room, which occupies one entire end of the
second floor, is untrammeled enough, and its
light metal furniture an agreeable contrast
to the over-heavy, drab school desks which
are unfortunately traditional. Yet the room
is manifestly too large for its height, and
there is a definite sense of uneasiness in the
proportions gained by such large superficial
dimensions and such limited ceiling height.

The Washington and Lincoln Schools in
Independence, Kansas, by Thomas William­
son & Co., owe their particular attractiveness
to the great simplicity of their general treat­
ment, the pleasant clear light color of the
exteriors, and the beautiful plans which dis­
tinguish them both. The Lincoln School,
with its ample lobby leading both to the
auditorium and to the secretary's and prin­
cipal's offices, is perhaps the more carefully
studied of the two. But both handle their
necessarily large size in such a way as to re­
main human and delicate in scale; both
would look well in residential districts and
not seem, as schools so frequently do, to
tyrranize over or overpower by sheer mass
the houses where live the children who come
to them. There is something unusually win­
nning in the Washington School exterior,
with its simple lettering and its quiet hori­
horizontal treatment. To me it seems even more attractive than the Lincoln School with its apparently unnecessary corner tower treatment, where conventional methods of so-called "modern" design have affected the appearance. Nevertheless, both are schools in which something of the true school character has been incarnated—schools which are encouraging signs of the growing beauty and simplicity of the Western work.

The architects of the Carteret School for Boys, in West Orange, N. J., McMurray & Schmidlin, were faced with an entirely different problem from that confronting the usual school architect. Carteret School is a private school with limited enrollment covering the entire course from nursery school and kindergarten through college preparatory. It is coeducational in the nursery and kindergarten only. The Carteret School possessed a site which, so far as building was concerned, could be considered unlimited. The building naturally required a great number of parts—kindergarten, grade classrooms, high school classrooms, gymnasium, library, arts and crafts room, and so forth. Yet each of these units was small in size, the classes being limited to fifteen each. Since the lot was large, it was decided to make the school a one-story building, and the problem was one of adjusting these multitudinous small parts into a single coherent scheme.

The plan necessarily is somewhat unwieldy, though simple in basic scheme, the front wing being devoted to the offices and the younger grades, and a wing at right angles containing the larger classrooms and leading back to the gymnasium — auditorium — lunchroom. Separate entrances to this unit allow the outdoors to become as much a part of the exercise program as the gymnasium itself, and due to limitations in cost one

THE GYMNASIUM IS ALSO THE CAFETERIA AND AUDITORIUM. FURNITURE IS STORED UNDER STAGE.

THE COORDINATION OF MIND AND BODY IS TAUGHT IN THE LIGHT, CHEERFUL KINDERGARTEN ROOM.
large room was made to serve the triple purpose of auditorium, lunchroom, and exercise center, with a stage which could also serve as a music studio. Given the complexity of the general scheme, the plan as worked out is logical enough. Especially interesting is the intersection of the cross-corridor in front (which leads to the lower grade classrooms) with the corridor leading back to the high school. This intersection is made into a large central space called a trophy room, higher than any of the corridors which lead from it, with a main office and information desk and cases around for school memorabilia. It acts thus as a sort of spiritual center for the school, tying together excellently the younger and the older classes.

The whole building has been designed with great care and the most thoughtful study of all details. The scale of the classrooms has been cut down both in height and size far below the usual public school standards, because the classes are so small, and each classroom has been differentiated from the others by a characteristic color scheme. Trim is reduced to a minimum everywhere. Especially pleasant is the large library room, which serves also as an informal study hall. It is wainscoted with wood veneer from floor to ceiling and furnished with bright patterned draperies, the whole effort being to give it the atmosphere of a gracious, dignified, but informal lounge, rather than the usual mechanized and impersonal school library. All through, this effort to cut down size and scale, to give personal character, has controlled the design. And this effort, perhaps carried in some places further than was desirable, has resulted in making the whole a rather diffuse composition. The entrance front is broken up by projections, at the ends and in the center, into several pavilions each one of which, good in itself, somehow seems but artificially related to the rest; and even the plan lacks something of that pure integration into a single unit — every part of which helps every other part — that is the characteristic of all great architecture even when it is delicate in scale and personal.

It thus seems that here again the great difficulty in school design is also the school's
THE COMMONWEALTH AVENUE SCHOOL, LOS ANGELES, DESIGNED BY WINCHTON L. RISLEY OF THAT CITY, IS ALMOST AUSTERE IN ITS RESTRAINED CHARACTER. THERE IS NO APPLIED ORNAMENT BUT THE PROPORTIONS LEND ELEGANCE.

ALTERNATE PLAN FOR COMMONWEALTH SCHOOL

great aesthetic opportunity—the opportunity of achieving a suitable character that shall be at once personal without being domestic, civic without being monumental, and gracious without being sentimental. A school is, in a way, a child's and a young person's second home. Our education has progressively taken over one after another of the functions that originally were entirely home functions; and this development seems on the increase rather than on the decrease. To me it furnishes a great insight into the quality the best schools must have to express the spirit of American education. If the schools are forced to do the things that in earlier days were done at home, they must, it seems to me, little by little absorb something of the quality of the ample homes of an earlier day; they must have a quality of unobtrusive gentility, of an elegance that comes from balance and proportion and not from ornament; they must have the gracious welcoming quality of a good home, if they are satisfactorily to perform their growing new functions.

This I have said before in my previous article, in different words, but the new schools seem to bring up this problem with a new emphasis—new schools both public and private, both big and little. To be sure, most of our new schools function as community centers, besides being schools for children; yet even here something of the same idealism must, I believe, prevail. The true community center is not a fearsome, monumental, impersonal pile, but a building or room to which people will come naturally, informally, with a happy and personal feeling of being at home. There is no need, then, it would seem, for those attempts at monumental entrances which so often give the lie to the candid beauty of quiet classroom windows.

As an example of this quality of unobtrusive and restrained character, Winchton Risley's Dickens Street School, Los Angeles, like his design for Commonwealth Avenue School, is outstanding. There is in these two designs a simplicity almost puritan, a restraint almost austere; they are stripped of every particle of applied ornament; there is in them an almost wilfully perverse desire to be retiring, to be the opposite of obtrusive. But there is in them also a certain graceful ele-
gance which results from the subtle handling of simple proportion. Designed for Southern California, they have no need of such tremendous window areas as more cloudy sections require, and the utmost advantage has been taken of the increased wall surface that results. Particularly in the project for the Commonwealth Avenue School, there seems a quality of achievement, a perfect unity and harmony between the quiet walls and the open porch that fronts the auditorium, which is aesthetically as well as practically most successful. Schools should be in residential areas, they should be as close as possible to the homes of the children they educate; and surely any consideration of civic harmony, of the beauty of the city as a whole which must come from the relation of buildings rather than alone from individual structures, ought, I feel, to affect deeply both the scale and the character of school design. And of these schools of Risley's this seems preeminently true.

It is a good sign that this trend in school design is increasing, especially in the West. The great lesson of reticence, understatement, and simplicity is gradually being learned. The problem of the great school in the large city may be a long time clarifying, but school after school in the smaller centers west of the Mississippi is more and more the quiet, homelike, attractive, personal building that I believe it should be, and still without sacrifice of light or air or any of the functional requirements of school design. Two examples from Colorado indicate this development. One is the high school at Gunnison, with its lovely horizontality, its attractive geometrical shapes, its simple entrances and continuous windows, which give it a sense almost of gaiety as well as of welcome. The other is an addition to an existing high school at Estes Park, where the architect has had the daring (in this case I think completely vindicated) of designing the new portion in much the same vein as that shown at Gunnison, with the same results of attractive, refined, unostentatious charm. Where the photograph shows a bit of the old building, with its false arches and its applied stylisms, one can, I feel, appreciate better
than through any words the advance in beauty and appropriateness which the new school has made.

* * * *

Recent buildings for higher education that have any controlling artistic or architectural interest are few. One hears of work going on at places like Black Mountain College, where an interesting structure designed by Lawrence Kocher is now rising. One can see that even in this field, so long cursed by obsolete ideals and the worst kind of applied stylistism, the new forms are nevertheless gradually coming into use. The buildings of Suomi College at Hancock, Mich., by Eliel Saarinen and Robert F. Swanson, Associate, have the advantage of not being controlled or affected by existing campus conditions, and here one finds a most gracious and simple group of twin buildings flanking an open axis which leads up to a terrace and outdoor shelter behind. These are small buildings, only one I believe already completed, but they have the unusual grace of not trying to appear larger than they are. They have a modesty, uncommon in college structures, which, combined with good proportion and appropriate detail, gives them a real distinction.

With such a building as Frank Lloyd Wright's Taliesin West one enters, of course, an entirely different field. One needs, as it were, entirely to revise all his critical prejudices, to come to it with a new innocence, as of a child’s; for this is the work of a great creative artist to whom ordinary helps,
ordinary simplifications, have no meaning.

Taliesin West, or Taliesin in the Desert, is
the winter home of Wright's architectural
fellowship, on a desert site fifty miles from
Phoenix. What to build in such a location,
with such gorgeous color and texture around,
such a magnificence of rolling country and
cliff and colored rock and cactus, so that the
thing built should not seem an intrusion but
should become a part of the desert itself—
this is a puzzle to frighten even the most
imaginative. In hardly any other of the
Wright work, it seems to me, has Wright's
genius as a plastic, three-dimensional de­
signer, as an interpreter of the face of the
earth in human terms, been so strikingly and
successfully expressed. He has avoided
verticals and, except as steps and floors and
railings, horizontals. He has made a sym­
phony of inclined lines and slanting planes,
building bold trusses of comparatively rough
wood on basements and foundations and
terraces of stone and concrete work almost
unbelievable in the perfection of its texture,
as an accompaniment to the landscape. The
handling of concrete and cement and stone
to make these slanting planes, over which
colors and lights play almost as they play
over the surfaces of the desert itself, is a
tour de force of architectural supervision as
well as of artistic conception. Between the
wooden trusses for walls and ceilings there
are, everywhere, hinged flaps or hinged
louvers of wallboard or wooden slat or tex­
tile, so that the whole can be thrown open
to the breeze and yet protected from the sun,
and so that the light within the working
spaces is diffused and pleasant, with the glare
cut out. Around this individual and extraor­
dinary unconventionally building, the des­
ert plants are grown — cactuses chosen for
their interesting shape—and here and there
at important points great stones are placed
purely for their decorative and sculptural
value. They seem so right in their locations
that one wonders how so few Westerners be­
fore Wright have had the imagination to
seize upon the decorative values of natural
rocks as elements in a composition.

There are details in the whole which any one
of us might question, and will question. There
are here and there touches of over­
study, overworking, over-ornamentation per­
haps. The entire design is as far from the
sterile, retiring schools of which I have been
speaking, and which I like so much, as day
is from night; yet I do not think the success
of Taliesin West proves my original prefer­
ence for the most simple and the most mod­
est schools wrong. It is rather that, in speak­
ing of Taliesin West, one is speaking of an
almost totally different category of work;
one is forced to think of it primarily for its
plastic value, for its sculptural composition,
as Mr. Frederick Kiesler has pointed out to
me. It enhances the desert; but any such dis­
play of bravura within the quiet confines of
the residential areas of a town would be as
marked an intrusion, a composition as wholly
out of place, as would be the building of one
of the representative square and simple city
schools in the center of the desert spaces.
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PENCIL POINTS
MODERN LOW-COST ELEMENTARY CLASSROOMS

BY RAY L. HAMON

While educational philosophers and curriculum builders continue to conjure with such words as progressive, conservative, pupil activity, and traditional, the school administrator and the school architect face the practical problem of actually building schoolhouses. There is such variation of opinion that it is hardly possible to find enough points of agreement on which to establish "standards" for a classroom. One can find classrooms of recent construction as conservative as the typical room of the past generation, and there are schools so "Progressive" that their proponents brag that they have no classrooms at all. We do not have to accept universal specifications for a classroom. In a democratic order, each community may decide for itself whether there will be twenty or fifty pupils per group, fifteen or thirty square feet of floor area per pupil, bare walls or adequate built-in facilities; provided, of course, that the community's ideas and budget are not too far out of balance. Fortunately, some states and local governments have established controls which throw certain safeguards around the children as to proper light, sanitation, and fire protection. This tends to prevent the ultravisionaries from going too far afield.

This discussion is not so much concerned with the occasional and exceptional building, planned by super-imaginative educators and architects with blank checks signed by John Taxpayer, but it is directed toward the average public school situation where practical plants must be built to house all the children of all the people. It is concerned with urban centers where fire-resistive, modern school buildings are demanded at a cost of $200 to $250 per pupil, and rural consolidated districts where one-story, non-fireproof schoolhouses must be erected with modern conveniences and accessory facilities at a cost of $100 to $150 per pupil.

It is assumed that a community wishes to keep in step with normal progress and adopt much of the modern procedure in education, both as to content and method; that school-plant research and practice have established certain minimum standards for the safety, health, and comfort of the occupants of a school building; and that mass education on a limited budget necessitates some regard for economy of building construction, operation, and maintenance.

CLASSROOM SIZE

The generally accepted size of the elementary group is thirty pupils in theory and forty in practice. The minimum accepted floor area is eighteen square feet per pupil, but most educators would prefer twenty-five square feet in non-departmental schools where most of the activities are carried on in the homeroom. If we plan elementary classrooms approximately twenty-three by thirty-two feet for forty pupils, we will have met the minimum standards and will have provided rather adequate space for a modern program when enrollments have dropped to thirty pupils per room. If, however, we expect to continue elementary groups of forty, we should provide forty feet or more of room length. It is becoming general practice...
to build first and second grade rooms at least forty feet long, even if this amount of space is not available for the other classrooms.

**WORKROOMS**

All agree that elementary pupils should have some work shop facilities for handicraft activities, but there is considerable difference of opinion as to the best way of providing these facilities. In the platoon and departmental organizations, the solution seems to be special rooms equipped as work shops. This plan is sometimes used in non-departmental schools, either with or without special handicraft teachers.

The connecting workroom between two classrooms seems to be popular in some schools. Thus, two teachers have the joint use of a space the width of a classroom by about twenty feet long, provided with a sink, a counter work bench, built-in cabinets, and shelves. One objection to this plan is that two groups must share the workroom. To divide the workroom into two ten-foot spaces would reduce each space to an area not much more than a good sized supply closet. A satisfactory solution would be to provide each classroom with a twenty-three by twenty foot workroom, but at this point the architect and administrator should cube the building and consult the budget before their imaginations get out of hand.

Many teachers feel that if they are entitled to only forty feet of classroom length, including work space, they would prefer to have it all in one large room with the proper built-in facilities, rather than to have a thirty-foot classroom with a separate ten-foot workroom, or a thirty-foot classroom and the joint use of a twenty-foot workroom with another teacher. The assumptions controlling this discussion would seem to hold us to a classroom unit of about forty feet in length, including workroom space, with some additional space for storage closets. Under these circumstances, the writer believes it will be more flexible and economical to include all of the forty-foot length in one room and build in the necessary work counters and cabinets. There is something to be said, however, for a work space where the handicraft shop noise can be shut off from the quieter activity centers.

**WORK COUNTERS**

The modern classroom uses all the available wall space for built-in features, and then often has to supplement this by connecting supply closets. In the typical elementary classroom, the left side is occupied by a battery of windows and the front end by a blackboard, leaving the right and rear walls for built-in equipment. If the classroom does not have access to a separate workshop, it is desirable that a work cabinet or bench be incorporated in the wall. The work counter could be placed along the right or rear wall, but to do so would reduce seriously the wall space available for bulletin boards, shelving, and lockeroles. Since the work counter is relatively low, it may be placed under the windows, thereby releasing wall space for facilities requiring a greater height. A counter from eighteen to twenty-four inches deep can absorb the heating units and also provide a great deal of valuable storage space for materials. The counter top should be substantial and have a durable finish suitable for hammering, painting, and modeling. At least one sink should be incorporated in the counter top or provided elsewhere in the room. The space below the counter may be devoted to drawers, cabinets with doors, open shelves, or individual open "pigeon holes." If individual pupil compartments are provided below the work counter to supplement the desk or table book compartments, it is suggested that these spaces be at least nine inches wide by eighteen inches deep, with the height depending upon available space. It is also desirable to provide a toe space in the counter base so that pupils may stand closer when working on the counter.

**GENERAL SUPPLIES**

It is necessary that every classroom have some provision for storing large poster paper and mounted maps and charts. This provision is often overlooked or omitted because it is not easy to plan. Probably the best provision for poster storage is large drawers or shelves in a connecting supply room or under
WORK COUNTER IN KINDERGARTEN OF BOWMAR AVENUE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL AT VICKSBURG, MISSISSIPPI, GIVES MAXIMUM USE OF CLASSROOM WALL SPACE. LARGER SUPPLIES ARE STORED IN AN ADJOINING WORKROOM. N. W. OVERSTREET IS THE ARCHITECT. RAY L. HAMON, EDUCATIONAL CONSULTANT

the work counter. Vertical pockets below the chalk tray will accommodate poster paper and mounted charts, but these materials will keep better if stored horizontally.

Considerable space is required for handicraft supplies, the larger materials, and tools for construction work. There is not sufficient space to build adequate cabinets around the classroom walls for all of these materials. It is necessary that the modern classroom have a connecting storage closet for storing the larger and rougher supplies, unfinished projects, and tools. Fairly adequate storage may be provided by allowing a five-foot space between the ends of the classrooms and cutting it into a five by eleven foot closet for each room. This closet should be provided with shelves of different depths and spacings for the various materials and tools.

There should be at least one three-foot section of open, built-in, adjustable book shelves in every elementary classroom. When the loose furniture is arranged for the different activity centers, the reading center should be near the built-in bookcases.

TEACHER'S STORAGE

Every classroom should make some provision for private, locked storage for the teacher's cloaks, private books and papers, test materials, and supplies to which pupils are not to have ready access. Such facilities may be provided by a private closet or by cabinets or lockers either in the classroom or in the connecting storage room.

STORAGE OF WRAPS

The problem of children's wrap storage has long confronted teachers and architects. Although numerous methods have been developed, there is still no completely satisfactory solution to the problem of cloak storage. The cloakroom has been, and still is, the most common type of provision for pupils'
wraps in the small inexpensive frame schoolhouses. There has been an unnecessary amount of space devoted to cloakrooms. Where cloakrooms have two doors and extend the full width of the classroom, it would be advisable, in most cases, to erect a partition across the cloakroom, making at least a third of it into a supply room. The long narrow cloakroom is not a satisfactory area for storage of wraps and putting on galoshes, snow suits, and raincoats. It would be desirable to provide for each classroom a connecting wrap storage and dressing room with sufficient floor area for the children to put on their wraps; but this space would have a very low utilization and could not be justified where there are definite budget limitations.

Where the platoon or departmental type of organization is used, it is almost necessary that cloak hanging facilities be made accessible from the corridor, either in recessed corridor lockers or locker alcoves opening off the corridor. In the homeroom type of organization it is usually considered advisable to provide the cloak hanging facilities in connection with the classroom. This can be done by providing open hanging compartments, wood or steel lockers with doors, folding or sliding door wardrobes, or steel lockerobes with doors operated by either individual or gang control. The steel lockerobe has increased in popularity during the most recent school building programs. Lockerobes may be free standing, but a much neater and more satisfactory installation may be had by recessing them in the right or end wall of the classroom. This type of facility requires a recess about sixteen inches deep, and approximately twenty-two inches of horizontal wall space is required for a four-pupil unit. Bookcases, storage cabinets, and the teacher's locker may be incorporated in the same assembly with the battery of lockerobes. In buildings provided with mechanical ventilation, air exhausts may be provided from the classroom through the lockerobes.

**CORRIDOR WALLS**

Since portions of the corridor walls must be at least twelve inches thick in order to provide structural columns and only four inches is required for non-Bearing tile walls, there is eight inches of depth available for built-in facilities without increasing the cubage of the building. Additional storage space can be provided as economically by increasing the corridor wall thickness as by increasing the length of the building. Bearing columns may be set flush with the classroom wall; thus the thicker wall does not require a wider classroom span. In cases where corridor lockers are used and built-in cabinets or bookcases are required on the classroom side, a good plan is to allow about three feet between the finished walls of corridors and classrooms. This space will absorb structural columns, ventilation ducts, pipes, and conduits, as well as the necessary built-in features. Another advantage in this type of corridor wall is that it permits the door to be hinged flush with the classroom wall and swing in the direction of exit without interfering with corridor traffic.

**BLACKBOARDS AND TACKBOARDS**

An observer has only to visit modern programs in old schoolrooms in order to be convinced that the blackboard has, to some extent, been replaced by other teaching devices. A generation ago all available classroom wall area was covered with blackboards. Unless some of these blackboards have been removed, the teachers probably will have papers tacked or pasted over a large part of the blackboard area. Today, it is generally considered that a blackboard across the front wall of the average elementary classroom is sufficient. Although the amount of blackboard has decreased, more emphasis should be placed on its quality. There are many types of blackboard materials on the market, and some schools have even made their own. Since the modern classroom has only seventy or eighty square feet of blackboard area, it does not seem wise to install poor blackboards which are short lived and almost certain to result in eye strain.

It is customary to install a twelve to eighteen-inch strip of tackboard over blackboards. These tack strips have their value and occupy wall space which could not be
utilized otherwise. The tack strip over the blackboard, however, should not be considered a substitute for a bulletin board. The typical classroom should have from eight to thirty linear feet of bulletin board of the same width and set at the same height as the blackboards. The best bulletin board installation is cork mounted on plywood, although the cork-carpet type of bulletin board is quite satisfactory. If extreme economies are necessary, there are certain types of fiber boards which make satisfactory substitutes.

**ACOUSTICAL TREATMENT**

Fire-resistant buildings and the pupil-activity type of classroom procedure have created a serious acoustical problem in the schoolroom. Non-sound-absorbent classroom surfaces become almost intolerable when a group of pupils are moving furniture and using construction tools. Satisfactory acoustical results may be obtained by applying moderately sound-absorbent materials on the ceiling. If the acoustical treatment is applied to the slab as the finished ceiling material, the cost is very little more than plaster.

**ELECTRICAL SERVICE**

Every classroom should be provided with a radio and public address loud speaker with central office connections. At least one convenient wall receptacle should be provided in every classroom for an audio-visual projector. Every classroom should be adequately wired and provided with proper fixtures for the necessary amount of artificial illumination. It is advisable to arrange the circuits so that the lights on the dark side of the room may be turned on independently to supplement the natural light from the windows. The amount of light necessary and the type and number of fixtures required to produce the desired effect present problems which have been discussed extensively, but still remain unsolved. For a practical solution at a reasonable cost, it has been found quite satisfactory to install a ceiling-mounted, enclosed, 300-watt direct fixture for 100 square feet of classroom area.
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Early Pine Corner Cupboard
from Essex County, Now in
the Antiquarian House at
Concord, Massachusetts
Early Pine Circular-Top Open Corner Cupboard
HARTWELL FARMHOUSE, LINCOLN, MASSACHUSETTS
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AFTER the Kitchen Dresser, or Wall Cupboard, so useful and necessary an adjunct to the early habitation in the Colonies that it seems almost to have been an initial fitment of every early dwelling,—the Corner Cupboard seems to have been next in demand by early housewives. And as the former was always located against the wall nearest the Kitchen fireplace, the latter was usually so placed as to fill up an internal angle in the least used corner of the Dining Room. The former was an actual necessity to keep at hand the cooking utensils needed in the kitchen, and the latter was almost equally necessary to at once protect and display the few family heirlooms of pewter or china, of which the housewife was most proud. The early Colonial "Corner Cupboard" was, indeed, the direct family ancestor of the ugly Victorian corner "Whatnot" of more recent memory!

Farther south it seems often to have been known as the "Beau fait," or "Buffet"; but along the northern coast it usually took a less pretentious name and form,—and, while retaining the fine proportions and outlines of its southern counterpart, it was generally made of more modest materials, and was better adapted to taking its place as an almost integral part of the walls of the Dining room. Where the finish was natural pine, so also we find the Corner Cupboard beautifully fitted into this atmospheric background; or, if the walls of the room were painted and paneled—or even plastered—we continue to find that one or another varied treatment of the well-known arched-top motive is appropriate, and even unobtrusively decorative—in a quiet New England way!—in some unused but conveniently visible corner of the daily family habitat.

Usually, in its simpler forms, the upper part of the cabinet was left open, with an arched, elliptical or segmental outline at the top; and the lower portion—up to about the height of the window sills or the room dado—had its shelves protected by paneled doors. Usually, the cupboard extended to the full height of the room,—fitting up against the ceiling, or into the beams or room cornice, in much the same way as did the early fireplace with overmantel treatment. But there were also simple corner treatments, with glazed or paneled doors shutting off the upper shelves from view, although by far the more customary and favorite design was to have the upper shelves protected by a glazed door or doors, with arched or segmental top, thus permitting objects placed upon the upper shelves easily to be seen at all times.

These glazed doors and arched tops were often enframed by a surrounding panel mould; or by side pilasters, tied into an entablature at the top; or fitting into the regular room cornice, whose mouldings would break out around or over the projecting pilasters or architraves flanking the opening. These pilasters were rather rarely of the full Georgian classic proportions,—but, in New England, were usually simpler and more attenuated, with but three or four flutings instead of the regulation seven, and often ended at top and bottom in other than the conventional cap and base of Classic precedent.

In plan, the problem of fitting shelving for the display of small objects was met by giving the cupboard a semi-circular back, and fitting the shelf outlines in the upper or more open part of the cupboard, to this circular plan, with the addition of a central projection at that point where the shelving was deepest. Sometimes—in the more elaborate examples—this circular top arch was filled
with a semi-domed treatment,—sometimes carried out in plaster, but more often in wood,—when the under part of this semi-dome was sometimes carved more or less skillfully into a conventional shell. The example shown from the Wigin-Miller House (pages 180, 181, 185 and 186) is unusual in that, despite its successful expression of the shell-motive, it has been executed in the simplest possible way, by moulding rather than actual carving the built-up wooden back of the cupboard.

This typical semi-circular plan and design of the corner cupboard, once fully developed, was found adaptable to locations other than the inner corner of a room. It could be used recessed within a flat paneled wall, sometimes covered with a “blind paneled door,” that was itself almost a unit of the wall paneling. Some very elaborate examples have been designed to meet this sort of a location,—as might be illustrated by referring to the wall cupboard in the well known “House of Seven Gables” at Salem (the Monograph, Vol. XXIII, No. 2, Pages 23, 24).

The two cupboards shown on page 184 represent a type where perhaps some local carpenter was attempting to suggest the appearance of the shell-topped cupboard, by introducing this scalloped effect around the inner edge of the semi-circular outlined top of the upper recess. This is more probably the case with the left-hand example. That upon the right of the page developing a sophistication and skill of design, that quite transcend any suggestion of shallow imitation.

The two straight-top types on page 182 are of less usual design. In the case of that shown at the right, it is probable that the low ceiling of the room forced both the width and omission of even the elliptical arched top,—and, while this is not the case with the other example, here, too, the unusual width of the design,—as well as the use of paneled doors to enclose the upper shelving, indicates definite reticence and individuality on the part of its builders.

Most of the examples shown here are early types, some—as in the George Blanchard House (Pages 185, 186)—being original to the structure. In many cases these early examples can be identified by the use of a “bolection” moulding around the arched top or along the sides of the opening. In other cases, what was originally a very simple and primitive design, has been later supplemented by pilasters or other extensions, until it has become more pretentious,—and its actual age and integrity somewhat obscured in the process.
The example on page 177, for instance, speaks eloquently of its early date, and yet sometimes the primitive simplicity of such a design has been evolved, under similar conditions of remoteness from larger cities, at a much later period.

It should be remembered that, because of the decorative and appealing character of the corner cupboard, it has very often been separated from its original place of building. A family sells an old homestead, but reserves a mantel or two, as well as their old Corner Cupboard. As a rule, the earliest Cupboards were built for houses with low ceilings; and consequently, when a Cupboard is of somewhat lesser height than the room of which it is now a part,—one may suspect it to have been originally built for another house than that in which it is now placed. Of course, that must always be the case when they are preserved in some Museum or Historical Society,—although that fact will also the more generally guarantee the authenticity of their local origin. In so many instances has the corner cupboard been transposed from its original to another location, that it is unreliable to expect its date to be the same as that of the house in which it may now be placed.

That this is not always the case, is proved by the Cupboard in the Norton House at Annisquam (pages 189 and 190), which was found by the present owners built into one of the upstairs room corners, and removed by them—for greater usefulness—to the lower story,—where it now shows of less height than the ceiling of the room where it is located. To the writer's knowledge, just half of the cupboards here illustrated came from other houses than those in which they are now located. But their removal often has been the cause of their preservation down to the present day,—and—in nearly every case—they are still being preserved in a location near the site of their origin,—and often by descendants of the very families to whom they originally belonged!

Frank Chouteau Brown, F.A.I.A.

FRANCES AND MARY ALLEN

DEERFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS
OPEN CORNER CUPBOARD, WITH SCALLOPED SEMI-CIRCULAR TOP

DANIELS HOUSE, SOMERS, CONNECTICUT
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Early Corner Cupboard, with Glazed Semi-Circular Top Door

WIGGIN-MILLER HOUSE, STRATHAM, NEW HAMPSHIRE

PINE OPEN CORNER CUPBOARD, WITH SHELL TOP

GEORGE BLANCHARD HOUSE, MEDFORD, MASSACHUSETTS

See also page 280, 282 and 180
Open Corner Cupboard, Now in Gilbert House, "Sorrowton," Massachusetts

Open Corner Cupboard, Now in Phillips House, "Sorrowton," Massachusetts

Two Massachusetts Examples of Open, Arched-Top, Corner Cupboards
PENCIL POINTS DATA SHEETS

Prepared by DON GRAF, B.S., M.Arch.
THE DISREGARD OF THE OBVIOUS

Henry Ford once said that weight was the greatest enemy of human progress. The idea of buying a ton and a half of machinery to carry a 150-pound woman to the corner grocery is only one example of how sheer weight wastes materials and labor. In the building industry we all know the constant search that is going on to produce materials having less weight. But there is another waste which we think is equally serious.

The illustration shows the Chinese symbol for “building.” Like many of the Chinese characters, it is a hieroglyph—or picture writing. The upper part of the character is formed by two symbols for bamboo—a material much used for scaffolding and other purposes. The lower part of the character represents a tree and connotes lumber. On the left is a figure which looks like an English letter H on its side, indicating labor. The remarkable perception of the Oriental, however, is indicated in the remaining symbol which stands for TALK! Anybody who has ever been connected with
the building business will realize the superfluous abundance of this ingredient in any construction operation!

There are about 2,000 building material manufacturers in these United States. Suppose each of them prints only 8 pages a year on an average, which they mail to each architectural office. That is a total of 16,000 printed pages which each architect and his drafting force should read if they are to know what the material market affords, and how to use these products. Now the architectural office has, let us say, 250 working days a year. Divide 16,000 by 250, and we find that all you have to do to keep up with the times is to go through 64 printed pages each working day. Talk!

Now, maybe 8 pages average for each manufacturer seems to be too much. Actually a survey was made in 1928 and it was found that this figure was approximately correct.

One manufacturer who makes a building product has over 500 printed pages describing his equipment. Another manufacturer has a catalog containing 17,868 words of text. Basing the reading time on 180 words a minute, it would take an architect one hour and 40 minutes just to read this one catalog.

Any one who has ever attended a chapter meeting of the local professional architectural organization will realize that the architects not only take punishment in the form of conversational prolixity—but they can also dish it out.

Building codes are a serious source of waste. No human documents have ever reached the height of (Continued on page 814)
verbosity and unintelligibility attained by any legal document. We submit in evidence the following from the “Safety Code for Elevators”:

“Provision shall be made to render the car operative, independent of the position of the hoistway doors, in case of fire, panic, or other emergency, by means of an emergency release conforming to Rule 123, except that elevators which can be started from a landing shall not be provided with an emergency release unless equipped with car switch for dual operation, in which case an emergency release shall be installed but shall be so arranged that when the elevator is operated without an operator in the car the emergency release shall be inoperative.”
SHRINE AT TREGASTEL, BRITTANY
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LESSON 9 — THE INDICATION OF ROOF TEXTURES
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Having learned something about drawing trees, upon which we have been concentrating for the last four lessons, let us turn again to the problem of indicating the textures of architectural materials. For this lesson I have chosen as examples two different types of roof—one old and weatherbeaten and the other new but pleasantly irregular of surface.

Recall that in Lesson 4 we decided that the shingled roof required three principal directions of pencil strokes—parallel to the grain of the wood, parallel to the shingle courses, and parallel to the direction of light. The same general rule may be applied here. The difference between the rough and the smooth texture is achieved by the greater or less degree of irregularity of the individual strokes, not by their general directions. The irregularity of the strokes is to be found in their departure from both straightness and uniformity of tone.

The quality of any texture can be best rendered by one who comprehends how that texture came into being. This means knowing not only how the individual units are put together and supported to form, for example, a roof, but also the characteristics of these units—shingles, shakes, tiles, slates or whatnot—and, most important, the things that happen to such surfaces by the action of nature over a period of time.

Rain, falling upon a sloping roof and running down its length, streaks it with dirt washed from the sky or previously deposited by the wind. Melting snow does likewise. Alternate wetting and drying, heat and cold, affect soft materials like wood while leaving harder substances like slate or terra cotta essentially unchanged in form. Shingles and shakes become furrowed as the softer part of their grain is eroded away and also tend to curl up at the edges instead of lying permanently flat. Sagging between rafters tends to develop with age in wood construction, producing a more or less perceptible waviness across a roof that has yielded again and again to snow loads and wind pressure. Wind-blown seeds and spores find lodging in the crevices of a roughly textured roof and some of them develop into mosses and lichens if conditions are favorable. Shingles or slates become loosened in old roofs and slip out of place or even blow completely away. All of these things and many more enter into the development of a roof texture. Understanding them, you will be better able to draw convincingly. Imagination, the ability to see beyond the obvious, to penetrate with your mind below the surface of things, is necessary if you are to be an artist. But we digress, perhaps!

The examples shown here illustrate many of the things I have dwelt on during all the preceding lessons. Must I really point them out to you? The cleanly-defined broad strokes with few dominant directions; the gradation of tones; the contrasts of light against dark, dark against light; the avoidance of monotony; the sparkling little flecks of white paper showing through; the carefully considered silhouette: you can surely see them. And what I can do, you can do—if you will only work, and think!
Here's a Dixon's Typhonite Eldorado drawing showing how the cooler night air may be used to 'air condition' a dwelling. The attic of the dwelling is used as the plenum chamber and an ordinary exhaust fan supplies the difference in pressure necessary to draw air through the building and exhaust it through the attic louvers. This elementary air conditioning system has been fully explained in "Bulletin No. 52" of the Texas Engineering Experiment Station.

Since this drawing has details at different scales, three degrees of Dixon's Typhonite Eldorado pencils were used: 2H and HB for the large scale drawings and F for the small perspective and plan.

Uniformity—A Mark of Greatness

A mark of greatness in a lead pencil for drawing is Uniformity. Measure Dixon's Typhonite Eldorado pencils by this standard. You will find their uniformity truly startling.

Typhonite Eldorado's unexcelled uniformity stems from the same exclusive process which gives them their celebrated opacity, evenness and strength of point.

*It's the Typhonite process in which graphite is battered against graphite in a typhoon of super-heated steam. From this process emerges a new form of graphite—Typhonite. Its particles are incredibly small. But more than that, their size is even, controlled—a vital necessity for even, uniform leads. Test Dixon's Typhonite Eldorado pencils in your favorite degrees. They prove themselves.

**ANOTHER FAVORITE DIXON PENCIL IS "THINEX." THE RED, YELLOW AND ORANGE ARE PREFERRED FOR MARKING BLUEPRINTS. 36 PERMANENT COLORS THAT NEITHER RUN NOR SMEAR ARE IDEAL FOR MAKING COLOR SKETCHES AND POCHEETING.**
Here is a view of one of the offices in the new windowless "controlled conditions" building recently completed by the Austin Co. for the All-Steel-Equipment Co. at Aurora, Ill. All of the heating and air conditioning delivery ducts in the building are equipped with

ANEMOSTAT
DRAFTLESS AIR DIFFUSERS

These attractive units are the means by which the conditioned air is introduced and diffused throughout the rooms. But what makes them indispensable to successful air conditioning is the fact that they guarantee ideal air distribution. As a result of scientific design, ANEMOSTATS positively eliminate drafts and equalize temperature and humidity. That's why more and more Architects and Engineers are specifying them—that's why they are being added to hundreds of existing systems—that's why you now see ANEMOSTATS in so many conditioned offices, stores, restaurants, hotels, hospitals, theatres, factories and residential buildings throughout the country.

WRITE FOR ANEMOSTAT DETAILS

Literature telling how ANEMOSTAT's scientific design assures ideal air distribution and why it cannot fail will be sent on request. Also included is data about types, capacities, selection and installation. Write for it today.

ANEMOSTAT
CORPORATION OF AMERICA
Dept. P, 10 East 39th Street
New York, N. Y.
Representatives in Principal Cities

"NO AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEM IS BETTER THAN ITS AIR DISTRIBUTION"
TO GIVE CLIENTS A NEW "HIGH" IN FLOOR-COVERING SERVICE . . .

specify Nairn Linoleum

In completing the floors at the Cedarcrest Sanitarium of the Connecticut State Hospital at Newington, Conn., the architect’s floor-covering selection was Nairn Battleship Linoleum. A wise choice! For this attractive, durable linoleum affords a degree of permanency, footease and quietizing properties not available in other floor materials.

Sanitation is another outstanding quality of Nairn Linoleum that makes it ideal for hospital installation. For, mechanically, with Nairn Linoleum, sanitation is assured through freedom from dirt-collecting joints and crevices...and, physically, because of the germicidal property of its high, permanent linoxyn content.

Then, too, from the architect’s viewpoint, Nairn Linoleum is readily adaptable to every decorative scheme and every structural design. These are the reasons why architects the country over are specifying it, not only for hospital clients, but to give all clients the utmost in floor-covering service. Installed by Authorized Contractors, Nairn Linoleum is fully guaranteed.

CONCOLEUM-NAIRN INC., KEARNY, N. J.
New design possibilities

with PC ARCHITECTURAL GLASS

AN ATTRACTIVE curved panel of PC Architectural Glass above the entrance to the Fulton Savings Bank Kings County, Brooklyn, N.Y. The panel is made up of specially sculptured pieces of fused design. Architects: DeYoung & Monnig.

TO architects and designers, PC Architectural Glass brings unique opportunities. It throws open entirely new territory to the creative imagination. It is available not only in a wide variety of beautifully designed standard shapes, but can also be furnished in panels which are specially sculptured to your own design, reproducing exactly your modeling in clay or plaster. Why not find out now the possibilities of this lovely new material? Send the coupon for complete information about PC Architectural Glass.

"PITTSBURGH" stands for Quality Glass

ARCHITECTURAL GLASS

Distributed by

PITTSBURGH PLATE GLASS COMPANY

and by W. P. Fuller & Co. on the Pacific Coast

(Continued from page 32, Advertising Section)


Frank Schmitt, 812 N. E. 15th Street, Oklahoma City, Okla., has the following copies of Pencil Points for sale: March, June, July, August, December, 1922; February, April through December, 1923; January through April, 1930; February through July, October, November, December, 1934; 1924, 1925, 1926, 1927, 1928, 1931, 1932, 1933, 1935, 1937, 1938, complete. All in new condition.


PERSONALS

LUCIAN MINOR DENT and A. L. AYDELOTT, Architects, have become associated for the practice of architecture, with offices at 801-802 First National Bank Building, Memphis, Tenn.

PRESTON J. BRADSHAW, Architect, has moved his office to 3670 West Pine Boulevard, St. Louis, Mo.

G. ADOLPH JOHNSON, Architect, has moved his offices from 22 Elm Street to the Slater Building, 390 Main Street, Worcester, Mass.

STRUCTON, Building Service, have moved their offices from 1847 Virginia Road to 308 North Kings Road, Los Angeles, Calif.

JAMES BLAUVELT & ASSOCIATES, New York, announce that Rebecca Leggett Baker has joined their organization. Mrs. Baker's past decorating career includes such work as the main dining room and lounge of the Gotham Hotel, and the Beckman Towers, both in New York, and the Rochester Hotel in Rochester, N. Y.

HOWARD MUESSE, Architect, has moved his office from Davenport, Iowa, to 205 Robinson Building, Rock Island, Ill.

HUBERT M. GARROTT and JOHN W. BECKER, Architects, 1204 Times Star Building, Cincinnati, Ohio, announce the association of Henry A. Bettman as partner. The new firm will be known as Garriott, Becker and Bettman.

THOMAS E. GREACEN II, Architect, has closed his office at 51 East 42nd Street, New York, and discontinued his architectural practice until further notice. He may be reached at 1135 Sixteenth St., N. W., Washington, D. C.

FRANCIS R. MacLEY, Consulting Engineer, has become chief engineer for Corbetta Construction Company, Inc. The consulting office of Mr. Macley will be continued by his former associates under the name of Macley Associates, and will be headed by Chester Cronquist, at 415 Lexington Avenue, New York.
**KOH-I-NOOR**

Drawing Pencils

$1.50 each

Manufactured in U. S. A.

**KOH-I-NOOR PENCIL COMPANY, INC.**

373 FOURTH AVENUE

NEW YORK, N. Y.

---

**PERSPECTIVE PROJECTION**

By ERNEST IRVING FREESE

$1.50

This book presents a new and thoroughly tested method for making perspective drawings without the use of a vanishing point. It is based on sound principles and has been used for many years by the author.

**CONTENTS**

- Straight Line Figures
- Curved Line Figures
- Expedients
- Enlargements and Reductions
- Domes, Foregrounds, and Interiors
- The Author's Drafting Room Method
- Supplemental Illustrations

**PENCIL POINTS**

330 West 42nd Street

New York, N. Y.

---

**ARCHITECTURAL SPECIFICATIONS**

by HAROLD REEVE SLEEPER

"You have done a marvelous job in your book "ARCHITECTURAL SPECIFICATIONS." Nothing like it has been published before. A wealth of information is within its covers. Your book is a complete reference book and checking list for an office which has its own favorite form or set-up of specifications. It is a firm foundation on which the beginner can start to write his own specifications. It should be a guiding light for young architects."

—VERLYN A. TRUSSELL, Architect,

New York City

$10.00

Send for an "on approval" copy

JOHN WILEY & SONS, NEW YORK, N. Y.

---
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RAMBUSCH DECORATED GLASS BLOCKS.—A.I.A. File No. 10-F. Folder describing the new Rambusch Block de Cor, a new treatment applied to standard glass blocks, whereby fusible colored glass powders are spread on the bricks and fired at a high temperature, the design adhering in a manner similar to terra cotta glazes. A variety of designs are illustrated including several designs for ecclesiastical use. 4 pp. 8½ x 11. Rambusch Decorating Co., 2 W. 45th St., New York, N. Y.

TRUSCON INTERMEDIATE AND HEAVY STEEL CASEMENTS.—A.I.A. File No. 16-e-1. Useful reference manual for architects covering the Truscon line of intermediate and heavy steel casements for residences and monumental buildings. Included are full size sections, specifications, Bonderizing and hardware data, standard types and sizes, installation details, glazing recommendations, etc. 36 pp. 8½ x 11. Truscon Steel Co., Youngstown, O.

HOLOPHANE BULLETIN SERV-ICE.—Issue No. 3 of a monthly bulletin service, designed to provide authoritative information for architects on specific lighting topics, presents a study of the lighting details of the department store of The G. Fox & Co., Hartford, Conn. 4 pp. 8½ x 11. Holophane Co., 342 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y.

DUTCH BOY QUARTERLY.—Issue No. 3, Volume 18, of a series of quarterly publications presenting practical and technical discussions of paint materials, lead and related products, describes the interior redecorating of a large apartment hotel, controlled drying of red-lead paint and the painting of wood shingles used as siding. National Lead Co., 111 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

TOILET ROOM REQUIREMENTS.—Catalog No. 78 for 1941 offers a guide chart to aid in selecting the proper type of Sanymetal toilet partition in the proper finish and material for specific types of installations. It presents five types of toilet partitions in wider range of finishes, colors and materials. New ideas in toilet room environments are presented in striking color combinations showing how the extra dimension of color can be employed in designing colorful attractive toilet rooms. Included is description of Sanymetal's three types of finishes also toilet room, shower stall and shower cabinet installation layouts with descriptive text. Sanymetal Products Co., Inc., 1705 Urbana Road, Cleveland, O.

HOLLISTON STURDI-DUC WINDOW SHADES.—A.I.A. File No. 35-p-5. Architect's filing folder containing complete descriptive and specification data covering a line of window shades especially suitable for schools, hospitals, public buildings, gymnasiums, auditoriums and laboratories. Set of samples of shade cloth in five different colors is attached to folder. 8½ x 11. The Holliston Mills, Inc., Norwood, Mass.

1294 WAYS.—Illustrated publication describing the latest developments in the air conditioning, refrigeration and heating fields. It cites the newest improvements in home, office, store and factory weathermaking and briefly outlines the 1294 ways Carrier equipment aids industry, business and the home. Photographs of equipment range from inexpensive window ventilators to large centrifugal machines and from oil burners to frosted food cabinets. Carrier Corporation, Syracuse, N. Y. Published by the same firm, "Carrier Water Heater — Type 60-B." Folder with descriptive and specification data covering a new automatic water heater for domestic hot water storage. 8½ x 11. "Carrier Evaporative Condensers." Set of bulletins giving detailed descriptions of three types of evaporative condensers for condensing refrigerant gases by evaporation. Specifications, dimensions, etc. 8½ x 11.

TOILET ROOM REQUIREMENTS.—Catalog No. 78 for 1941 offers a guide chart to aid in selecting the proper type of Sanymetal toilet partition in the proper finish and material for specific types of installations. It presents five types of toilet partitions in wider range of finishes, colors and materials. New ideas in toilet room environments are presented in striking color combinations showing how the extra dimension of color can be employed in designing colorful attractive toilet rooms. Included is description of Sanymetal's three types of finishes also toilet room, shower stall and shower cabinet installation layouts with descriptive text. Sanymetal Products Co., Inc., 1705 Urbana Road, Cleveland, O.

HOLLISTON STURDI-DUC WINDOW SHADES.—A.I.A. File No. 35-p-5. Architect's filing folder containing complete descriptive and specification data covering a line of window shades especially suitable for schools, hospitals, public buildings, gymnasiums, auditoriums and laboratories. Set of samples of shade cloth in five different colors is attached to folder. 8½ x 11. The Holliston Mills, Inc., Norwood, Mass.

(Continued on page 39)
HUNDREDS of school and hospital maintenance staffs are tossing bouquets to architects who have specified long-lasting Armstrong's Asphalt Tile floors. And don't think the boards aren't happy.

The cost of Armstrong's Asphalt Tile is low. Upkeep is really economical. Routine sweeping, occasional washing and waxing, do the trick. Expensive refinishing is never needed. This is the only type of resilient material which can be used safely on concrete in direct contact with the ground, on or below grade.

There are 41 rich plain and marble colors to choose from. This asphalt tile is quickly handset, a block at a time. Custom-cut insets can be added for very little extra. See "Sweet's" or write for Floor Beauty at Low Cost, Armstrong Cork Company, Building Materials Division, 1206 State Street, Lancaster, Pennsylvania.

FOOTSTEPS DON'T RESOUND on the resilient floor of Armstrong's Asphalt Tile in this auditorium of the Chaffey Junior College, Ontario, Cal. Five rich colorings, tan marble, old rose marble, travertine marble, Pompeian red, and black keep this area from looking cold and institution-like. Architects: Allison & Allison; flooring contractor: Seaside Industries (Los Angeles).

ARMSTRONG'S Asphalt Tile
MADE BY THE MAKERS OF ARMSTRONG'S LINOLEUM
THE LOW-COST FLOOR WITH THE LUXURY LOOK!

LINOLEUM • LINOTILE (OIL-BONDED) • CORK TILE • RUBBER TILE
THE METAL THAT KEEPS FOOD PURE
KEEPS AIR AND WORKERS CLEAN

For industrial and institutional applications like these, it pays to use Monel

MONEL for CAFETERIA EQUIPMENT: Even the tables and stools as well as coffee urns and service counters in this industrial plant cafeteria, reflect the desire for clean surroundings. Made of Monel, their cheery brightness is assured for a long time to come... unmarred by rust or verdigris, cracked or peeled coating. From the standpoint of economy, too, Monel is a good bet. Resistant to wear and abuse, it is good for years of trouble-free service.

MONEL for VENTILATING EQUIPMENT: Just as important as clean food is air freed of unhealthy fumes. For hoods and ducts in chemical laboratories and processing rooms Monel is an ideal material. Resistant to a wide variety of corrosive gases it is widely employed for this purpose in chemical and manufacturing plants and other buildings.

MONEL for SHOWER STALLS: Whether installed in factories, institutions, or schools, shower stalls need to be made of material that resists corrosion and rusting, is easily kept clean, and is strong enough to withstand abuse, Monel fills all three requirements. That is why it is selected for the sides, by the maker of this pre-fabricated unit... which can be erected in 15 to 20 minutes by an average workman.

Monel's strength and corrosion resistance make it an ideal material to use in countless architectural applications. A comprehensive list of such applications is given in Inco's new booklet, "Rustless Strength in Vital Spots." Write for this booklet today. Address: THE INTERNATIONAL NICKEL COMPANY, INC. 67 Wall Street New York, N. Y.

"Monel" is a registered trade-mark of The International Nickel Company, Inc., which is applied to a nickel alloy containing approximately two-thirds nickel and one-third copper.

PENCIL POINTS
PUBLICATIONS ON MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT

(Continued from page 36)

PERPECTIVE WINDOWS.—A.I.A. File No. 16a.—Bulletin describing the outstanding features of a new type of double sash window without muntins or mullions for homes, public buildings, factories, office buildings, etc. 8 pp. 8½ x 11. Perspective Windows, Inc., 646 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago, Ill.

DRAFTING ROOM STANDARDS FOR STEEL STAIRS. — A.I.A. File No. 14-d. Looseleaf handbook designed to assist the architectural profession with details and specifications for plain steel stair construction, including various items of ornamental work and steel stair construction, including details and specifications for plain ornamental metal manufacturers and is a composite selection of the best ideas of the architectural profession. 8½ x 11. National Association of Ornamental Metal Manufacturers, 209 Cedar Ave., Takoma Park, Washington, D. C.

TACO HEATERS FOR HOT WATER SUPPLY.—Catalog A-99 describes and illustrates the complete line of Taco water heaters of both the storage and tankless types. Included are rated capacities and dimensions, typical installations, general installation details, etc. 16 pp. 8½ x 11. Taco Heaters, Inc., 342 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y.

Published by the same firm, "Taco Specialties for Warm Water Heating." Catalog B-99 illustrates a full line of Taco warm water heating specialties. In addition to information on the Taco-One Venturi system, gives for the first time, in simple table form, complete information on how to size the average two-pipe forced circulating warm water job. Design tables, illustration and piping connection details. 12 pp. 8½ x 11.


WELDING, BRAZING AND SOFT SOLDERING OF MONEL, NICKEL AND INCONEL.—Bulletin T-2 presents instructions on all joining processes applicable to Monel, K Monel, nickel, Z Nickel, Inconel and Monel-, nickel- and Inconel-clad steel—soft soldering; silver brazing; oxy-acetylene and electric arc welding; union-melt, bronze, carbon arc, plastic and resistance welding and furnace brazing; jigs, clamps, welding wires, fluxes, overlaying, hard surfacing, welded linings, cleaning, heat treatment, grinding and finishing. 30 pp. 8½ x 11. The International Nickel Co., 67 Wall St., New York, N. Y.

Published by the same firm, "Engineering Properties of Monel." Bulletin T-5 gives detailed information on composition, mechanical properties, and physical constants of Monel. It describes working properties, including methods of hot and cold working, annealing, machining, welding, brazing, soldering, and pickling, also outlines corrosion resistance and types of corrosion. Describes available mill products and castings. 12 pp. 8½ x 11.


Published by the same organization, "Wood Sheathing." Folder discussing the advantages of sheathing boards of Douglas fir and West Coast hemlock.

STEEL MAKES THE HOME.—Attractive brochure traces briefly the progress of housing in the past. It shows some of the advantages of the use of steel in home construction, and reviews the progress brought about by the increased use of steel in heating and cooking appliances, bathtubs and other household equipment. 32 pp. 8½ x 11. American Iron and Steel Institute, 350 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y.


NO PICTURE NECESSARY!

We have many pictures of fine buildings—offices, schools, churches, factories, hospitals and homes—in which WASCO Copper-Fabric Flashing has been installed.

But these pictures can't show you how WASCO—hidden in the walls—stays on the job night and day, rain and shine, protecting these fine buildings from damaging leaks and water seepage.

WE WISH YOU COULD SEE—

- How quickly and easily WASCO is installed, saving time and labor.
- How tightly WASCO's rough-textured surface clings to the mortar, preventing even hairline cracks.
- How WASCO's copper and fabric reject water and moisture, remaining effective as long as the building stands.

But you can see for yourself how WASCO functions merely by writing to us for a sample and our A. I. A. folder.

And we'd like to see your clients' satisfied smiles after WASCO has been installed in their buildings!
This Better Construction Costs No More!

**Sisalkraft**

**Over Sheathing... Under Floors**

**This Waterproof, Windproof Paper Has the Toughness to Stand Fast, Rough Handling.**

Goes on the building with less labor cost, less waste, than light, flimsy papers. Builders are finding that the applied cost of Sisalkraft is in line with flimsy building papers.

Sisalkraft for side-walls, floors and all concrete curing is a quality feature that can be specified in any class of home, at no premium in cost. Complete data file is available.

**Copper-Armored Sisalkraft**

This electro-deposit copper reinforced with tough sisal fibre and kraft offers the protection values of pure copper at 1/5th the usual cost. Write for sample and folder illustrating its building uses.

**Publications on Materials and Equipment**

(Continued from page 39)

**Hoffman Institutional Laundry Equipment.**—Folder illustrating and describing a line of equipment for hospital and institutional laundries. 4 pp. 8½ x 11. U. S. Hoffman Machinery Corp., 105 Fourth Ave., New York, N. Y.

**Maintenance Painting Handbook.**—Handy, pocket-sized book, representing the results and findings of many years of study and research. Thousands of maintenance painting problems which the American-Marietta Co. has successfully solved have been analyzed, classified, condensed, cross-indexed, and the solution presented in this new book. Descriptions of 42 specialized paint products, together with suggestions for their application, are also presented. 120 pp. Industrial Paint Clinic, Division of American-Marietta Co., 43 East Ohio St., Chicago, Ill.

**Manual of Dierks Standardized Interior Trim.**—New manual for architects covering Dierks standardized Trimpak, a line of packaged door and window trim. Included are designs of series of popular window frames, Colonial, streamline and standard mouldings, etc. 16 pp. 7 x 10¼. Dierks Lumber & Coal Co., Dierks Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

Published by the same firm, "Dierks Lumber Products."—A. I. A. File No. 19a. Useful spiral-bound reference book for architects contains the literature of the Dierks Lumber & Coal Co., and supplementary comment in regard to the lumber products described in this literature. 20 pp. 8½ x 11.

**Macolite.**—Folder illustrating and briefly describing a new, low-cost pre-finished wall board suitable for the walls and ceilings of bathrooms and kitchens, also for commercial installations. Included is color chart. Marsh Wall Products, Inc., Dover, Ohio.

**O'Brien's Pen-Chrome Wood Finishes.**—Folder with color chart, descriptive and application data covering a new line of wood finishes for woodwork, floors, furniture, cabinets, plywood paneling, etc. O'Brien Varnish Co., South Bend, Ind.


(Continued on page 41)
Every business man wants a QUIET office

Every business man wants a QUIET office. And, what's more, it is an expense because it reduces efficiency. That's why you increase client satisfaction when you specify sound-absorbing ceilings of Armstrong's Corkoustic for office buildings. This cork acoustical material is also ideal for schools, hospitals, restaurants, and other busy public buildings because it soaks up unwanted noise. Corkoustic B6 has a sound-absorption coefficient of 82 per cent at 512 cycles.

You will also find Corkoustic useful for churches, auditoriums, radio studios, theatres, and other places where acoustical correction is necessary. Easy and inexpensive to keep clean, it can be repainted without impairing its sound-absorbing efficiency. Other important qualities of this moderately priced material are its high light-reflection value, its insulation value, and its attractive texture. The rich factory-applied pastel colors make Corkoustic a pleasing interior finish.

Send for Booklet

FREE EMPLOYMENT SERVICE
FOR READERS OF PENCIL POINTS

 Replies to box numbers should be addressed care of PENCIL POINTS, 330 West 42nd Street, New York. 25 words or less in this Department FREE—over 25 words ten cents per word should accompany all notices. Copy must be in by 12th of month preceding date of issue.

POSITIONS OPEN

ARCHITECTURAL DRAFTSMAN—location southeastern state—state full particulars in application. Box No. 1200.


SALES REPRESENTATION WANTED: By old established building product manufacturer, to travel parts of eastern territory calling on special millwork trade and architects. Should have experience obtained in architect's office or special mill and cabinet-work plant to enable reading and listing from plans and be able to quickly grasp construction problems of manufacturer's product. Give age, married, single, religion, employment record. Excellent opportunity with quality manufacturer on straight salary and expense basis for aggressive high-typed man. Box No. 1202.


SALES REPRESENTATIVES WANTED—to contact churches and architects in eastern and western Pennsylvania, also Delaware and Maryland. Substantial earnings on commission basis with drawing account when ability is shown. DeLong Furniture Corp., Topton, Pa.

POSITIONS WANTED


ARCHITECTURAL DRAFTSMAN, 27 years' experience on all types of buildings. Industrial, apartment houses, schools, banks, residences. Specification writer and construction superintendent. Registered architect in N. Y. Box No. 1203.

SECRETARY—drafting and rendering experience—desires position in architectural office—Southern California. Arlene Mansfield, 1249 Stanley Ave., Glendale, Calif.

LADY DRAFTSMAN, architectural, commercial, interstate, project development, thoroughly experienced and dependable. Some secretarial experience. Willing to assist with typing, etc. Practical, artistic. Box No. 1204.


ARCHITECT AND ENGINEER, registered, 30 years' experience on design and supervision of industrials, hotels, residences and Army construction officer last war. Box No. 1205.

LADY DESIGNER of fine interiors—office trained in architecture, excellent taste, capable of taking responsibility—wishes connection with architect or decorating studio. Box No. 1206.

COMPETENT ARCHITECTURAL DRAFTSMAN and designer, rapid, neat and accurate in the making of sketches and complete working drawings, scale and full size details, for any type of building. Or to take charge of work and conduct same to your best interests. Box No. 1207.

ARCHITECTURAL DESIGNER, thoroughly competent and experienced. Box No. 1208.

DRAFTSMAN—INSTRUCTOR, 28, B.A. architectural top notch delineator, 8 years' broad professional experience. Capable concrete, steel, heating and ventilating designer. Can handle clients diplomatically. Box No. 1209.

STRUCTURAL ENGINEER—14 years' wide variety building types—unusual alterations involving additional heavy loads. Locate anywhere. Reasonable salary. Also mail orders on fee basis. A. A. de Carriere, R. A. and Eng., 400 Laurel, Baton Rouge, La.

BOOKKEEPER, 10 years' full charge experience, typing, knowledge stenography, executive ability seeks position with builders or allied trades. Air conditioning, sheet metal and building experience. Box No. 1210.

JUNIOR ARCHITECTURAL DRAFTSMAN, 22, desires employment with architect or contractors. 2 years' drafting experience, architectural engineering student with I.C.S. Will go anywhere. James S. Beyer, 221 Central Park Court, Sarasota, Fla.

YOUNG MAN, 19, desires apprenticeship with Southern designer. 2 years' drafting study, 3 months' tracing experience on housing project. If employed will work hard. Ray Lillard, 445 South Church Street, Spartanburg, S. Car.


ARCHITECTURAL DRAFTSMAN and detailer, specialized in Gothic work and ecclesiastical design. 20 years' experience on church and school work. Alfred Reinhardt, 35-25 164th Street, Flushing, L. I.


DRAFTSMAN, young, varied experience—general drafting—wishes position with architect or contractor in field of office. Salary open. Will travel. John Baumiller, 114-48 138th St., Jamaica, N. Y.

ARCHITECTURAL DRAFTSMAN and detailer, specialized in Gothic work and ecclesiastical design. 20 years' experience on church and school work. Alfred Reinhardt, 35-25 164th St., Flushing, L. I.

DESIGNER — DRAFTSWOMAN — SECRETARY — 24, B.A. Art; 2 years' office experience, wants work near Los Angeles with MODERN architect or designer. Excellent renderings, working drawings, specifications. Frances M, Box 2209, Cliff St., San Diego, Calif.
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INTRODUCING

INTERIOR DESIGN AND DECORATION

A Professional Magazine for Interior Designers

No need to be concerned about building construction if you become a specialist in the field of Interior Design. If there were not another building built in the next ten years, the services of the specialist in the field of interior design and decoration would nevertheless be in constant demand, redesigning the interiors of existing structures.

Interior Design and Decoration, a professional journal for Interior Designers is as essential to you when you are designing an interior as your architectural journals are when you are designing and constructing a building. Within its covers each month, you are given information on the wholesale sources for furniture (in all periods, including modern), fabrics, floor coverings (hard surface, soft, and special order), wall coverings of all kinds, lighting fixtures and lamps, and fireplace equipment. Also a multitude of other items necessary to complete a fine interior, whether it be an air terminal, air transport, apartment house, bank, bar, church, club, cocktail lounge, college, embassy, hotel, hospital, library, night club, office, railway terminal, restaurant, residence, school, ship, shop, store, theatre, train, or yacht.

TRIAL OFFER

9 Months for $1.00

The regular subscription rate is $2.00 per year or $3.00 for two years.

Interior Design and Decoration
521 Fifth Avenue, New York City

Please enter my subscription to INTERIOR DESIGN AND DECORATION at the trial offer rate of $1.00 for nine month period. Send bill to:

Name
Address

CLASSIFICATION

[ ] Architect
[ ] Designer or Interior Designeración at the trial offer rate of $1.00 for nine month period. Send bill to:

Name
Address

CLASSIFICATION

[ ] Architect
[ ] Designer or Interior Designer
COMPETITION ANNOUNCEMENTS AND RESULTS

LANGLEY AWARD, 1941
The A.I.A. has announced that proposals of candidates for Edward Langley Scholarships for 1941 will be received from January 1 to March 1 and will be announced about June 1. The annual awards may be made to residents of the United States or Canada and architects in either country may propose any other architect or architectural draftsman residing in the same country. Architectural school faculties also may submit proposals. All proposals should be submitted on forms obtainable from the A.I.A., 1741 New York Ave., Washington.

DREAM KITCHEN
A competition known as “McCall’s Dream Room Contest” has been announced by the McCall Corporation to focus attention on kitchen planning. One hundred and thirteen prizes totaling $1,250 are offered for the planning and decoration of a Dream Kitchen.

The contest opened October 1 and entry blanks with full instructions may be secured by sending a threecent stamp to the Modern Homemaker, McCall’s Magazine, Dayton, Ohio. The contest closes Dec. 31.

FRESCO MURALS
The jury reviewing the work of 375 entrants in the national open competition to select muralists for the new Social Security Building in Washington has submitted its report to Edward Bruce, Chief of the Section of Fine Arts of the PBA, recommending that the fresco murals for the main corridor be executed by Ben Shahn of Hightstown, New Jersey. The theme of Mr. Shahn’s mural is “The Meaning of Social Security.” The designs will now be submitted to the Commissioner of Fine Arts for comment and advice.

FIFTH PLASTICS COMPETITION
Prizes awarded in the Fifth Annual Modern Plastics Competition sponsored by Modern Plastics Magazine included four in the “architecture group.” The examples cited were Tourner Make-up Salon on Park Avenue, New York; fluorescent laminated sheets in Farragut Theatre, Brooklyn; Jewelite door knobs, by Keystone Brass & Rubber Company; and translucent plastic plaques, by W. L. Stensgaard & Associates, Chicago, Illinois. One thousand entries in the competition are on display in Room 306, Chanin Building, New York, until December 15.

The Judges were Harvey Wiley Corbett, Architect; Morris B. Sanders, Architect and Design Engineer; Harold Van Doren, Industrial Designer and Author; William A. Kimbel, President of A.I.D. and A. Kimbel & Son; Alfred Auerbach, Editor of Retailing; and A. N. Swigert, of Chrysler Corporation.

The first award in the “architecture group” of the Fifth Annual Modern Plastics Competition sponsored by Modern Plastics Magazine went to the Tourner Make-up Salon on Park Avenue, New York (left), designed by Morris Sanders, New York Architect. The lace and satin lounge just inside the entrance (foreground) is protected by a sheet of transparent Vinylite which also was used for the webbing on the chairs to cover the make-up bar accessories. The same plastic in another form was used to line the draws containing cosmetics and the floor covering also is a Vinyl-derived material. Plexiglas shields the luminaire bulbs lighting the make-up mirrors; the same material protects the matted prints on the wall.
"I WORK TILL I'M WORN OUT"

"But I never wear out the surface that I work on... I remove pencil, pastel, charcoal, crayon and dirt from practically any non-coated surface... cleanly and without trace of smear."

Sold by Dealers Everywhere

THE ROSENTHAL COMPANY
"ARTGUM" brand
Erasers and Cleaners

Rubber
Erasers and Soap Erasers

45 East 17th Street, New York, N. Y.

ARTGUM
BRAND
ERASER & CLEANER

CERTIFIED HOUSES
Eleven small houses in the New York Metropolitan area have been selected by jurors representing eleven chapters of the A.I.A. in New York, New Jersey and Connecticut to receive "Certificates of Merit."

The Jury of Award met on October 30 to judge the material (photographs and blueprints) submitted on invitation of the chapters through Herbert Lippmann, Chairman of the Sub-Committee for the Award of the Certificates of Merit—as announced in the June issue of PENCIL POINTS.

The purposes of the Award of Certificates of Merit for small house design are: to establish a "yardstick of excellence" among low-cost individual houses designed by Registered Architects; to "spotlight" the Architect in this field, in order to increase his authority and opportunities; to provide another effective means of cooperation among architectural societies; to appeal to pride of ownership of the Certified houses and thus to encourage finer communities.

The Certificates were awarded as follows: the home of R. Lincoln Hedlander, Greenwich, Connecticut, designed by Coggins & Hedlander, Greenwich (Special Mention); the home of Mr. and Mrs. Saul Neivert, Elizabeth, New Jersey, designed by Harry Maislow, Elizabeth; the homes of Thomas F. McManus, and Irving Feldman at Mamaroneck, designed by Charles F. Mink, Larchmont; the home of D. Horvath, Yonkers, designed by R. G. Belcher, New York; the home of Nicholas LaGrutta, Valley Stream, Long Island, designed by Ralph M. Cargr, Forest Hills; two houses for Economy Planners, Incorporated, at Norwalk, Connecticut, and Briarcliff Manor, New York, designed by Evans, Moore & Woodbridge; the home of Leslie McNeill, New Dorp, Staten Island, designed by Wesley S. Bessell, New York; the home of Lillian A. Heidelberger, Seafor Manor, Seafor Manor, designed by Richard J. Heidelberger, Seafor Manor.

MARYLAND EXHIBIT
The first statewide exhibition of architectural work in Maryland, now on display at the Baltimore Municipal Museum, includes 276 photographs entered by 29 architects. The exhibit was sponsored by the Maryland Society of Architects of which Lucien E. D. Gaudreau is President.

Eight awards of merit in the statewide exhibition, 12 Regional awards and 15 honorable mentions were given by the exhibition jury composed of William Dewey Foster of Washington; Edmund R. Purves of Philadelphia; and Reah DeB. Robinson of Wilmington, Delaware. Visitors to the exhibition also were invited to express their opinion of the various buildings on ballots suggesting classifications similar to those adopted by the jury. The architects receiving State awards were: Douglas Gordon Braik (two); Samuel & Victorine Homsey; Lawrence Hall Fowler & Henry Powell Hopkins (two); and A. J. Klinkhart. The entries by these architects were cited as the best work in the State of Maryland.

A.I.A. CONVENTION
The 1941 Convention of the A.I.A. will be held May 18-24 in the Yosemite Valley, California, it has been announced officially in the September issue of The Octagon. All members of the profession and those allied with it are invited to join A.I.A. members at the Convention.

PERMANENT
There is no method of hanging windows so trouble-free as the cord, weight and pulley method—it has been time tested and proven in service. No adjustments, no metal to metal contacts—therefore no noise, no early replacements, nothing to get out of order. Proper installation using Samson Spot Sash Cord means a lifetime of service, reasonable installation cost and avoidance of expensive replacement.

Specify Samson Spot Sash Cord—identified by the colored spot, our trademark (Reg. U. S. Pat Off.)

SAMSON CORDAGE WORKS • BOSTON
AT LARGE IN THE LIBRARY

The Approach to Planting and the Selection of Plant Material, A Monograph prepared by the USHA. Copies may be obtained by writing to the office of A. C. Shire, Technical Director for the Administrator, Federal Works Agency, United States Housing Authority, Washington, D. C.

As one who has for two years been very directly concerned with the site planning and planting of rural housing projects and camps on the West Coast, the reviewer can underline with approval most of the things said in this publication. Landscape architects all over the country have recognized in the housing program an economic opportunity, but many have failed to recognize also the esthetic stimulant which the profession has sorely needed ever since the influence of Olmstead became codified in a neat set of rules. While neither economy nor luxury are really essential to the production of good design forms, economy in this day seems to be the only agency strong enough to force the stuffing off of all the ponderous dogmatic excess baggage with which precedent-fearing designers — backed by a reactionary educational system—insist on burdening themselves.

The monograph deals with the selection of plants—please, not plant materials—in relation to specific land use organization in housing projects. It treads safe functional ground, avoids dangerous esthetic controversies, and succeeds very well as far as it goes. The only criticism that might be made is that it does not go far enough, for the selection of plants in relation to specific land use cannot be divorced from the whole question of ultimate complete visual form. In addition to providing such simple practical things as shade, screening, and color, the planting completes the three-dimensional organization of the site space which is begun by the architectural and engineering design. Finally, the planting completes the entire three-dimensional form conceived in the original site plan, and makes it homogeneous and comprehensible. That, of course, is thinking of the housing project as an entity as complete as a painting, and this may be a big swallow for some minds.

To object to discussion of form on the basis of practicality, or to think that practical decisions alone can settle...
problems of form, especially in landscape design, is short-sighted and misleading. This is proved by the dull and often more costly results produced by practical builders and nurserymen when they are given building and planting projects to plan. Esthetic theory and functional practice go hand in hand, and their divorce is always obvious in the final product. The only regrettable fact is that so many architects and landscape architects, when given the design of housing projects, are so intimidated by practical noises that they fail to give their jobs any esthetic gumption whatsoever. Or perhaps they are unable to conceive of esthetic gumption which is not costly.

In the case of landscape design this failure to produce esthetic integrity is probably very largely due to a fundamental theoretic deficiency which is emphasized by the monograph. It says that landscape architects are estate-minded, and still think of themselves as architectural decorators rather than designers and planners of land and its attendant space for use. This is all too true—the landscape profession persists in endeavoring to shut out the clamor of this horrid 20th century with 18th century fluffs and ruffles.

The bulletin also brings out quite clearly, if unconsciously, the fact that the writer himself has not yet overcome the fatal dogma called formal versus informal. This is the root of all unprogressive reactionary evil in the landscape profession. Whereas the fundamental problem of landscape design has always been the integration of natural and man-made forms and materials into a complete entity, this basic dogma of the landscape profession renders impossible the real solution of the principal problem.

So, a final message to landscape architects—get this monograph, read it, but don’t stop there. It will take more than practicality, or economic enterprise, to get the profession out of the mental sloth in which it has wallowed since Olmstead laced Central Park so neatly with bridle paths for the proletariat.

Garrett Eckbo

ARCHITECTURE AS A CAREER
($1.00 a copy, 8 pages 8½" x 11"—The Institute for Research).

ART AS A CAREER ($1.00 a copy, 8 pages 8½" x 11"—The Institute for Research, Chicago, Ill.).

The Institute for Research has published two comprehensive monographs for the purpose of aiding those artistically inclined to prepare for the professions of art and architecture.

ARTIFICIAL LIGHT AND ITS APPLICATION ($1.25, 296 pages illustrated, 8½" x 11", spiral binding—Lamp Division, Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company, 150 Broadway, New York).

The Westinghouse Editorial Service say that this book is presented “in terms interesting alike to lighting engineers, students and laymen.”

The omission of any mention of architects, however, should not discourage you from obtaining a copy of this excellent book. For general background information on the principles involved in artificial lighting, this publication would be hard to beat. It is written in a simple, clear and comprehensive manner and contains over 400 photographs, sketches, line drawings, pictorial tables and graphs.

An unusual feature of this publication is that individual chapters may be purchased at 7c each. The scope of the book is shown by the index:

Light Sources
The Language of Light
Photometry
Color
Light Control and Equipment
Interior Lighting Design
Industrial Lighting
School Lighting
Commercial and Public Buildings
Photographic Lamps
Display Lighting
Home Lighting
Farm Lighting
Floodlighting
Recreational and Sports Lighting
Architectural Lighting
Electrical Advertising
Street and Highway Lighting
Light in the Theater
Germicidal Radiations

The book is bound in heavy cardboard. Personally we do not like the spiral binding because, in spite of popular superstition to the contrary, the pages do not turn readily.

D. G.
SINCE JANUARY 1932 the Data Sheets have been a regular feature of PENCIL POINTS. In this time they have attracted more than 12,000 users in all parts of the world! The Data Sheet Library is the standard architectural saver of time and temper in furnishing you brief, telegraphic facts for quick fingertip reference.

Hundreds of sheets crammed with that hard-to-locate information — to speed up working drawings and specifications. Don't be without these indispensable data any longer — fill out the coupon and mail it now for the most useful reference work you ever saw. Available at this special price for a short time only.

Hundreds of valuable facts have been ferreted out from their hiding places in text books, catalogs, handbooks, and from countless other sources. Useful information has been separated from the bewildering mass of irrelevant detail in which it is so often buried.
packed!

Drafting Room Reference

(Offer expires December 31st, 1940)

GET YOUR LIBRARY NOW

This special price is for a short time only. Don’t be without a complete Data Sheet Library any longer. Don Graf has done your hunting for you — this highly concentrated information in convenient form will save you countless hours of searching. Find out how simple it is to locate the important data that you repeatedly need.

KEEP UP TO DATE

Each month PENCIL POINTS prints 4 new Data Sheets. Your Data Sheet Library will grow in value and usefulness every month — all you have to do is to cut these new Data Sheets out of PENCIL POINTS each month and file them in your Data Sheet Library.

HUNDREDS OF DATA SHEETS FREE

Dozens of prominent manufacturers have had their products data-ized. Manufacturers’ free sets of Data Sheets are identical in format and presentation with the PENCIL POINTS series. Several direct-reading Slide Rules are available. Check coupon for folder giving complete list and how to obtain them free.

JUST A FEW OF THE SUBJECTS

Freight Train Clearance
Projection Room Plan Dimensions
First Row Seat Location
Main Floor Slope
Conventional vs. Ideal Slope
Side Seat Limits
Theater Chairs for Main Floor
Determining the Balcony Slope
Theater Chairs for Balcony
Screen-to-Seating Proportions
Stage Height and Grid Location
Lunch Counters
Café Floors, Walls, Etc.
Café Lavatories, Toilets
Café Doors, Windows, Etc.
Café Equipment, Etc.
Barber Shop Plan
Average Show Window Depths
Average Show Window Floor Heights
Show Front Lighting
Show Window Lighting
Lighted Store Window Attraction
Typical Office Building Unit
Bookshelves
Library Stacks
School Seating Schemes
Elementary School Classroom
Elevations of Classroom
Junior or Senior Classroom
Planning Classrooms

Spell It Right
Indication of Materials
Lettering for Drawings
Dimensioning Pitfalls
How to Draw an Ellipse
Entasis of Columns
Blue Print Inks and Fixatif
Mutilated Doric Order
Slope of Inclines
Three-Centered Arch
Drawing Materials
Roman Numerals
Four-Centered Arch
Dividing a Circumference
Perspective Layout Made Easy
Colonial Lettering
A Modern Alphabet
Old English Lettering

USE THIS HANDY ORDER

PENCIL POINTS, Dept. G, 330 W. 42nd St., New York

☐ I enclose $7.00 for the Data Sheet Library. (Orders for delivery in New York City must be accompanied by 14c cash extra for sales tax.)

☐ Send folder on how to get manufacturers' free Data Sheets.
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Street
City
State

☐ Architect ☐ Draftsman

mural-tone
WALL PAINT
...A "NATURAL" FOR
DEFENSE CONSTRUCTION

Houses and factories must be constructed at record-breaking SPEED! And Speed in painting is another way of saying "Mural-Tone". No waiting around for plaster to dry. Even "green" walls hold no terrors for this famous wall paint. SPEED is the watchword in applying Mural-Tone for it eats up wall space. More SPEED.. Mural-Tone dries in 40 minutes! One coat covers and hides most surfaces. Mural-Tone takes more thinner . . goes further! Produces a beautiful velvet finish with a high percentage of light reflection. If the job calls for SPEED specify Mural-Tone.*

*For complete information write to The Muralo Company, 572 Richmond Terrace, Staten Island, N. Y. • Branches: Atlanta, Boston, Chicago, Los Angeles, San Francisco.

NEW PRODUCTS

FABRIC FLASHING FOR HOUSING PROJECTS
The Wasco Flashing Co., 86 Broadway, Cambridge, Mass., has recently introduced a new product known as Rigid Fabric Flashing, which was designed especially for use in housing projects.

This new flashing consists mainly of full-seal fabric, but 6 inches of its width—the 6 inches that form the vital turn-up on the inside of the wall—consist of a core of 2-ounce copper bonded on both sides to asphalt-saturated fabric by means of a ductile mastic.

According to the manufacturer Rigid Fabric Flashing cannot crack or tear, and is stiff enough to stay in place when the bend is made. Its copper core is said to form a permanent water dam at the point where water-seepage will concentrate most.

NEW OZALID FAST-PRINTING WHITEPRINT MACHINE
The Model F, a fast-printing whiteprint machine in the medium price class, has recently been put on the market by the Ozalid Corporation, Johnson City, N. Y.

Featuring a newly developed high pressure mercury vapor tube, which uses 40 watts per inch and provides uniform distribution of light over the entire printing area, this machine will print up to 56 inches per minute. The Model F tube is guaranteed for 1000 hours but has an expected life of 1500 to 2500 hours.

The original and sensitized materials are brought into exposure by carrier belts which hold them against a 4½" diameter pyrex glass cylinder. This cylinder is suspended at each end on three ball bearing rollers and is revolved around the stationary high pressure mercury vapor tube by contact with the carrier belts.

The glass cylinder, tracing and sensitized material revolve at the same rate of speed and thus there is no slippage to cause distorted prints.

The operator selects the desired printing speed with a hand control knob conveniently located on the front of the machine. An adjustable light shade allows the operator to vary exposure within certain limits without changing the printing speed. Thus prints are handled efficiently with a smooth flow of work maintained despite variations in transparency of tracings.

Mechanically controlled ammonia vapors develop the exposed prints in the developer section of this machine. A rubber belt carries the print over the perforated top of the developing tank and at the same time acts as a seal keeping the ammonia vapors within the tank. A print return chute delivers the finished print to the front of the machine dry and ready for immediate use.
NEW EDWARDS CLOCK-CHIME

Edwards and Company, Inc., Norwalk, Conn., manufacturers of electric signaling devices, is offering a new clock-chime, which combines in one unit a thoroughly dependable wall clock and a pleasant chime for front and rear door signals.

When a caller presses the front door push, the eight-note Westminster melody is sounded on the resonant chime tubes. The rear door signal is a pleasant two-note melody—two entirely different calls so there is never any confusion.

The clock itself is all-electric, automatic and self-starting. It strikes the hours and half hours on the deepest sound tube just like a grandfather’s clock.

The unit consists of a genuine mahogany case, with lustrous brushed brass tubes and appointments. The overall size is 69 in. high, 10½ in. wide and 6 in. deep. The complete device, chime and clock, operates on low voltage from a transformer furnished in the package. It is installed as easily as any ordinary door chime in either new or existing residences.

IMPROVED ASPHALT TILE

The Philip Carey Mfg. Co., Lockland, Cincinnati, O., has developed an improved asphalt tile which is said to have a smoother and more attractive surface and to possess specific advantages for use both as an industrial flooring and for protection of roof areas which are used for recreational or other purposes.

This new product, which is marketed under the trade name of Elastite asphalt tile, is a compound of asphalt and mineral filler, reinforced with asbestos fibres, densely compressed and die cut to size. It is now approved by the Underwriters’ Laboratories for Class A built-up roofing, when applied in accordance with their instructions, on slopes up to and including 1” to the horizontal foot.

Carey Elastite asphalt tile is manufactured in standard black and standard red, in ½” thickness, and in sizes 12” x 12” and 12” x 24”. This product is said to be extremely dense, tough, highly resistant to compressive loads, dustless and quiet under wheel traffic. While relatively hard, it is not rigid or unyielding, thereby contributing to workers’ efficiency. It may be applied to any properly prepared sub-base and is ready for use as soon as laid.

Elastite asphalt tile is recommended for general use as flooring for factories, warehouses, loading platforms, schools, stores, restaurants, offices, etc., where suitable sub-base exists and where loading, temperature and chemical conditions fall within proper limits.

WHY STAND UP AT THE BOARD?

Here’s work producing comfort designed for the draftsman... DURABLE RIGID INEXPENSIVE

it’s a 
“HALLOWELL” STEEL STOOL

The “Hallowell” permits full freedom of movement plus a high degree of comfort insured by the spring Posture Back which gives to the slightest pressure, yet always provides real support. Full welded steel construction means permanent rigidity—not found in ordinary riveted stools. And prices are right, too. Investigate “Hallowell” Steel Stools... see for yourself!

Something CAN be done about that inert, all-in feeling that “gets” you in the afternoon. It’s a simple, inexpensive expedient—yet surprisingly effective. For this “Hallowell” Stool has been designed to overcome fatigue... to back you up literally. Result? Sustained mental alertness, improved draftsmanship.
FOR HOMES BEYOND THE GAS MAINS

For almost 20 years “Pyrofax” gas... supplied by one of the largest manufacturers of compressed gases in the world... has brought complete gas service to homes and estates beyond the gas mains. “Pyrofax” gas is real gas—not a liquid fuel... it burns with a hot, clean flame without soot or odor. “Pyrofax” gas equipment is listed as standard by the Underwriters’ Laboratories and the American Gas Association.

PYROFAX TRADE MARK
GUARANTEED GAS SERVICE
COOKING • WATER HEATING • REFRIGERATION

ARCHITECTURAL ENGINEERING
A Practical Course (HOME STUDY) by Mail Only
Prepares Architects and Draftsmen for structural portion of
STATE BOARD EXAMINATIONS
For many this is the most difficult section of the examinations
Qualifies for designing structures in wood, concrete or steel.
Successfully conducted for the past eight years. Our complete Structural Engineering course well known for twenty-nine years.
Literature without obligation—write TODAY.
WILSON ENGINEERING CORPORATION
College House Offices Harvard Square
CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS, U. S. A.

SOILLESS GROWTH OF PLANTS
By ELLIS AND SWANEY
It takes the bunk and mystery out of the subject and, instead, tells you, plainly, the principles, possibilities and simple working plans for starting this fascinating hobby. Shows how to grow plants in water, sand or cinders—how to build the simple equipment you need—complete directions for tending the plants—how to make your own nutrient solutions with a few cents worth of chemicals.
155 Pages, 60 Illustrations, $2.75
Reinhold Publishing Corp., 330 W. 42nd Street, New York

RAMBUSCH BLOCK DE COR
Glass blocks are a development of this generation and few will question the statement that they have definitely justified their usefulness as an addition to the science of building. They have created for themselves characteristic forms and types of construction. They serve effectively as exterior walls and interior partitions. They differ from former and other walls in that they transmit light. This difference is vital for light compels attention. A luminous wall obviously raises a whole new set of problems, for the presence or absence of light, as well as the intensity thereof, is of primary importance to humanity.

The glass wall, with its exterior and interior aspects, has naturally given rise to the desire to add artificial light, as well as color. As yet, the use of colored light in this connection has accomplished little of esthetic value. It is a positive or additive system, but some negative or color-filtering processes have been attempted. The interior of the blocks has been sprayed with color, and blocks have been made of colored glass. These latter have involved comparatively large areas of color almost defying pleasant decorative effects.

Still, it is known, that for seven centuries stained glass windows have ornamented cathedrals and palaces. The craft of the stained glass worker is one of the very few handicrafts still practiced. This craft possesses some techniques which, with modification, lend themselves to use in the treatment of glass block. They are the use of tones from black to light gray and glass enamels. The latter are powdered glass in all conceivable colors which are fired on to glass at their fusing temperature. These enamels were developed by the glass workers of the early Renaissance but largely abandoned because of their tendency to scale off when subjected to temperature changes and applied to the thin sheets of glass. The heavier glass as well as the voids in glass block make glass enamels secure. Further; colored glass is probably the only non-fading color known to man. There is also the technique of producing rich, golden colors by the use of a silver stain.

The problem of synthesizing these two; namely, glass block and the techniques of the stained glass worker, has involved a laboratory procedure and still leaves an artistic challenge to the architect and designer or mural painter. The laboratory work has been accomplished; the design and application problems remain.

PENCIL POINTS
Block de Cor is a system of light subtraction and control. Application of color necessarily accomplishes its effect by filtering out all except the desired color. Modification of light intensities is one of the needs of the raw glass. Its use can be greatly increased when high intensities, color and opacity are controlled. These possibilities give the designer a full palette and permit of execution of any conceivable design limited only by the pattern and scale of the block itself. The joints need not be a handicap and will often be found to contribute by their very scale. At distances of thirty to forty feet they seem largely to disappear owing to the optical phenomenon known as irradiation, whereby light in a surface will appear to consume a dark line. Murals can be rendered as well as patterns. Artists have always recognized the fact that each medium deserves study and a particular type of design, and will readily acknowledge that a decoration on glass will require especial consideration.

The technique is one of firing colors and shades into glass much as they are fired on tile or terra cotta. The result is just as permanent and durable as ceramic work. The treatment is applied to the roomside of the block. Daylight thus produces a perfect rendering. When seen from the exterior, with light within, the decoration is less distinct but, in some respects, more interesting. The most unique effect is obtained within the room at night. Under this condition, glass is normally black and dismal but Block de Cor, by virtue of its partial opacity, acquires the appearance of a regular mural or painted decoration. Thus, the integrity of the walls of the room may be preserved at night without impairing the room's daylight possibilities.

The possibilities of this new craft are almost limitless, for here in a modern building material we have structure and color as well as decoration and pattern. These potentialities await only the creative talents of the architects and artists who, alone, can plan for and design these decorations in color and light.

The accompanying illustrations show several designs of decorated glass blocks which have received the Rambusch Block de Cor treatment, a recent development of the Rambusch Decorating Co., 2 West 45th St., New York, N. Y.

NEW ADHESIVE FOR INSTALLING ARMSTRONG'S LINOWALL

The Floor Division of the Armstrong Cork Co., Lancaster, Pa., announces the development of a new adhesive for use in the installation of Armstrong's Linowall.

It is of the type popularly known as the casein-latex, or rubber cement, but the basic formula differs from that of the ordinary cements offered under this general classification.

The new adhesive will be marketed under the trade name of Armstrong's Linowall Cement, S-127. It is light in color which is a definite advantage in hiding seams, especially with very light colored patterns.

The new Armstrong product has a spreading capacity of approximately 150 to 175 sq. ft. per gallon. It spreads easily and no rolling is necessary. Although the adhesive is much more water repellent than the old paste previously supplied for the installation of Linowall, it is definitely not waterproof. Armstrong's No. 210 rustproof cement is recommended in conjunction with this new adhesive for waterproofing seams and edges where excessive moisture is encountered.

Sizing is usually not necessary with the new product. However, with old or new plaster walls that are chalky, dusty, or porous, it is necessary to apply Armstrong's Wall Size to lay the surface of the plaster before applying Linowall.

In these days of modern merchandising air conditioning has become a "must" with most progressive stores. The Aerofuse Outlet, essentially flush with the ceiling line and simple in design to harmonize nicely with any decorative plan, fits ideally into this picture. Combining beautifully and naturally with almost any type of lighting fixture, its unobtrusive functional superiority is responsible for its growing popularity. Efficiently it provides (1) Maximum Air Mixture, (2) Rapid Temperature Equalization, (3) Perfect Air Distribution, (4) Total Elimination of Drafts.

Send at once for Free Brochure fully describing the Aerofuse Outlet.
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# Pencil Points

Index to Volume XXI, January to December, Inclusive, 1940

## Articles, Contributions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aircraft Mechanics Training Schools</td>
<td>by Alan Mather</td>
<td>Dec 1940</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Airports</td>
<td>Washington National Airport, The—Article, by John Stuart</td>
<td>Oct 1940</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Details of control tower and hangars</td>
<td>Oct 1940</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Development of Airports, The—Article, including illustrations of LaGuardia Field, Memphis Airport, and Oakland Airport, by Major A. B. McAlpine</td>
<td>Oct 1940</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Recent Literature on Airports—Bibliography, compiled by Alan Mather</td>
<td>Oct 1940</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Airports As Architecture—Article, including illustrations of LeBourget Airport, Paris; Kansas City Airport; Bowman Field, Louisville, Kentucky; Minneapolis Airport, Rhode Island State Airport; Dayton Municipal Airport; Municipal Airport, St. Joseph, Missouri; San Francisco Air Terminal; Catalina Island, California; Seaplane Port, Sushan Airport, New Orleans; Randolph Field, Texas; Mexico City Municipal Airport; Kent County Airport, Grand Rapids, Michigan; Pan American Terminal, Rio de Janeiro; Airport Terminal, Salt Lake City, Utah; and Catwach, London, England, by Talbot E. Hamlin</td>
<td>Oct 1940</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Airport Design Check List—Data sheet, by Don Gref</td>
<td>Oct 1940</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Denver, Colorado, Municipal Airport—Rendering of hangar and office building, Albert Kahn, Inc, Architects</td>
<td>Oct 1940</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;Antoine de Paris, Showrooms of,&quot; designed by Darved, Inc.</td>
<td>Jan 1941</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Architect and the House, The</td>
<td>V. O'Neil Ford of Dallas, Texas, by S. B. Zimmer</td>
<td>Apr 1941</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;Architect and the A.R.P.,&quot; by Serge Chermayeff (Special Supplement)</td>
<td>Nov 1940</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;Architect's Summer Home, Am,&quot; designed by Vahan Hagopian, of New York</td>
<td>Jun 1941</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;Architect Training at Syracuse,&quot; by Dwight James Baum</td>
<td>Feb 1941</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;Architectural Clinic as an Advanced Course,&quot; by George B. Brigham, Jr.</td>
<td>Oct 1940</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;Atlantic Heights&quot; Development, Portsmouth, N. H.—Photographs, Kilham &amp; Hopkins, Architects</td>
<td>Sep 1940</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;Basements, Dry,&quot; by Ronald Allanwark</td>
<td>Oct 1940</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;Baum, Dwight James&quot;—&quot;A Tribute&quot;</td>
<td>Jan 1941</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bay Windows, Some examples of</td>
<td>Dec 1940</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bell Precision Clock—Two photographs of precision clock in American Telephone and Telegraph Company Building, New York, by H. Dreyfuss, Industrial Designer</td>
<td>Apr 1941</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Black Rock&quot; Garden Apartments, Bridgeport, Connecticut</td>
<td>Photographs, R. Clifton Sturgis &amp; A. H. Hepburn, Associate Architects; Arthur A. Shurtleff, Town Planner</td>
<td>Sep 1940</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bowhouses, Selected Details of</td>
<td>Feb 1941</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bow Windows, Selected Details of</td>
<td>Dec 1940</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Brickwork, Old Persian,&quot; by Donald N. Wilber Aug</td>
<td>Sep 1940</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Bridges

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Photograph of George Washington Bridge approach</td>
<td>Jan 1941</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Photograph of Whitestone Bridge</td>
<td>Jan 1941</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buffalo Exhibition of Architecture</td>
<td>Feb 1941</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tower—Two photos of examples</td>
<td>Feb 1941</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Built-in Radio, Selected Details of</td>
<td>Dec 1940</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bus Station, Selected Details of</td>
<td>Apr 1941</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cabins, Selected Details of</td>
<td>Sep 1940</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Chapel in the Woods&quot;</td>
<td>O'Neill Ford—A. B. Stamb, Architects</td>
<td>Feb 1941</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Chatham Park, Chicago&quot;</td>
<td>Perspective, Shant, Naess &amp; Murphy, Architects</td>
<td>Mar 1941</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child's Playhouse, Selected Details of</td>
<td>Feb 1941</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Chester School, Science Building for the,&quot;</td>
<td>Dec 1940</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Christ Church, Bronxville, N. Y.&quot;</td>
<td>Photographs of rerersal, bas-relief, and three sculptured panels, Chester Price, Architects; Leo Lentelli, Sculptor</td>
<td>Feb 1941</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Church Doors, Selected Details of</td>
<td>Jun 1941</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Church Fitments, Selected Details of</td>
<td>Apr 1941</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Church Furniture, Selected Details of</td>
<td>Apr 1941</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Churches</td>
<td>Church of the Epiphany, The—Article, Wyeth &amp; King—Eugene W. Mason, Architects</td>
<td>Feb 1941</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chapel in the Woods—Article, O'Neill Ford—A. B. Stamb, Architects</td>
<td>Feb 1941</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;Three Churches&quot;—Article, by Talbot F. Hamlin</td>
<td>Feb 1941</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Photographs of Thirteenth Century Church, Hattula, Finland</td>
<td>Feb 1941</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Photographs of Third Unitarian Church, Chicago, Paul Schnellhcher, Architect</td>
<td>Feb 1941</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rendering of Lije Temple, Hawaii, Pope and Burton, Architects</td>
<td>Feb 1941</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rendering and plans of Bryan Ward Church, Salt Lake City, Edward O. Anderson, Architects</td>
<td>Feb 1941</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rendering and plans of new Oahu Stake Tabernacle, Honolulu, Harold W. Burton, Architect</td>
<td>Feb 1941</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Perspective of Bountiful Ward Chapel, Salt Lake City, Cannon and Mullen, Architects</td>
<td>Feb 1941</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Photographs of the Co-Cathedral of Christ the King, Atlanta, Georgia, Henry D. Dogil &amp; Sons, Architects</td>
<td>Feb 1941</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Photographs of Christ Church, Bronxville, N. Y., Chester Price, Architect</td>
<td>Feb 1941</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Photograph and details of St. Joseph's Proto-Cathedral, Bardstown (1816), John Rogers, Architect</td>
<td>May 1941</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Photographs of Duncan Memorial Chapel, Wiscasmeyer, Aasen &amp; Elstoch, Architects</td>
<td>May 1941</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;Class Rooms, Modern Low-Cost,&quot; by Ray L. Hamon</td>
<td>Dec 1940</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;Co-Cathedral of Christ the King, Atlanta, Georgia,&quot; photographs and detail sheet, Henry D. Dogil &amp; Sons, Architects</td>
<td>Feb 1941</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Coca-Cola Bottling Company Plant</td>
<td>Photograph, Jesse M. Shelton, Architect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cosmetic Showrooms of Antoine de Paris</td>
<td>Interior photographs and plans, Darved, Inc, Designers</td>
<td>Jan 1941</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Critiques

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Airports As Architecture,&quot; by Talbot F. Hamlin</td>
<td>Oct 1940</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;A.I.A. Meets in Kentucky, The,&quot; by Talbot F. Hamlin</td>
<td>May 1941</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Architect and the Defense,&quot; by Talbot F. Hamlin</td>
<td>Sep 1940</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Date: December 1940
“Architecture in Nineteen-Sixty?” by Talbot F. Hamlin .......... 343
“Design Above and Under Ground,” by Talbot F. Hamlin .......... 415
“Factories As Architecture,” by Talbot F. Hamlin ............... 469
“Hospitals, Architecture of,” by Talbot F. Hamlin ............... 711
“Interior Decoration, 1940,” by Talbot F. Hamlin ............... 779
“School Design, Recent Developments in,” by Talbot F. Hamlin ... 768
“Three Churches,” by Talbot F. Hamlin Feb 75
“Versus and Other Things,” by Talbot F. Hamlin ............... 223
CUPBOARD, Selected Details of, ............... 729—730


“East River Houses,” Perry Coke Smith, Alfred E. Poor, and C. W. Schlusling, Architects .... Sep 555

EDITORIALS

“Architects Are Essential to Preparedness,” by Kenneth Reid ....... 28
“Furnishings As Well As Ruminations,” by Kenneth Reid .......... 467
“How Can I Be Useful?” by William Lescaze .................. 791
“Lesson to be Heeded, A,” by Kenneth Reid ......... Nov 467
“Let Us Be Prepared,” by Kenneth Reid Aug 44
“The Editor Ruminates for the Record,” by Kenneth Reid .......... 54
“The Monograph Series—Photographs and plans of small hospital at Boston, Coolidge, Shepley, Bulfinch & Abbott, Architects .... Nov 690—700
“Recent Experience in Hospital Lighting,” by Ida Caroll and Joseph Blumenkranz ............. Nov 701
“American Field Service Units,” Article, by Addison Eedem ........ Nov 707
“Architecture of Hospitals,” Article, by Talbot F. Hamlin ........ Nov 711
Hospital Bibliography, by Alan Mather Nov 725

HOUSING

Castle Village; George Fred Pelham, Jr., Architect .......... Jan 26
Apartments houses at 46th Street and 61st Street; Horace Ginsbern, Architect .......... Jan 29
River Terrace Apartments, Detroit; Derrick & Camber, Inc., Architects and Engineers .......... Mar 64
Clatham Park Project, Chicago; Shaw, Naeis & Murphy, Architects .......... Mar 88
Apartments buildings and house in Tel-Aviv, Palestine; Louis G. Redstone, Architect .......... Apr 60—61

Mar 49—50
Jan 173
Mar 457—458
Mar 64
Dec 793—794
Mar 171—172
178
Sep 598
Apr 245—260
Mar 177
Mar 503—504
Aug 105
Aug 515—530
Aug 101
Feb 231—232
Apr 511
CERNY, Jerome Robert, Architect—Rendering showing elevation of house based on Colonial Williamsburg Jul 430

COLTER, Mac—Perspective photograph and plan of small house for Mr. S. Layton, Esq. Jan 37—41

DENT, Lucian M., and A. L. AYDELOTT, Architects—Perspective and plans for a country home for Mr. and Mrs. Robert L. Beare, Jr., Jackson, Tenn. Nov 737


FORD, O'Neil, Architect—Photographs, renderings, and plans of residence Apr 198—209


GRUNSFELD, Ernest A., Jr., Architect—Photographs and plans of the Lessing J. Rosenwald residence Mar 131—164


HAMMON, Stratton O., Architect—Photograph of house for Wallace Davis, Louisville, Kentucky May 309

Photograph of the John Kingman House, Louisville, Kentucky May 311

Photograph of Arthur Peter, Jr., Residence, Louisville, Kentucky May 312


HUSZAGH, Ralph D., Architect—Perspective and plans for a country home for Lee Hickle, Barrington, Illinois Nov 738

LAszLo, Paul, Architect—Three photographs of model and plans for concrete and steel house for the architect Jun 367—368

Six exterior and four interior photographs and plans of "Pensacola Acres," California ranch of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Blanke Sep 576—582

LESCEAZ, William, Architect—Design for a "House of 1939" Jul 422

NEVIN, MORGAN, AND KOLBROOK, Architects—Photographs of the William C. Danby residence, near Louisville, Kentucky May 310

OTIS AND LEA, Architects—Photographs of residence for Mrs. Adele McCaskey, Louisville, Kentucky May 313—314

PORTER, Frederick L., Architect—Design for a house—Rendering by Earl Pardy Jul 425

SHEPHERD, George S., Architect—Perspective and plans of a suburban residence Apr 222

STODDARD, George Wellington, Architect—Design for a house—Sketch by Harrison John Overstreet Jul 426

TIBBALS, Tod, Architect—Two exterior and one interior photographs and plans of house for the architect, Columbus, Ohio Nov 735—736

VILLANUEVA, Marcel, Architect—Design for a house—Rendering by Allan C. Dawsel Jul 428

WISCHMEYER, AARSMITH, AND ELSWICK, Architects—Photograph of the V. V. Cook House, Louisville, Kentucky May 311

Photograph of the R. F. Cate House, Louisville, Kentucky May 312

RIVER TERRACE APARTMENTS, DETROIT—Photograph and plot plan, Derrick & Gamber, Inc., Architects Mar 64

ROOM FOR A GIRL AGED FIVE, Selected Details of, Jun 355—356

ROOM FOR A GIRL AGED EIGHT, Selected Details of, Jun 357—358

ROOM FOR A BOY AGED ELEVEN, Selected Details of, Jun 359—360

ROSENWALD RESIDENCE, LESSING J.—Article, forty photographs, and plans, Ernest A. Grunsfeld, Jr., Architect, Wallace F. Yerkes, Associate Mar 131—164


SCHOOLS

Academy of Aeronautics, La Guardia Field, New York Dec 747

Aircraft Mechanics Training Schools—Article, by Alan Mather Dec 751

Science Building for the Choate School, Fuller & Forbes, Architects Dec 757

Recent Developments in School Design—Article, by Talbot F. Hamlin Dec 768

Modern Low-Cost Class Rooms—Article, by Ray L. Hamon Dec 783

SCHOOL DESK—Two photographs of new type of work desk installed in Department of Architecture, University of Kansas Feb 16

SELECTED DETAILS

Jan 47—52
Feb 99—106
Mar 171—178
Apr 229—236
Jun 355—362
Jul 451—458
Aug 499—504
Sep 583—594
Nov 729—734

STAIRS, Selected Details of, Jan 51—52
Jul 456
Nov 731—739

STAIRWAYS, Selected Details of, Mar 174
Jul 456
Sep 584—585

TVA DETAILS, Selected Details of, Feb 107

USES OF GLASS, Selected Details of, Jun 47—48
Aug 499—502
Nov 727—734

WALL TREATMENTS, Selected Details of, Sep 586

WATERPROOFING—Article, "Dry Basement," by Ronald Allwork Oct 667

WINDSORS, Selected Details of, Sep 591—594


"YORKSHIP VILLAGE," CAMDEN, NEW JERSEY—Photographs, Electra D. Litchfield, Architect Sep 539—543
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>JENSEN, William</td>
<td>Drawing of tower, made for Park Commissioner Robert Moses</td>
<td>Jul</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JOHNSON, Ernst</td>
<td>Architect</td>
<td>May</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KAHN, INC.</td>
<td>Architect</td>
<td>Feb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KAUTZKY, Theodore</td>
<td>Pencil sketch</td>
<td>Jan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KILHAM &amp; HOPKINS</td>
<td>Architects, Photographs of new buildings</td>
<td>Jul</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KIMBALL &amp; BOWERS</td>
<td>Architects, Two exterior and two interior photographs of McFarland Medical Building, Ames, Iowa</td>
<td>Jan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KRAUSE, R. L.</td>
<td>- M.I.T. graduate student design for the Members' Room in an Institute of Modern Art</td>
<td>Jul</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LABRO, Georges</td>
<td>Architect, Exterior and two interior photographs and plans of Le Bourget Airport, Paris</td>
<td>Oct</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LASZLO, Paul</td>
<td>Architect</td>
<td>Jun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KRAUSE, R. L.</td>
<td>- M.I.T. graduate student design for the Members' Room in an Institute of Modern Art</td>
<td>Sep</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LENTELLI, Leo</td>
<td>Sculptor, Bas-relief and three panels for Christ Church, Bronxville, N. Y.</td>
<td>Feb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LESCAZE, William</td>
<td>Two drawings of a boys' dormitory, and a &quot;House of 1939&quot;</td>
<td>Sep</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEWIS, Scheil</td>
<td>Pencil drawing of a house, William and Geoffrey Platt, Architects</td>
<td>Jul</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LETCHFIELD, Eletus D.</td>
<td>Architect, Photographs of &quot;Yorkshire Village,&quot; Camden, New Jersey</td>
<td>Sep</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LITTLE, Sidney C.</td>
<td>Photograph of model showing cinema space requirements</td>
<td>Oct</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOCKWOOD, Robert</td>
<td>Drawing of Boulder Dam, made for Gordon Kaufmann, Architect</td>
<td>Jul</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOECKER, Albert</td>
<td>Pencil sketch of a scene on the New York waterfront</td>
<td>Jun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAC COY, Clifford</td>
<td>Pencil study of Tour des Marques at Chenonceaux</td>
<td>Jul</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MATHER, Alan</td>
<td>Article, &quot;Henry Wright&quot;</td>
<td>Jan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MC DOWELL, Allen</td>
<td>Architect, Photograph of bay window</td>
<td>Dec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MC MULLEN, Major A. B.</td>
<td>Article, &quot;The Development of Airports&quot;</td>
<td>Oct</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEVIN, MORGAN, AND KOLBROOK</td>
<td>Architects, Photographs of the William C. Danby residence, near Louisville, Kentucky May</td>
<td>310</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEWMAN, Roger Hale</td>
<td>Article, &quot;New York Gothic Exhibition at Museum of the City of New York&quot;</td>
<td>Jul</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOLAN, Stephen</td>
<td>Pencil sketch of Carl Miller's &quot;Firegram-monument,&quot;</td>
<td>Feb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OLSON, Albert E.</td>
<td>Rendering of a house, Randolph Evans, Architect</td>
<td>Jul</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OTIS AND LEA</td>
<td>Architects, Photographs of residence for Mrs. Adele McCauley, Louisville, Kentucky May</td>
<td>313-134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OVERTURF, Harrison</td>
<td>Pencil sketch of a house, George Wellington Stoddard, Architect</td>
<td>Jun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POOR, Alfred E.</td>
<td>Perry Coke SMITH, and C. W. SCHLUSING, Architects, Photographs, renderings, plans, and details of &quot;East River Houses&quot;</td>
<td>Sep</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POPE, Arthur Usham</td>
<td>Photograph of Persian mosaic tilework, in Persian Exhibition, New York</td>
<td>Jun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRICE, Chester</td>
<td>Architect, Photographs of records for Christ Church, Bronxville, N. Y., Bertram G. Goulden Associates, original Architects</td>
<td>Feb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PURDY, Earl</td>
<td>Rendering of a house, Frederick L. Porter, Architect</td>
<td>Jul</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Pencil Sketches**

- "View Toward Gavarnie, Pyrenees" (Apr 200)
- "Chapel at Landemer, Normandy" (May 200)
- "Cathedral at Coutances, Normandy" (Jun 200)
- "Beach at Trégastel, Brittany" (Jul 200)
- "Street Scene at Lannion, Brittany" (Aug 200)
- "Fishing Boat at Douarnenez, Brittany" (Sep 200)
- "View of Dinan, Brittany" (Oct 200)
- "Fishermen at Morgat, Brittany" (Nov 200)
- "Shrine at Trégastel, Brittany" (Dec 200)

**Series of lessons in pencil drawing**

1. Apr 200
2. May 200
3. Jun 200
4. Jul 200
5. Aug 200
6. Sep 200
7. Oct 200
8. Nov 200
9. Dec 200
REDSTONE, Louis G., Architect—Four photographs and plans of apartment buildings and house in Tel-Aviv, Palestine  

REID, Kenneth  

Editorials  

"Architects Are Essential to Preparedness"  

"Fulminations as Well as Ruminations"  

"Lesson to be Heeded, A,"  

"Let Us Be Prepared,"  

"The Editor Ruminates for the Record"  

"Three Columns of Editorial Ruminations"  

"To the Readers of PENCIL POINTS"  

"We Point to a Possible Focus for Unity"  

"When It’s Too Cold to Ruminate"  

"Article, Background in Old Kentucky"  

RIPLEY, Hubert G.—"Article, ‘Kentucky Idyll’"  

ROSENBERG, Louis C.  

SCHINDLER, James F., Architect—Photograph  

SANDERS, Morris—"Article,‘Aluminum Lighting’"  

RUDOLPH, George Cooper— "Airbrush drawing of interior of residence"  

RUSH, William—"Article,‘The Architect and the”  

SCHNEIDER, James F., Architect—Photograph of house at Georgetown, New York  

SCHLUSING, C. W., Alfred E. POOR, and SHAW, NAESS & MURPHY, Architects—Photographs of Classic Revival work  

SHAW, NAESS & MURPHY—"Article, ‘Recent Experience in Hospital Lighting’"  

SCHWEIKHER, Paul, Architect—Photographs of Third Unitarian Church, Chicago  

SHAW, NAESS & MURPHY, Architects—"Perspective of Chatham Park Apartments, Chicago"  

SHELTON, Jesse M., Architect—"Photograph of the Coca-Cola Bottling Company plant, Raleigh, North Carolina"  

SHERROCK, Gideon, Architect (1827) —Selected photographs of Classic Revival work  

SLOAN, Raymond P.—"Article, ‘Our Hospitals Are Preparing’"  

SMITH, Perry Coke, Alfred E. POOR, and C. W. SCHLUSING, Architects—"Photographs, renderings, plans, and details of ‘East River Houses’"  

SOREF, Harry E., Designer—"Rendering of new lock factory of the Master Lock Company at Milwaukee, Wisconsin"  

STAATS, H. P., Architect—Photograph of bay window  

STEELE, George S., Architect—"Perspective and plans for a brick-revived house"  

STEN, Joseph—"University of Illinois students drawing"  

STRANG, Allen John—"Article, ‘Money from the $5000 House’"  

STUART, John—"Article, ‘The Washington National Airport’"  

STURGIS, R. Clifton, & A. H. HEPPURN, Associate Architects; Arthur A. SHURTLEFF, Town Planner—"Photographs of ‘Black Rock’ Garden Apartments, Bridgeport, Connecticut"  

SULLIVAN, Burn—"Drawing of apartment house project, Book & Paris, Architects"  

TEAGUE, Walter Dorwin—"Rendering by George Cooper Rudolph"  

DECEMBER 1940  

THOMPSON, B., and N. C. FLETCHER, Architects—Yale University School of Fine Arts collaborative student design, L. A. McMillen, collaborating Painter; K. U. White, collaborating Sculptor  

TIBBALS, Todd, Architect—"Two exterior and one interior photographs and plans of house for the architect, Columbus, Ohio"  


VERHOVSKOY, Roman, Architect—"Rendering of Russian Orthodox Church in Belgrade"  

VERHOVSKOY, Roman, Sculptor—Fountain monument, ‘Hercules,’ in Belgrade State Park  

WALKER, Ralph—"Article, ‘The Japanese House’"  

WARD, William—Photograph of stone abutment, George Washington Bridge  

WAUGH, Sidney, Sculptor—Four bronze figures for the Bull Planetaryarium, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania and Boyd, Architects  

WHITTLESEY, Ethelinda—"Pencil drawing of the Tellico Plains Methodist Church"  

WILBER, Donald N.—"Photograph of Persian brickwork, in Persian Exhibition, New York"  

WISCHMEYER, AARASMITH, and ELSWICK, Architects—"Photograph of the V. V. Cook House, Louisville, Kentucky"  

WRIGHT, Frank Lloyd, Architects—"Photograph of the R. E. Cate House, Louisville, Kentucky"  

WRIGHT, Frank Lloyd, Architects—Photographs of the Duncan Memorial Chapel, Louisville, Kentucky  

WITTON, Frederick R., Architect—"Drawing of the Gonzales Gardens Apartments, Columbus, Ohio"  

YEWELL, John Floyd—"Drawing of a bank building, Chauncey Riley of Hoggan Bros., Architect"  

ZISMAN, S. B.—"Article, ‘The Architect and the Houses, V.’—‘O’Neil Ford of Dallas, Texas"  

DATA SHEETS, THE—Don Graf  

Airport Design Check List  

Automatic Sprinkler Installation  

Automatic Sprinkler Location  

Automatic Sprinkler Water Supply  

1940 Automobile Dimensions  

Bowling Alleys  

Brick Walks, Details of  

Closed String Stairs  

Cold Water Distribution  

Coal Storage Bin Made of Concrete  

Concrete Stair Construction  

Display Frames with Concealed Lighting  

Finishes for Concrete Stairs  

Finishes for Steel Stairs  

Five Basic Rules of Perspective  

Floorlighting of Buildings  

Flush and Surface Display Frames  

Garden Walks  

Ice House, Details of  

Illuminated Store Front  

Liquor Bars  

Local NFBU Inspection and Rating Bureau
Fundamental pencil stroke exercises

Lesson 1 ........................................... Apr 212
Lesson 2 ......................................... May 328
Lesson 3 .......................................... Jun 396
Lesson 4 .......................................... Jun 464
Lesson 5 .......................................... Aug 532
Lesson 6 .......................................... Sep 600
Lesson 7 .......................................... Oct 676
Lesson 8 .......................................... Nov 744
Lesson 9 .......................................... Dec 816

LOECHER, Albert
Pencil sketch of a scene on the New York waterfront . . . Jun 360
Pencil sketch, "West 16th Street, Manhattan" .......... Jun 370
MAC COY, Clifford—Pencil study of Tour des Marques at Chenonceaux ... Jul 58
NOLAN, Stephen
Pencil sketch of Carl Miller's "Fly-garmontium," Stockholm . . Feb 12
Pencil sketch of office building, Gotteborg, Sweden . . . Dec 10
WHITTLESEY, Ethelinda—Pencil drawing of the Tellico Plains Methodist Church . . . Sep 22

RENDERINGS

BAILEY, Roger—Two drawings of new clubhouse building for boys, Detroit; and Seventh Church of Christ, Scientist, Detroit; Smith, Hinchman & Grylls, Architects . . . Jul 423
BEARSE, P. E.—Perspective rendering of two Colorado ranch houses; G. Piers Brookfield, Architect . . . Apr 220—221
BONESTELL, Chesley—Drawing showing plan for Los Angeles Civic Center, proposed by William Lee Wood, Architect ... Jul 414
CERNY, Jerome Robert—Drawing of a house, on Colonial Williamsburg .... Jul 410
CHAMBERLAIN, Samuel—Pencil drawing of the Chateau de Bretegnon, Gien, France ... Jul 421
COWLEY, Leo J.—Lithographic pencil drawing .... Jul 429
CROWTHER, Frederick—Drawing of a church, Aloys F. Herman and Howard T. Simons, Architects . . . Jul 429
CUTLER, J. P.—Fourth-year M. I. T. architectural student design for an airport . . . Jul 442
DAVOLL, Alan—Rendering of a house, Marcel Villanueva, Architect . . . Jul 428
DREW, R. M., and B. GROPP, Architects—Yale University School of Fine Arts "junior collaborative" third-year student design, B. A. Lettick, collaborating Painter; M. Marshall, collaborating Sculptor . . . Jul 444
FRANK, Howard W.—University of Illinois student drawing . . . Jul 445
FRANKLIN, J. W.—New York University student design for a child's room . . . Jul 446
GIDDIES, NORMAN BEL, Office of, Drawing of General Motors Highways and Horizons Exhibit, New York World's Fair . . . Jul 417
GROPP, B., and R. M. DREW, Architects—Yale University School of Fine Arts "junior collaborative" third-year student design, B. A. Lettick, collaborating Painter; M. Marshall, collaborating Sculptor . . . Jul 444
JENSEN, William—Drawing of tower, made for Park Commissioner Robert Moses .... Jul 416
HABELLE, W. E.—M. I. T. graduate student design . . . Jul 443
KAHN, INC, Albert, Architects—Rendering of hangar and office building, Denver, Colorado, Municipal Airport Nov 16
KAUTZKY, Theodore—Drawing for Park Commissioner Robert Moses . . Jul 412
KRAUSE, B. L.—M. I. T. graduate student design for the Members' Room in an Institute of Modern Art . . Jul 443
LESCAZE, William, Architect—Two drawings of a boys' dormitory, and "House of 2039" . . Jul 422
LEWIS, Schell—Pencil drawing of a house, William and Geoffrey Platt, Architects . . . Jul 410
LOECHER, Albert
Two pencil renderings of interior of proposed college library Jun 371—372
Two pencil studies for Library and Auditorium at Carroll College, Waukesha, Wisconsin, Ide Van der Gracht and Walter Kilkham, Jr., Architects . . Jul 413
MARKHAM, Fred L., Architect—Rendering of new chapel and religious education building of Brigham Young University . . Oct 20
OLSON, Albert E.—Rendering of a house, Randolph Evans, Architect . . Jul 425
OVERTURF, Harrison John—Pencil sketch of a house, George Wellington Stoddard, Architect . . . Jul 426
PRICE, Chester, Architect—Two drawings of Salvation Building at 91st Street, and Small Ferry House at 78th Street, New York . . . Jul 405
ROSENBERG, Louis C.—Pencil drawing showing final scheme for permanent New York State Building and Amphitheatre, New York World's Fair, Sloan & Robertson, Architects . . . Jul 420
RUDOLPH, George Cooper
Airbrush drawing of interior of residence for Walter Dorwin Teague . . Jul 407
Rendering, for Walter Dorwin Teague . . Jul 411
SANDERS, Morris—Airbrush rendering and pencil drawing . . . Jul 428—419
STEIN, Joseph—University of Illinois student drawing . . . Jul 445
TEAGUE, Walter Dorwin, Architect . . . Jul 411
THOMPSON, B., and N. C. FLETCHER, Architects—Yale University School of Fine Arts collaborative student design, L. A. McMillen, collaborating Painter; K. U. White, collaborating Sculptor . . . Jul 444
VERHOVSKOY, Roman, Architect
Rendering of Russian Orthodox Church in Belgrade . . . Apr 241
Rendering of St. Vladimir's Church, Canasville, New Jersey . . Apr 242
| Two renderings of monument of the World War, "Eternal Peace" Apr 242—243 |
| Rendering of Memorial Chapel at South Canaan, Pennsylvania Apr 243 |
| Rendering of World War Monument to Russian soldiers at Belgrade Apr 244 |
| WITTON, Frederick R., Architect—Drawing of Women's Dormitory, Massachusetts State College, Amherst, Louis Warren Ross, Architect Jul 424 |
| Rendering of Memorial Chapel at South Canaan, Pennsylvania Apr 243 |
| Rendering of World War Monument to Russian soldiers, at Belgrade Apr 244 |
| WITTON, Frederick R., Architect—Drawing of Women's Dormitory, Massachusetts State College, Amherst, Louis Warren Ross, Architect Jul 424 |
| SCULPTURE |
| GUSTAFSON, F. Malcolm—Clay figures, "The Slave of the Drawing Board" Jun 34 |
| JENNEWINE, C. P.—War monument for Rochester, N. Y., Michael Rapuano, Collaborator Jun 34 |
| LENTELLI, Leo—Bas-relief and three panels for Christ Church, Bronxville, N. Y., Chester Price, Architect Feb 90—91 |
| NOGUCHI, Isamu—Stainless steel sculpture over main entrance of Associated Press Building, Rockefeller Center, New York Jun 16 |
| VERHOVSKOY, Roman—Fountain monument, "Hercules," in Belgrade State Park Apr 244 |
| WAUGH, Sidney—Four bronzes for the Buhl Planetarium, Pittsburgh, Ingham and Boyd, Architects Jan 42—43 |

**PENCIL POINTS**

**PENCIL POINTS**

**THRESHING FLOOR, THE**

**Letters and Discussions**

| AKERSON, Phillip | Jul 30 |
| ARNAUD, Dean Leopold | Oct 14 |
| ASSOCIATION OF NORTH SHORE ARCHITECTS | May 35 |
| BENEDICT, Eli | Jul 27 |
| BETTS, Ben Davenport | Mar 19 |
| BOWMAN, Lewis | May 36 |
| BRIGGS, C. C. | May 37 |
| DELANO, William Adams | Nov 14 |
| DE POSTELS, Theodore | Mar 20 |
| DISTIN, William G. | May 35 |
| EMBURY, Aymar II | Oct 14 |
| GADDIS, Norris M. | Sep 34 |
| GALLIS, Michael A. | Apr 21 |
| GRAY, Eugene N. | May 35 |
| HERWIG, Gannett | Jul 37 |
| HUGHES, III, Charles Evans | Jul 30 |
| JOHNSTONE, Harry Inge | Mar 20 |
| KAUFMANN, Gordon B. | Nov 12 |
| KNOWLTON, Alexander | Jan 22 |
| KOYLL, Dean George Simpson | Sep 34 |
| KRAMER, Allen R. | Dec 9 |
| LUDLOW, William Orr | Nov 12 |
| MATHER, Alan | Apr 19 |
| MATTESON, Victor A. | Mar 20 |
| MEEMS, C. L. V. | Jan 19 |
| MORGAN, Sherley W. | Dec 9 |
| MORRILL, E. W. | Nov 12 |
| NEWKIRK, Clement R. | Nov 12 |
| NOONAN, Jack | Jan 22 |
| PAYNE, Arthur F. | May 36 |
| PIPPIN, Paul | Mar 21 |
| POCCI, C. Godfrey | Apr 22 |
| RASKIN, Eugene | Jul 32 |
| RICE, Ralph M. | May 38 |
| RUSSELL, Robert S. | Jul 32 |
| ST. JOHN, Sarah | May 35 |
| SCHAPIRO, W. F. | Mar 19 |
| SPROSS, Walter J. | May 38 |
| STEVENS, Donald | Mar 21 |
| STILLMAN, George Schley | Apr 22 |
| SZENDY, Emil J. | Jan 19 |
| TAYLOR, A. D. | Sep 28 |
| TEAGUE, Walter Derwin | Oct 9 |
| UNWIN, Sir Raymond | Nov 9 |
| VAN DER ROHE, L. Mies | Dec 9 |
| VAN VOYOCO, Lee | Jul 27 |
| VIVIAN, John J. | Jul 30 |
| WAILLANT, Louis F. | Sep 30 |
| WALKER, Ralph | Nov 12 |
| WOODWORTH, L. L. | Jul 27 |
BOOKS ARE ALWAYS WELCOME Christmas Gifts!

Do your shopping with us—Special Xmas Packaging

PERSPECTIVE CHARTS
Philip J. Lawson
A set of eight charts, 21" x 24" with detailed instructions, covering most requirements for perspective construction. Four are designed for exteriors, four for interiors. Each group gives four different angles of view: a one-point chart for parallel perspective, a two-point chart for 45° views, and two two-point charts for 30°-60° views, one to display the left side elevation, and one to display the right.

The use of these charts will enable you or your draftsman to cut the time of constructing perspectives drastically. By eliminating the necessity of establishing distant vanishing points they save board space, at the same time keeping every measurement, they make possible quick determination of line in its true perspective direction. By providing ready made charts for 30°-60° views, one to display the right side elevation, two sets are offered for students forced to work without a teacher. Many points they save board space, at the same time eliminating most of the drudgery of conventional methods. And if you desire, the charts can be used backwards: Design your subject on the charts can be used backwards: Design your subject on

COLOR IN SKETCHING AND RENDERING
Arthur L. Guptill
This volume offers a vast fund of information on practically every phase of representative painting in water color and related media. Step by step, the text leads through particularly comprehensive chapters, (telling exactly what to buy and how to use it) to later professional considerations. Every point is fully explained and graphically illustrated. Numbered exercises are offered for students forced to work without a teacher. Many secrets of the professional are revealed.

There are 150 pages, 9 x 12; 195 beautiful full page illustrations, many in full color, and 70 text illustrations. Complete index. We feel this is the most valuable text and reference book on color. In cloth and published in one volume $6.00

THE DESIGN OF LETTERING, Egon Weiss
Alphabets of every style, with "net values" carefully worked out for the convenience of the user of this book. By the use of Mr. Weiss' system of "Net Values" an inscription to fit a given space can be laid out right the first time by accurately spaced that only minor modifications, if any, will be necessary. 195 pages, 9 x 12; 155 text illustrations $5.00

THE WORK OF CRAM & FERGUSON
This book includes approximately 334 pages of plates of the work of Bertram Grosvenor Goodhue. This book includes approximately 334 pages of plates of Churches in the medieval and Georgian styles, Collegiate and School Buildings, Libraries and Residences. 11 x 14 inches, bound in buckram, enclosed in slip case $10.00

METAL PLATE LITHOGRAPHY, C. A. Seward
A brief and concise but adequate manual of technique for the student of gravure on one side only of one-hundred-pound antique paper, plus the technique of the pencil's employment.

Perspective drawings without the use of a vanishing point. 64 pages, 9 x 12 inches $1.50

PRACTICAL PERSPECTIVE, Ernest Irving Freece
A new and thoroughly tested method for making perspective drawings, without the use of a vanishing point. 64 pages, 9 x 12 inches $1.50

GOOD PRACTICE IN CONSTRUCTION, Philip G. Kaublich
Contains 114 plate pages of practical construction details covering 300 subjects. This book, originally published in two parts, contains nearly 280 pages of exterior and interior views, 9 x 12 inches, handomely bound $3.00

ARCHITECTURE TOSCANE, A. Grandjcan De Montigny et A. Famin
This volume contains the entire 110 plates of the original edition, reproduced with the greatest care and faithfulness. 9 x 12 inches $3.00

THE SMALLER HOUSES AND GARDENS OF VERSAILLES
52 plate pages. 9 x 12 $2.00

FRAGMENTS D'ARCHITECTURE ANTIQUE, D'Espouy
69 drawings $1.50

DRAWING WITH PEN AND INK
Arthur L. Guptill
We do not hesitate to say that Mr. Guptill has provided the most complete, practical and profusely illustrated text and reference book on pen and ink drawing that has ever been published. Like its companion "Sketching and Rendering in Pencil" this volume is based partly on lectures and instructions given by the author in his classes and partly on his experience as a professional illustrator and renderer.

The book furnishes a sound and thorough guide for the study of pen and ink and its various techniques. It is embellished by hundred of drawings by the author and by examples of the work of many leading illustrators and renderers.

444 pages, 9 x 12 inches, over 800 illustrations. Cloth $8.50

THE TREATMENT OF INTERIORS, Eugene Clute
Brief paragraphs, accompanied by many illustrations, point out the new tendencies in decoration and interior designs. 208 pages, 59 full page plates and hundreds of smaller illustrations. 9 x 12 inches, handomely bound $3.00

PRACTICAL REQUIREMENTS OF MODERN BUILDINGS, Eugene Clute.
Contains concise statements of the requirements for buildings for different purposes, together with architects' drawings and photographs that illustrate the latest practice in meeting these requirements. 231 pages, 9 x 12 inches $2.00

GOOD PRACTICE IN CONSTRUCTION—Part II of the Original Edition, Philip G. Kaublich
This volume contains details for store fronts, log cabins, theatres and other buildings that are constantly being built. 52 plate pages, 9 x 12 $2.00

PARIS PRIZE IN ARCHITECTURE—WINNING DESIGNS, 1904-1927
These designs in this portfolio were chosen by the Society of Beaux Arts Architects as the best solutions submitted of the existing problems presented. Size 10 x 15 inches, 45 plates. 69 drawings $1.50

ARCHITECTURE TOSCANE, A. Grandjcan De Montigny et A. Famin
A reprint of 100 carefully selected plates from the original edition. Size 9 x 12 inches $5.00

ARCHITECTURE TOUS, A. Famin
A reprint of 100 carefully selected plates from the original edition. Size 9 x 12 inches $5.00

PENCIL BROADSIDES
Theodore Kaufzky
A manual of pencil drawing no draftsman or artist can fail to covet. It contains twenty-four magnificent plates, 9 x 12, printed in an authentic way 100 carefully selected plates from the original edition. Size 9 x 12 inches $5.00

SKETCHING AND RENDERING IN PENCIL
Arthur L. Guptill
A thorough treatise on the subject of pencil drawing. Contains not only an exhaustive study of many illustrative sketches by the author but also numerous supplementary illustrations by well known artists. It is one of the few books offering adequate authoritative instruction in the composition of various kinds of pencil drawings plus the technique of the pen and ink artist. It will be found exceedingly useful by architects and draftsmen, as well as by the architectural student, the artist and the teacher of art.

206 pages, 9 x 12 inches, hundreds of illustrations. Cloth $5.00

Pencil Points Library
REINHOLD PUBLISHING CORPORATION, 330 West 42nd Street, New York, U. S. A.

DECEMBER 1940
When you include telephone outlets in your plans, you make the telephone system an integral part of the home. This is an advantage both to you and to your clients.

Telephone outlets, connected to inexpensive pipe, conduit, or other built-in facilities installed in the walls at the time the home is constructed, reflect good workmanship and careful planning and thus are strong sales aids.

Modern buyers appreciate evidence of care and consideration for the appearance of their new homes. And by affording a clear path through concrete, insulation, fire-stops and around ductwork you insure against exposed wiring that might seriously mar the beauty of the walls and woodwork you design.

Every home, regardless of size, should have one telephone outlet on each floor and additional outlets in logical places for extension telephones.

Your telephone company offers its co-operation in planning efficient telephone arrangements. Just call the nearest Bell Telephone Business Office and ask for "Architects' and Builders' Service."
Sixteen men working sixty minutes quickly completed the steelwork of each home. Stran-Steel "chassis" is designed for fast erection and rigidity.

Sound construction is clearly indicated in these views of the new five-room homes. Gunite exterior has just been applied.

The first fifty low-cost houses to be built for the Navy Department under the National Defense Program have Stran-Steel frames! They are homes being erected for Navy married enlisted personnel at the Naval Operating Base at Norfolk, Virginia.

Speed of construction and the fundamental durability of steel were some of the reasons for the Navy's choice of Stran-Steel as the framing material. The exclusive Stran-Steel nailing groove permitted the application of all the collateral materials direct to the steel studs and roof rafters. Insulation board and gunite exteriors are other modern features found in these well-built, smartly-styled buildings.

Stran-Steel has consistently demonstrated its superiority as an efficient, low-cost building material in many types of construction. Stran-Steel members are formed from high-grade copper-bearing steel. Studs and joists are formed from two pieces welded together—the space between becoming the nailing groove that permits rapid erection of collateral materials with ordinary hammer-and-nails methods. Wherever speed, permanence and low cost are important considerations in any building program, Stran-Steel provides the most efficient answer. Write for additional information and descriptive literature on Stran-Steel today. For specific technical data and advice, a complete engineering and architectural department is at your service.

COMPLETE STEEL FRAME IN SIXTY MINUTES

A crew of sixteen men erected the entire steel framework of each five-room Navy home in one hour. This building speed is made possible by the efficient, simple design and easy handling of Stran-Steel members. Roof trusses and window panels were assembled by welding—studs were attached to plates by regular screws. Insulation boards were nailed to the Stran-Steel studs by means of the nailing groove. Stran-Steel was shipped to the job site in exact lengths, further increasing the erection speed of the Stran-Steel frame.
STORE FRONT ARCHITECTS and merchants alike agree that the most important function of store front construction is to hold plate glass securely and safely.

FULLY RESILIENT Kawneer Store Front Sash, based on principles established by Kawneer in 1905, practically eliminates chances of glass breakage. Patented Kawneer construction holds glass securely, with an almost human grip that cushions shocks and vibration, prevents localized pressure or rigidity. The complete Kawneer line includes rustless metal sash, bars, awning bars, mouldings, entrance doors, sign letters. Facing panels are available in aluminum or porcelain enamel (27 colors).

Store front designers will find a wide range of possibilities in Kawneer construction. Write for latest data. THE KAWNEER COMPANY, NILES, MICHIGAN.